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CALLITESIESS pyr,CGA wantinJASON D. EISENBERG
DIRECTOR

(202) 772-8645
JASONE@SKGF.COM

May 24, 2013

Commissioner for Patents

PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Re: U.S. Non-Provisional Utility Patent Application under 37 C.F.R. § 1.53(b)
Appl. No. To be assigned; Filed: May 24, 2013
For: Method and a System for Determining the Power Consumptionin

Connection with an Electronic Device, and an Electronic Device
Inventor: Kimmo MYLLY

Our Ref: 3371.002REIO

Commissioner:

The following documents are transmitted herewith for appropriate action by the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office:

1. Payment made via EFS-Webfor $6080.00 to cover:
$3,040.00 Patent Application fee (including basic filing, search, and examination
fees);
$3040.00 Excess claims fee; and

2. Reissue Patent Application Transmittal Form (PTO/ATA/S50);

3. Authorization to Treat a Reply As Incorporating An Extension of Time
Under 37 C.F.R. § 1.136(a)(3);

4, Preliminary Amendment in a Reissue Application Under 37 C.F.R. §
1.173(b) and Statement of Status and Support for all Changes to the
Claims Under 37 C.F.R. § 1.173(c);

5. A copy of an original Reissue Application: Consent of Assignee;
Statement ofNon-Assignment;

6. A copy ofan original executed Power of Attorney by Applicant; and

7. Statement Under 37 C.F.R. § 3.73(c);

8. U.S. Narrowing Reissue Application entitled:

Method and a System for Determining the Power Consumption in Connection
with an Electronic Device, and an Electronic Device

oe SRVE. CIN
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Commissioner for Patents

May 24, 2013
Page 2

and naming as inventor:

Kimmo MYLLY

the application consisting of:

a. An Application Data Sheet G7? C.FLR. § 1.76);

b. Reissue Application Declaration by the Assignee Form
(PTO/ATA/06),

c. the application consisting of:

1. Reissue Application Cover Sheet with Abstract;

il. A specification and claims in double column copy ofpatent
format consisting of a total of seven (7) pages; and

li. Four (4) sheets of drawings (Figures 1-4).

The above-listed documentsare filed electronically through EFS-Web.

Fee paymentis provided via EFS-Web. The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is hereby
authorized to charge any fee deficiency, or credit any overpayment, to our Deposit Account No.
19-0036.

JDE/Ivt

Enclosure(s)

 

Respectfully submitted,

STERNE, KESSLER, GOLDSTEIN & FOX P.L.L.C.z x¢ S
PALoy

 
Attornéy\for Applicant
Registration No. 43,447

 
Oe SSUES
&S EL OOM
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PTO/AIA/SO (03-13)
Approvedfor use through 08/31/2013. OMB 0651-0033

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number SEA   

  

 
 
 

 
 

  

  
 

 

 

i REISSUE PATENT APPLICATION TRANSMITTAL

i Address to: i Attorney Docket No. :3371.002REIO i

| Mail Stop Reissue |_FirstNamedInventorKimmoMYLLY secnunnunns
Commissioner for Patents Original PatentNumber=17,278,033

i PG, Box 1450 : Original Patent Issuebate1......ememnvnOOTOOrr—O
| Alexandria, VA 22813-1850 _(Month/Day/Year) ‘October 2, 2007

Express Mail Label No. :
i APPLICATION FOR REISSUE OF: —_

[J Piant Patent(Check apolicable box} Utility Patent [| Design Patent
__-APPLICATIONELEMENTS(37CFR2173)

  
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

   
1. [] Fee Transmittal Form (PTO/SB/56) t 11. [x] Statementof status and support for all changes to the
2. [| Applicant asserts small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27 claims. See 37 CFR 1.173(c).
3.| | Applicantcertifies micro entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29. 12. ([X] Powerof Attorney

Applicant must attach form PTO/SB/15Aor B or equivalent. 13. [] Information Disclosure Statement(IDS)
4. LX] Specification and Claimsin double column copy of patent format t PTOSB/08 or PTO-1449

__ (amended, if appropriate) [| Copiesof citations attached
5.[X|Drawing(s) (proposed amendments, if appropriate) 14. [ English translation of Reissue Oath/Declaration
6. [x] Reissue Oath/Declaration or Substitute Statement (if applicable)

(37 CFR 1.175) (PTO/AIA/OS, 06,or 07) 16.[ _] Return Receipt Postcard (MPEP § 503)
7.1X] Application Data Sheet NOTE: Benefit claims under 37 CFR 1.78 (Should be specifically itemized) . .

~~ andforeignpriority claims under 37 CFR 1.55 MUSTbesetforth in an VJ. [x] Other: PreliminaryAmendmentinaReissue
Application Data Sheet (ADS). Application Under 37 C.F.R. § 1.173(b), and

8. [x] Original U.S, Patent currently assigned? [x] Yes [| NoEE—————e—=——_—_—_—_—VOHOaneytpenne
(if Yes, check applicable box(es))

[X] Written Consentof all Assigness (PTO/AIA/53)
[X] 37 CFR 3.73(c} Statement (PTO/AIA/96)

zationtoTreataReplyasIncorporating_
an Extension of Time Under37C.F.R.1.136(a)@).
 
 

 
  

 

i 9. ( CD-ROM of CD-Rin duplicate, Computer Program (Appendix) or large gaansaatenegeeneeennnnnennnnnnnnnnnn
; table ow

i [] Landscape Table on CD

i 10. Nucleotide and/or Amino Acid Sequence Submission : [| This is a continuationreissue or divisional reissue application
i (if applicable, items a. —c. are required) (i.e., a second or subsequentreissue application for the same
i a. [] Computer Readable Form (CRF) issued patent). (Check boxif applicable.)
i b. [| Specification SequenceListing on:
i i. [| CD-ROM(2 copies) or CD-R (2 copies); or

ii.[|Paper
 
 

tity of above copies

8.CORRESPONDENCEADDRESS
  The address associated with Customer Number: _ 26111 . OR [| Correspondence address below

PomsPenne eeeerinnnannananannancnennennnanienstsssnn

 
 
 
  

 
 

 

Address

City
wennnnn nee eee eeeee

 
 
 

  b
3 i;', t'' 44 ; 4 itiiii5‘55‘ 

 
 

  
 

oy2
Country gk

i
xX 8

na aneneeeeseenees ‘3. pepennnnnnnnn nnneneeneenceeceessennenecUeeeeeenennt:ergSPSRyeR
ths

. Lashichettiorwo mmaannnnahRAAAAAASSANSSi i LIPS ood my
Signature ; PERS Date sry 3: ae ye ;i RRR 3s vos 

“Name ( Print/Ty pe ) ee ,
‘Jason D. Eisenbers

wee:eetbegegeete:lason| | —Registration No. 43.447
This collection of informationis required by 37 CFR aeSe informationis required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichistofile (and by the USPTO toprocess)an application. Confidentiality is governed by 3§ BRC. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and1.14.This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed apphicpttin form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon theindividual case. Any comments on the
amountof time you require to complete this form and/orSuggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief information Officer, U.S, Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S, Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450, DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS ADDRESS. SEND
TO: Mail Stop Reissue, Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.

or

ee
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re applicationof: | Confirmation No.: To be assigned
Kimmo MYLLY | Art Unit: To be assigned
Appl. No.: To be assigned | Examiner: To be assigned
(Narrowing Reissue of U.S. Patent No. 7,278,033; | Atty. Docket: 3371.002REIO
Issued October 2, 2007)

For: Method and a System for Determining the
Power Consumption in Connection with an_ |
Electronic Device, and an €lectronic Device

Authorization to Treat a Reply as Incorporating an
Extension of Time Under 37 C.E.R. § 1.136(a)(3)

Commissioner for Patents

PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Commissioner:

The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is hereby authorized to treat any concurrent or future

reply that requires a petition for an extension oftime underthis paragraphforits timely submission,

as incorporating a petition for extension of time for the appropriate length of time. The U.S. Patent

and Trademark Office is hereby authorized to charge all required extension of time fees to our

Deposit Account No. 19-0036, if such fees are not otherwise provided for in such reply.

Respectfulsubmitted,

 
Attorney for: Applicant
RegistrationNo. 43,447 Date: oY  

1100 New York Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20005-3934
(202) 371-2600
1691387_1
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 LANE Ge TACANTed 1G fPREDOE |
 

ungerthe Banerwork Bact oh AWGS. neeonARAN ne eeSAREE ; nentREISSUE APPLICATION: CONSENT OF ASSIGNEE; : :
STATEMENT OF NON-ASSIGNMENT 3371 DU2ZREIO i

 
 oT;ThisiS nar of the anudication for a reissue patent based on the ongina i patenticidentifiedbelow.SSNAASASASSSARESnEVSunwin AAASSSASSNSSUSUSSTASHUNAARAO SSAASSS

‘Nameof Patentee(s)

Memory Technologies LLC eorverrocrenaedoreedjaguendiinaotondd.
bogReetcSNRIAAAANRISRIRIIAIIAIILIIILWAAAASFEATCDaentiseieaSSSeegient Number Date Patant Issued

oN

 

  

(7.278 033 B2 } October 2, 2007
|stenosis sseusongnenngninsenend
‘ile of Invention :By

: $ joi : See ot he wean aneue? “he “ 2 : o }Method wada Systemfor Determining the Power Consurmption ia Connection withan Blectronie Device, and an Elecrronle Device |. ii PoAAAAAAIAWAAA ANNANONANEARATSSSAA SSNSSSSASNRNN

 1. LN Filed herein is a statement under 37 CFR 3.7Sic1L (Form PTO/AIA/Q6)

2.C| Ownership of the patent is In theinventor(s), and no assignment of the patent isin effect.

One of boxes 1 or 2 above must be checked,If multiple assignees. complete this form for each assignee. If
box 2 is checked, skip the nexi entry and go directly te “Name of Assignee.”

The written consent of all aotoation and inventors owning an undivided interest in the originalpatent is includedinthis aeAAAAAAIALORASANTEEYWNSNAIHAAIT

ALLIEDELIETLOLILOLLEDLEDIPLEDIOLIDLLOLELLDITEEDISELEASDIDDitt ceveeevevoriiiivorenbetninennsseseditnnnssdadannrerncmnnncesent
 

ANANSI
werk

The assignee(s) owning an undivided interest in said original patent isfare Memory|Techno!giesLuc
and the assignee(s} consents to the accompanying application for reissue. ee

FB ewseesesesnpntennantARRASEASRNagSSESSAANNARRAsienJdnsintattidannicetnnntsNSAAASeeevEPELGAARAAAaadthis
  

 
  

 

Name of assignee/inventor (if nol assigned) i

Memory Technolog ies|LLC
SESE saARIANAEERSAASASSREAAAASSSTSSAAAAAIlng soenetauatuianiaatinnnamannnaninint
: Signature Dale '

_ Robes — May 23, 29:3Ses Sn
LiAnninennnisioainasaanoonnnahs xseenpenngendynnsaitinaninsnnnnnninsinenense sasSUSANeenniAaaDNEATAIEEEASH4

 
 
   

  
 

Typed or printed name and. ttle ofperson signing ES assignees (assigned)

“ee olber’a Seal Yaloevs,erma _ 
i file lard bythe USPTO:
fas to corels. indudingyé Twas ON The

Patent arat
ESTED FORMS TO THIS

 

  : Shief istaerti
B0. 20 NOY SEND EES OR COM
22349-1450.

you,require © 6 a sf. Cisse UB Deparment of Gommerne, Pf : -SENG TO. Commissioner for Patents, P.O.‘Box 1480. Al cxandria, VA
 
 
 

 
  

ifyou seed assistance mcomplelag ihe form, call 1-800-P70-9799 and select agin2.
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PTO/AIA/82A (07-12)
Approved for use through 11/30/2014. OMB 0651-0035

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no personsare required to respondto a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

TRANSMITTAL FOR POWER OF ATTORNEY TO ONE OR MORE

REGISTERED PRACTITIONERS

 OTE:This form is to be submitted with the Powerof Attorney by Applicant form (PTO/AIA/82B or equivalent) to identify the
tapplication to which the Powerof Attorney is directed, in accordancewith 37 CFR1.5. If the Power of Attorney by Applicant form
gis not accompaniedby this transmittal form or an equivalent, the Powerof Attorney will not be recognized in the application.

Application Number To be assignedannAAR  

| Filing Date

First Named Inventor KimmoMYLLY.——s—sSSSsSsSsi‘(‘d
Title Methodand a System for Determining the Power Consumption in Connection

withan Electronic Device, and an Electronic DevicenASnRISAARRRARARAARARARARRARAAARARARRERAARAAAEAAAARAS 

Art Unit .
To be assignedsRAAARARAARnrNPRRRARARARRARARAREAREEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAANAAARASIDINEMAAT

| Examiner Name
To be assignedTeNNNRPSRRMARAREAAARARAAAAAAANAARANS

3371.002RE{Q
__...SIGNATURE of Appligant. oPgtentPractitioner

 
     erREEEEos <

: Name _JasonD,Eisenberg,

Registration Number 43,447

NOTE:This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 4.33. See 37 CFR 1.4(d) for signature requirements and certifications.

[] *Total of forms are submitted.
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.31, 1.32 and 1.33. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichisto file (and
by the USPTOto process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 3 minutes
to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amountof time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sentto the Chief Information Officer,
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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 AUSTEREO
Agoroved f 401d. OMG

ai and Trademark & us.0eeOF: COMEnon of information usless & daplays avai OME conSitesinities

    
  LES. Pegt

Linder ¢ soerack Redustion Aor of 1995. so cevsone are cuquared So respond tos i3aAAAINASSARISSNISCMINH naiaiaiataAAENPENA

POWER OF ATTORNEY SY APPLICANT
SERNARRAYSNSAAAItgenn enetennagenceh“GaSRAANAAIIANRAAARPAEEEARESSIENAANITARIAINNANAASAEASBINISASNASISSSICAANAAAIAAIASIANNSNAISNRNSSSAIAAAIORIIR

i hereby revoke all previous powars af attorney given in ihe applicalion identified in the attached trang¢rmittal letter.Rance SteetRieeS AAASASSSSNSNATSUSSNSSBNEEBERT ARNT AA SeeEMUNeesCtEERRITTERNTE

i | hereby appoint Practitioner(s) associated with the following Customer Number as my/our atlorney(s) or ageniis), and to
‘ transact all business in the United States Patent and Tsadermark Office coneected therewith for the application referenced

in the attached tansmiltal letter (form PTOVAIA/B24of equivalenih “ - “

     ‘y  
 prrvtvivioevers,    

 
 

       

   

 sapprosivvprttrrorceereeiboccensh  OR  
| [hereby appoint Pracitioner(s) named below. as my/our alforney(s) or agent(s}, and to transact ail business in the

+! Veited States Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith for the appkeation referenced inthe attached
transiailial letter form PTO/AIA/RZA or equivalent:

SANANSASARSUSSSASSSASorenaptataehatatiaantannnananagntniaiaananannnnay pinnaepSYSNRNASRSAAARNESSN MS
Recistratian i Name t RegistrationNuinber NumberARRASSANASSSAtanitaIt: ASAAMASSSSSENSEAISIAAASNAANVSpSAARR

sates

eonnrds

Name nanaeneneedTT,¢

  FSETNENRINEneon Ny SRSASAASSAAUAA Inneenannvenngnnnnnnnnn

Bireveeaosastionnshnnnopnansnagaonnnnpnaniaanasasanting, (UNREALCOMMAERROTROASTSNIA RNAERROHRARANNScr
|;3 53j; 353i 53j34 4

bervevi' caAtSASSSSNSSSAASAAS NEHARHNCECEHNADASNANENSi i£

aa47
t'£y5i$ voneeaperenripee:5yOzoii| z&3¥i;i4|Hl4$5

ArriseD whetttds "4f3
SSSFHA
  psneaeaaria se iiwe

Aneennangee iee eeeeae
NAAR

pnyenoeeeAALSSNLNweeeNAPPIVAISARAVANNSSISSAINARAAANVSSAIUNNNASRSIONIANANRANABPSSSASANSNS

Please recognize or changethe correspondence address for the application identified in the attachedi
transmittal letter to:

'

|

 Saeasnenactanennnannnnnngannnnnnnnnnisannntey

COOLOLLGULOLISOLEALELELLEEEELTUPELDOLLELLLTLIEOEOUEEEDODEDUUTCOPDIOLUUDDEDEDOEDEEDEEEEOEOEDDD
 

 
 

 
 

saniated wilh ihe above-meniigned Oustomer Numberne address as

ca, OR
The atidress ansociated wath Customer Number

OR
Burry oF
indixidual Nad

  

   i
26111 

 
   

oo“

__.ventor or Joint inventar

Legal Representative ala Geceased or Legally incapacitated Inventor

 
  

 

LA

ranted inthe applcationOrisconcurrent!si june aniSASSSSNPSlgVEUCANA & WASunAAAIALNHMMHRAAnAAAAANCHA. SIGNATUREeat far PatentcitiesenninanASRASANARANNAAMAS
'

nencobeddaddddddédediadddéddamanisinatniniisadiddadsh
 

 

 
 

  

   anaComeany wefWe :
ignature ~ This form miat be signed by the applicant in accordance wil

Aicatons. Subivit rudtiple forme tar more than one signature, see below ~.atarieAASSOUSARSBAIRRISENRIESRIBERAISNAA SNSveeeeSSSIRIEMORENRR
 

 
 
 

  

WY CFR 1.33. See 37 CFR 4.4 torsigriaiure requirements and :
    

“Total of _. TOTS are submited

iterCFE 1.21, 1.32 and 3. Thevlermatian‘srec ohtgir o a herseh byfe puto we?
5 ¢ 4 S : at ted la take S musuies 4

TCs, “Tiree weil! vary depen Atal Cage. Any ce
unk of ime you require to hutdwen, should Ge sent to the Hon Cifiea:, US. Patent and

arogk Otice US Deparies mesresa, PUG Agxendg, VA 22513-1660 DG NOT SERO FEES G8 COMPLETED FORME TD THe
Sf SEND TO: Canunissloner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1466.

  

  
 

 
  

 whe fig, CHENG. a  
 

 
 

 

if you need easisiance in compiel the: fon, call 1-800-PTO. 9199 and select option &
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Appraved {9
>, Pert and Trademass on   

  
Bamerwork Rocuston Ac! of 1985. ne BemONE areslooptceranniaAMAAERSSASASSSSSLALARASSSRUMN feseer

Aty, Docket Ne. 3371DORE ne
peeensanent

4 PO. and sferest. sat He

 RS « than the entire ight, (ie, and irerest (check applicable box):ai

 
  mynme axtent (by-peroantage obits @anership interest is

ihe balance of the inferes! mual b aneed to acogunt |  
 
 

Hunspetiind percentages of ownership. The other parties, including inventors, who logelher own ihe enlreterestae
 

 

 

meeernenerntnecetesesh!SeeSGSESSNSFUSERRSELONECEU pinpimminrlieinn nenneAAESEEihetnaanette,;‘s3332
:33t:t333., ne &Alvaanasnapannnasenateeet JAhaaShanna neceasitajeailatnbthanethieweesSeaASSSTSSSSNSTAHSISISTEAS SSSAenueeR,

 

 
 

Additional Stalemenife) by the owner!
night, Wile, andinteres.

 $} Holding ihe balance of the ailerest mye! besubrailled to account far ihe entire

The asi

ne other partgs. including ir
 nee of an undivided inlerasi in ihe entirely (a campiete assignment from one of the joint inventors was made).

ventors, wha logetheof own the erie right. nO, and interest are:
 {0    steeringnnaAE RARE AATRENS

 

 
  

 the‘palanceof the inierast must be subrriiied io account lor ihe entre 
 FraGNESA   

nal wateamenit(s) by the owners) holdir
noni, ite, andinterest

Add 

  4 The rect uewa a court procesdi" or ihe Eke (e.g. penkrupicy, probate). of an undivided interest in ihe entirety @complete t mansier of ownershipinterest was made), The cerilied docurnent(s) showingthe transfer is atlached.
The interes( identiiied in option 1, 2 or S above (not aptan 4) is avidenced by euher (chansé one of options A or 8 below):

AL] An assignmenttt‘romthe invantons}) of the palert agplication/paten’entified above. The assignment was recorded miihe United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel Frame . oF forwhich a copy
thereof is atachad!.

  
  

& chain of tile frorn ine inventer(s), of ine patent applicatior/palent identified above, to ine current assignee as follows:

immoMyty To. Nokia Corporation 1. From:    

The dacument was recorded in ihe United Slales Parent and Trademark Office a1

Reet013928 Frame D450or tor which-a copy thereo! !sattached.
2. From _ Nokia Corporation To: Nokiaine.

  

   

     

The document was moored in ine United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 030
sonhinacecnearninenhnnnnASSNSngAAAAAREARSRSNNNNNARONN

Page 1 afie

 Frame O38] or for which a copythereof!is attached 

LAELILLEEEDELLEDALEEDELEIOEIPOLELOLOEOOLDESPOTETEETELOLEDELEEIEEEOIPECOCOTEECAOLDTCUOPOCTOLUOLODLUPTLEOLIELPEDLEDD{2EAISSASASABALDODEE!LEEEVEDIDIDPPIELUUREREREDEDELERAUSEEELESSEAUIPLLLDIDELYDLEDTEDLIEDEORETUTETTELEEEEEEELESSIDEPITALAATALPERLEELS 
 
TO: US.Deparmentfor Patents, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 90313- 1850,

Uvau need assistance in completing doeform, call 1-800-PTO-9 799rad select option 2
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  tevenyerGotlustn Agl of 1986.

 

   

   
  

 

Perretcenice! LReens

STATEMENTUNDER37CER3.730)

3. From: ces fAee TODAOE ev
The decument was fecorded in ihe United States Patent and Trademark Office ai

ReeO30190 Frame _ or for which a copy thereal is attached,

ARPA su ecrrmmenmeninnnnsin FEcementnittgtitiimmaneeiiweiistect

The docursant was recorded in ihe United Stales Patent and Thidemark Office at

| Reel _ _, FrameuaOF for which a copy thereof is attached.

From To: erm  

The docurnast was recorded in the United States Palant and Trademark Ollice al

__ ot for whieh a copy thereof is attached.  

  ad in the United States Patent and Trademark Offmeat FORMSesor for which @ copy thereol is atlached.pee

| &dditianal documents in the chain of lite are lisied an a supplemental saeetis).

acitaedcddeddecedecdeddeddcedecddeddedddderdisedrddtadsidiriardersdiidieddsdddigiieadderdesdbrdvsddunivruvaduninnieddedddde
 As raqguired by 7 CFR 3.72i0)0 1G). the oncumeniary eviience ol Gra chain of tile from the© original owner lo theasgignes was, or cencurrently is being, submited lor reco:rdation purrguant to B7 GFR 3.14

 
 ina assignment! document(s)}) must be submiltad ta Assignment

ER Part 3. in record the ausicnment in the records of the USPTO. See MPEP $02.06)
as

INQTE: A ségarate cosy (.e., a ime copy of the or
Mivigion in accordance with 37 GF

 
 

ut i selow) is authorized fo uct on behalf of ihe assigns

Kolool
Root Seliebev5"(Boat fe

$ oF Typed rgSROOCO SHANNENVSSSENNNNNSaini

  
 

  

greveneedtevenrresernrerintriarntetedarrpiee:
  

(Page 2 of 2]
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eye
r Accordance Wilh MPEP 4  
 
  

 

a velo OME cont
SS8VEGONSDORNG!Canter
 

 
3371 00RE 10

ASSARIARAREASSSESSASASSAANUNSSQiteAAANEARAWAANSARISOAASAANTAMARSCMLAAUMTUMATURATRIVAIVALVAWANASANCAIIUNNAAIGDNIENSehhINANIANWNNWOTtSAENHARAKASAISN

REISSUE APPLICATION DECLARATION BY THE ASSIGNEE heronowoerenee:
i hereby dectace inal:

 e and mailing address of lhe inventar or joint Inventors are stated below

 + behall.of the following assignes: Menic 

  

  

ii3AOAARAMRAARERERREEREEEEAAASDDEPPLEOPLEEELELEPEEPEPLELAOEMAEDAEETECEEEE.
 i

  
 

 
 

__L Fibs39160ujars
 ‘gLLLIIEDTIDODOCCOPEEPIELELODVEDIDOUSELPELELTDYILEPELUPEELIFULLELLELEDDDLOLEDIDDDOLEMowme October4 2007 

subject matter which 16 described and 

Method and a System for Deterinining the Power Consumptthan in Connection with an Electronic
Device. and an Electronic Device

assem a

i

  

AS CBRE ¢ TOT NUIT ceceneeseeeeenecneecnenee 
 

se
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PTO/AIA/14 (03-13)
Approvedfor use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unlessit contains a valid OMB control number.

| AttorneyDocket Number i|3371 .002REIO
_ Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 - Sb: _ApplicationNumber Anette AA OES panes 4

P“Method‘and¢a SystemforDetermining the Power Consumption in Connection with an Electronic Device, and
an Electronic DeviceTitle of Invention
 

 
: The application data sheetisis;part‘oftheprovisionalcorsrnonprovisional application for whichit is being submitted. The following form contains the
i bibliographic data arranged in a format specified by the United States Patent and Trademark Office as outlined in 37 CFR 1.76.
: This document may be completed electronically and submitted to the Office in electronic format using the Electronic Filing System (EFS) orthe
i: document may beprinted and included in a paperfiled application. ee
 

Secrecy Order 37 CFR 3.2
__ Portions or ali of the applicationaagsociatedwiththisApplicationDataSheet|mayfallunder a Secrecy Order pursuantto
a_3?CFR§.2(Paperfilersonly. Applications thatfallunderSecrecyOrdermaynotbeHedelectronically.)||

 

inventor information:

 Inventor Fo

“Legal Name cite nee ne nn nets einhinneinininenmenenesineeneeemennn {Jonny pennenennnn nnn nn en eeeeeeEADSEESdase pannnnnnerannncna paneerannceneeneaf

Prefix,‘GivenName Middle Name 

Joemanmannanmnnnnnnanananhaaeeeeeaawaeeeaaneeeenenty RHEEnninninninnnninnmnnnnmnmnnd

‘MailingAddressofInventor: : —_
JocorcoenrSRSNNAAAAARRAR

; Address 1 Niemenkuja 8A_ aenEEEORRannanaanenee anh OSS eSSSSS SEeEEESEEETTY

Address2

Postal Code - 39160
PA|Inventors Must Be Listed - ‘AdditionalInventor.information blocks‘may‘be

generated withinthis formbyselectingtheAddbutton.

 SOO 

 ny

_State/Province  
 
 
 

 
 

  Gountryi FL
  

Correspondence Information:
Enter either Customer Number or‘completetheCorrespondence information section below.
Forfurther information see afCFR4.Ota)
o An Addressisbeing provided for the correspondenceInformation of thisapplication.
oSCustomerNumber 126111 
; EmailAddress eae   

Application Information:
_ Title of the Invention [“Methodanda“System,forDeterminingthe Power Consumption in Connection with anElectroniceee ___|Device,andanElectronic Device

“AtiomeyDocketNumber 3371.002REI0 i Smail Entity StatusClaimedoOAne AnehnEEEEEEULLRTGRRATU nacenapennaranraenrnnennnanneeeeee need

  

|ApplicationType Nonprovisional
/|Subject Matter —_ _[uuitlity|
| Total NumberofDrawingSheetserany) i 4 |suggestedFigure for‘Publ ication ay any) |nage spereerie neRnenennenenennnnnen
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PTO/AIA/14 (03-13)
Approvedfor use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

_Under|the‘Paperwork|Reduction Act of 1995, na0persons are requiredtoFespond to a collection ofinformationunlessiitcontains2avalidOMB control number.nen gooeeonenaesen EEERR

D ©AttorneyDDocketNumber ; 3371,O02REIO
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 + eS_ Application Number  

Title of Invention Method and a Systemfor Detennining the Power ConsumptioniinnConnection with an Electronic Device,‘and i
anElectronicDDeviceay iniAEGANAREALRATric ne nenennnmanananme eee nd

Publication information:
C RequestEarly|Publication(Feerequiredattime of‘Request37CFR1.219)

i Request Not to Pu blish. | hereby request that the attached application nnot be publishedurunder
C 35 U.S.C. 122(b) and certify that the invention disclosed in the attached application has not and will not be the

i subjectof an application filed in another country, or under a multilateral international agreement, that requires
publication|ateighteen months afterfifiling.Rete SHREE eaEERneaalerRCEULinon!

Representative|Information:
Representative information should be provided for all practitioners having a power of attorney in the application. Providing

| this information in the Application Data Sheet does notconstitute a power of attorney in the application (see 37 CFR 1.32). |
Either enter Customer Number or complete the Representative Name section below. If both sections are completed the customer |

| Numberwill be used for the Representative Information during processing. i

pee Eee Aang: Asse TaEYa    Please Select One: _&‘CustomerNumber OOusPatent Practitioner 1O.LimitedRecognition (37 CFR11.9) i
_CustomerNumber i| 26111

Domestic Benefit/National Stage Information:
‘ This sectionallowsforthe applicant to either claimbenefit under35 U.S.C.119(e3),"420, 421, or 365(c) orindicateee
‘ National Stage entry from a PCT application. Providing this information in the application data sheet constitutes the
Specific|reference required by35UzS.C. 119(e) or120,and 37CFR1.78.

 

 _Prior Application Status|P:Patented  “Application|— 7” | PriorApplication|FilingDate|5,ay ~IgsueDateNumber Continuity Type Number vyyy--MM--DD)_ Patent Number } (vYYY-MM--OD)Aten: noe nent reeretcnhnannnnnannnnnn a  i reissued of :410401338 2003-03-26 I7278033 |_2007-10-02 

| AdditionalDomestic Benefit/NationalStage Data may be generatedwithin this form
__bySelecting the Addbutton.

:<
wae etawnRLEPnnnnnnmeaaeARLE

Foreign Priority Information: penne ee eennenaaRENEEaaaRRAARR

‘This section allows for the applicantto claim priority to a foreign application. Providing this information in the application datasheet :
constitutes the claim forpriority as required by 35 U.S.C. 119(b) and 37 CFR 1. §8(d). Whenpriority is claimed to a foreign application
‘thatiis eligible for retrieval under the priority document exchange program (PDX)! the information will be used by the Office to
‘automatically attempt retrieval pursuant to 37 CFR 1.55(h)(1) and (2). Under the PDX program, applicant bears the ultimate
‘responsibility for ensuring that a copyof the foreign application is received by the Office from the participating foreign intellectual
‘property office, or a certified copy of the foreign priority applicationis filed, within the time period specified in 37 CFR 1.55(g)(1).
  ca weenEEEnnmniennaeen pawns!ApplicationNumber= County!| FilingDate(YYY-MM“DD)© _ Access Code (ifapplicable).20020594 ; 2002--03-27 \
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PTO/AIA/14 (03-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1996,Fno0persons;areFequiredtorespondto a collection|ofinformationunlessitcontains a valid OMB control number. 

| Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 Attorney Docket Number 3371.‘002REIO
Application‘Number 

Method and a System for Determining the Power Consumption in Connection with an Electronic Device, andTit ion | a SYSle of Invention i!annElectronicDevice AARAAALACALARALARAARAL

| Additional Foreign Priority Data may be generatedwithin thisform byselectingthe |
( Addbutton.in AaEEEEEEEEEEEEEEeeeeaeeenReeEEEEEREEEEEE EEEESEE 

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File} Transition
Applications

SaEtRESEE pnnnnnnnnnnnnennnnnnn pnnnrnnnnnnnnnnnse: pannananan ennaenenter nenerent

This application (1) claimspriority to or the benefit of an application fifiled before March 16, 2013 and (2) also
[_] contains, or contained at any time, a claim to a claimed invention that has an effectivefiling date on or after March

16, 2013.

Authorization to Permit Access:

& Authorization to Permit‘Access to the Instant‘ApplicationbytheParticipatingOffices
iif checked, the undersignedherebygrantstheUSPTOauthoritytoprovidetheEuropeanPatentOffice(EPO), —
ithe Japan Patent Office (JPO), the Korean Intellectual Property Office (KIPO), the World Intellectual Property Office (WIPO),
‘and any other intellectual property offices in which a foreign application claiming priority to the instant patent application
lis filed access to the instant patent application. See 37 CFR 1.14(c) and (h). This box should not be checkedif the applicant
idoes not wish the EPO, JPO, KIPO, WIPO,or otherintellectual property office in which a foreign application claiming priority
ito the instant patent applicationis filed to have accessto the instant patent application.

iin accordancewith 37 CFR 1.14(h)(3), access will be provided to a copy of the instant patent application with respect
‘to: 1) the instant patent application-as-filed; 2) any foreign application to which the instant patent application
iclaims priority under 35.U.S.C. 119(a)-(d) if a copy of the foreign application that satisfies the certified copy requirement of
:37 CFR 1.55 has beenfiled in the instant patent application; and 3) any U.S. application-as-filed from which benefit is
isoughtin the instant patent application.

 
‘In accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(c), access may be provided to information concerning the dateof filing this Authorization.
ii1  

Applicant Information:
neaeenennnnnnnnnnnnnnncngcnacnacnacnncnncnncnncnnceanannannannannnanancancancaatanaanannnsnsansnnsansansanennsannanenns ees aheeQeaQnaennhi 2QeeeeeQeetneQeeneeeSekEENELEESTEELEESESEETEEEPEELEEEEESEEEEETES EEREEET

Providing assignmentinformation in this section does not substitute for compliance with any requirementof part 3 of Title 37 of CFR

: to have an assignment recorded byththe Office.  
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PTO/AIA/14. (03-13)
Approved for use through 01/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the PaperworkReductionActof1995,|no©persons are required to respondto a collectionofinformation unlessttcontains a valid OMB control number.
3371.002REIO 

 
_ AttorneyDocket Number__ Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 ——  

_ ApplicationNumber
: —, iia wee: SSooriccd See sg' Title of Invention : Method and a System for Determining the PowerConsumption in Connection with an Electronic Device,“arid.
t i an Electronic Device

 
tKanensaeee

  
"Applicant 1
ifthe applicantis the inventor‘(orthe|remainingjointinventororinventors under37CFR1.45),‘thissectionshouldnotbe‘completed.
The information to be providedin this section is the name and address of the legal representative whois the applicant under 37 CFR
1.43: or the name and addressof the assignee, person to whom the inventor is under an obligation to assign the invention, or person
who otherwise showssufficient proprietary interest in the matter who is the applicant under 37 CFR 1.46.If the applicantis an
applicant under 37 CFR 1.46 (assignee, person to whom the inventoris obligated to assign, or person who otherwise shows sufficient
proprietary interest) together with one or morejoint inventors, then the joint inventor or inventors who are also the applicant should be
identified in this section.

  
O.[egalRepresentative under 35 U.S.C. 117 O Joint InventorL

:::::;nant enn Sneinen|

i :on t‘OPPerson to9whom the inventorisisobligatedto assign. ; Person1whoshows‘sufficientproprietary interest
  
lf applicant is the legal‘representative,“indicate the authoritytofilethepatentapplication,the inventoris:
Beenenceainnnnngenennnnae naa alaninenennaannyyeerrnerenoitavitaeannnnennennncactnnnannnaraannnnanannaasaaanaaenanneeeeenyyyn Pnignennnnneae nena anneaan

 
SseeesnannennnnnnsfroinRnnnne nee en neleeLinrinnnnnnnnnnnnnnaacieeaaanenennNnnnty

'Name of the Deceased or Legally Incapacitated InInventor:
"Ifthe Applicantiis annOrganization‘checkhere. XM
_ Organization Name  Memory Technologies LLC  
_MailingAddressinformation For‘Applicant: AueULEEEnein innnnncnnannnnenmemeeeean naan

6787W. Tropicana Ave.,Suite238 |
Aen apa nan engaEEAECL

CityCity ,‘State/Province | NV
Country“Country|us Postal‘Code 89103

Phone Number | “Fax Numberpetedeeeeeeennaeetbnnnteibarrrherrepentantcnnnnnnanhanneanannnny

 

|Address 1
| Address2

 

vv;;
i-
';;

ikLasVegas_
  ‘t pereecceeen
 gotananenenge:    

‘Additional Applicant Data may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button.Emeneeaaaese nee ahhEEErereertiiettteteartl 

Non-Applicant Assignee Information:
ceceenenenenenae nee e ea eeneneanen ay WaReinetaneEPRRECALLETULS cin innnnnnnnnmnnnaananea namanae,

Providing assignmentinformation in this section does not subsitute for compliance with any requirement of part 3 of Title 37 of CFR to
haveéanassignment recorded bytheOffice. |

Assignee 1

  
  {

‘Sompleié‘thissection onlyif non--applicant;assignee‘information is desiredtobeincludedonthepatent‘application publication in ‘
‘accordance with 37 CFR 1.215(b). Do notincludein this section an applicant under 37 CFR 1.46 (assignee, person to whom the
‘inventoris obligated to assign, or person who otherwise showssufficient proprietary interest), as the patent application publication will
includethe name of theapplicant(s).| |

 
ctIftheAssigneeisis ananOrganizationcheckhere..ol —ae—e—— |
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PTO/AIA/14 (03-13)
Approvedfor use through 01/31/2014, OMB 0651-0032

U.S, Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no personsare required to respondto a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.goersengine SEAR

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
Leseeseeeeee:
333

;33333333

i

Attorney Docket Number |3371.002REI0 |
ApplicationNumber 

 

Method and a System for Determining the Power Consumption in Connection with an Electronic Device, and
Title of Invention ' an Electronic Device

 
 
 
 
 

 

Given Namepegaearnanne ee ee neat Family Name 
 tailing Address InformationFor Non-ApplicantAssignee:__ a
|Address 1 |  'Address 2

‘City - — | "|State/Province—
|Country’ | a |Postal Code
"PhoneNumber | Fax Number

coceccispattattnaanoneEESEO  

 

4

_ EmailAddress
SAUSESEELEY Soeeceee

Additional Assignee Data may be generatedwithinthis form by selectingtheAddbutton. -
gEoe  

 

 
wrdancewith37CFR1.33.See37CFR14forsignature requirementsand

 | Date (YYYY-MM-DD)} Siz -0.$w

  
 SignatureSainnnnnnctien

: First Name Jason

 

: Registration Number{|43447

: Additional Signature may be genera dwithin this form by selecting the Add button.

This collection ofinformation is required bys FR 1.76. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which
is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an ¥pplication. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This
collection is estimated to take 23 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application data
sheetform to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending upontheindividual case. Any comments on the amountof time you require to
complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THiS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.
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perrrnnnennnnine:

Privacy Act Statement

roeeevennninnine nennenaan enaEEnnnaeRRA

The Privacy Act of 1974 (PLL, 93-579) requires that you be givan ceriain information in connection with your subrnission of the atiached form related to!
a@ patent application or patent, Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection!
of this Information is 35 U.S.C. 2fb1(25; (93 furnishing of the informailon solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose fer which the information is
used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application ar patent, you do not
furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may noi be able te process and/or examine your submission, which may
resultin termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expirailon of the patent.

  

The information grovided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

q. The information on this form wilt be feated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedomof Information Act (5 U.6.C, 552)
and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 582a). Records from this systert of records may be disclosed te the Department of Jusilce to determine
whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these records.

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use, In the course of preseriing evidence fa a court, magisirais, or
administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement negutiations.

mck

3, A record in thig system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, fo @ Member of Congress subrnitting a request invelving an
individuaf, ic whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matier of
the record.

 4, A record in this sysiem of records may be disclosed, ag a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for the information in
order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required fo comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1¢74, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 5o2a(m).

a. A yecord related to an International Applicationfiled under the Patent Cooperation Treatyin this syster of records may be disclased,
as a routine use, to the Intemational Gureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Co o p eration Treaty.

 

8. A record in this sysiem ofrecords may be disclosed, as a routine use, to anotherfederal agency far purposes of National Security
review (38 U.S.C. 184} and for review pursuant te the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.3.C. 2T8(c}},

7. & record from this sysiem of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, fo the Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee,
during an inspection of records conducted by GGA as pari of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records
management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2804 and 2008, Such disclosure shall be made In accordance with the
GSA, regulations governing inspection of records farthis purpose, and any other relevant (.¢.. GSA or Commerce) directive. Such
disclosure shail not be used fo make determinations about individuals.

 

&. A record fromthis system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the application pursuant
to 45 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant fo 39 US.C. 151, Further, a record maybe disclosed, subject to the limitations of 87 i
OFF 1.14, as a routing use, to the public if the record was fited in ar: application which became abandoned orin which the proceedings were!
terminated and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to oublic inspections or an issued
patent.

a. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency, If the
USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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BEFORE THE UNITEDSTATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Application for Broadening Reissue of:

Kimmo MYLLY

ULS. Patent No. 7,278,033

Date of Patent: October 2, 2007

Title: Method and a Sysiem for Determining the Power Consumption in Connection with an
Electronic Device, and an Electronic Device

Atty. Docket No. 3371. 002REIO

ABSTRACT

The present invention relates to a method and a system for determining the power consumption
in an electronic device, to which a peripheral device is connected, to which the power is supplied
from the electronic device. At least a first maximum value and a second maximum value, higher
than the first maximumvalue, are determined for the power consumption. Signaling between the
electronic device and the peripheral device seis a maximum value for the power consumption of
the peripheral device which is between said first and second maximumvalues. The invention
also relates to an electronic device and a peripheral device, in which the methodis applied,

16913931
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METHOD AND A SYSTEM FOR
DETERMINING THE POWER

CONSUMPTION IN CONNECTION WITH AN
ELECTRONIC DEVICE, AND AN

ELECTRONIC DEVICE

  

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

This application claims priority under 35 USC §119 to
Finnish Patent Application No. 20020594 filed on Mar. 27,
2002.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present inventionrelates to a method for determining
the power consumptionin an electronic device, to which a
peripheral device is connected, which is supplied with
power from the electronic device. The inventionalso relates
to a system which comprises an electronic device provided
with means for connecting a peripheral device and means for
supplying powerto the peripheral device, and whichsystem
comprises means for determining the power consumption.
Furthermore, the invention relates to an electronic device
provided with means for connecting a peripheral device,
means for supplying power to the peripheral device, and
means for determining the power consumptionofthe periph-
eral device. Moreover, the invention relates to a peripheral
device provided with means for connecting the peripheral
device to.an electronic device, from which the power needed
for using the peripheral device is arranged to be supplied to
the peripheral device.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

At present, several such electronic devices are in use, to
which it is possible to connect various peripheral devices,
e.g. to. expand the properties.of the electronic device and to
produce auxiliary finctions. For example, it is possible to
connect peripheral devices, such as connection cards (c.g.
PCMCIAcards), to laptop computers to connect the laptop
computer to a local area network, a landline or wireless
telephone network, etc. Furthermore, peripheral devices can
be used to expand the memory of the laptop computer, to
connect an external fixed disk, a CDROMstation, or the
like.

The MultiMediaCard™ Association is, among other
things, developing a standard for memory expansion boards
(MultiMediaCard™; MultiMediaCard™ is a trademark of
Infineon Technologies AG). These memory expansion
boards can be used in various portable electronic devices,
such as wireless communication devices and communicator

type devices, to expand the memory capacity.
Because the peripheral! devices can be connected to a

variety of devices, the power consumption of the peripheral
device should not exceed the maximum powerthat can be
supplied fromthe electronic device to the peripheral device.
Otherwise, the operation of the peripheral device and/or the
electronic device may be disturbed and the electronic device
may even be overheated. On the other hand, the power
consumption requirements of different peripheral devices
may bevery different, wherein manufacturers of electronic
devices should provide for the maximum power consump-
tion in the power supply ofthe peripheral device connection.
Solutions are known, such as Nokia Communicator 9110/
9210, in which the power supply of the peripheral device
connection of the electronic device is provided with a
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relatively efficient regulator, for example in the order of 150
mA/3 V. Such anefficient regulator is a relatively bulky
component, which may cause placement problems, particu-
larly in portable electronic devices. The provision for the
maximumpower consumption will be unnecessary in such
electronic devices, whose users do not use, in connection
with the electronic device, such a peripheral device whose
power consumption is close to the maximum power con-
sumptionofthe peripheral device designed for the electronic
device. On the other hand, another user of a similar elec-
tronic device may use sucha peripheral device whose power
consumption is in the order of the maximum power con-
sumptionofthe peripheral device designed for the electronic
device,

In some electronic devices and peripheral devices to be
connected to them, the operating voltage is selected at the
stage when the peripheral device is turned on, e.g. when the
electronic device is tured on or whentheperipheral device
is connected. Thus,signalling will.be performed betweenthe
electronic device and the peripheral device, for the elec-
tronic device to determine the level of the operatitig voltage
required by the peripheral device and to select an operating
voltage suitable for the peripheral device to the operating
voltage line(s) of the peripheral device.

In said MultiMediaCard Association, a maximumlimit
has been proposed for the power consumption of memory
cards of the MultiMediaCard™ type. Thus, in electronic
devices supporting this standard, the provision is made to
supply a defined maximumpowerto the peripheral device.
Moreover, the power consuniption of memory cards of the
MultiMediaCard™type should thus rot exceed the defined
maximum limit. Such an arrangement is difficult, for
example, for the reason that the power consumptionof new
memory cards to be developedis limited to this maximum
value, wherein it may be an impediment for the implemen-
lation of such memory cards whose power. consumption
cannot be made smaller than the selected maximumlimit. If
the maximumlimit is set so highthat the power consumption
of other memory cards to be developedlater onis also very
likely to be smaller than this, it will mean that relatively
ellicient and large regulators must be used in electronic
devices, perhaps unnecessarily.

The power consumption of the peripheral device is nor-
mally proportional to the clock frequency used in the
peripheral device, wherein an increase in the clock fre-
quency will increase the power consumption. In a corre-
sponding manner, to decrease the power consumption, the
clock frequency of the peripheral device can be decreased,
if this is possible in view of the other functions of the
peripheral device. However, the operating rate of the periph-
eral device will thus decrease, which is not necessarily
desirable. Also, the bus width used in the peripheral device
has an effect on how much power is consumed in the
peripheral device.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an aim of the present invention to provide an
improved method and system for determining the power
consumption to be suitable in eachsituation, It ts. another
aim of the invention to provide an electronic device and a
peripheral device for applying the method. The invention is
based onthe idea of determining atleast a first and a second
maximum value for the power consumption, wherein the
electronic device and the peripheral device set the power
consumption to a value between these first and second
maximum values. Thus, in different operating situations, for
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example the peripheral device can adjust its power con-
sumptionto be suitable for the situation. The method accord-
ing to the present invention is primarily characterized in
determining, for the power consumption, at least a first
maxinjum value and a second maximum value which is

higher than the first maximum value, and setting, between
the electronic device and the peripheral device, the maxi-
mum for the power consumptionofthe peripheral device to
a value which is substantially between said first and second
maximumvalues. The system, according to the inventionis
primarily characterizedinthat at least a first maximumvalue
and a second maximum value whichis higher than the first
maximumvalue, are defined for the power consumption, and
that the means for determining the power consumption
comprise means for setting the maximum for the power
consumption of the peripheral device to a value whichis
between said first maximum value and said second maxi-
mumvalue. The electronic device according to the invention
is primarily characterized in that at least a first maximum
value and a second maximumvalue whichis higher than the
first maximumvalue, are defined for the power consump-
tion, and that the means for determining the power con-
sumption comprise meansfor setting the maximumfor the
power consumption of the peripheral device to a value
whichis betweensaid firstmaximumvalue and said second
maximumvalue, Furthermore, the peripheral device accord-
ing to the inventionis primarily characterized in that at least
a first maximum value and a second maximumvalue which

is higher than the first maximumvalue, are defined for the
power consumption, and that the means for determining the
power consumption comprise means for setting the maxi-
mum for the power consumption of the peripheral device to
a value whichis betweensaid first maximumvalueand said
second maximum value.

The present inverition shows remarkable advantages over
solutions of prior art. By the method according to the
invention,it is possible to avoid the use of an unnecessarily
large regulator in an electronic device, which saves costs,
and wherein the size of the electronic device can, in some
cases, be reduced and, on the other hand, problems of
heating caused by high power consumption can be avoided.
Also the power consumption can be reduced, which is
advantageousparticularly in portable devices. By meansof
the invention, the peripheral device connection can also be
provided with flexibility, because the power consumptionof
the peripheral device can be adjusted and set to a value
suitable for eachsituation ofuse. Also, the clock frequency
and bus width of the peripheral device can be changedin the
system according to an advantageous embodiment of the
invention. Furthermore, the invention makes it possible that
new peripheral devices to be developed will function in
connection with electronic devices made earlier, and exist-

ing peripheral devices will function in connection with new
electronic devices to be developed. Withthe solution accord-
ing to the invention, it is also pcssible to achieve an
improvement in the user-friendliness of the electronic
device, for example, in a situation in which the peripheral
device cannot fully operate on a lower level of power
consumption but it can, however, inform the electronic
device about this. Thus, the electroriic device can take care
ofthe shutdown (turning off) ofthe peripheral device.in the
appropriate way and notify the user of this.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In the following, the invention will be described in more
detail with reference to the appended drawings, in which
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FIG. 1 showsthe system according to a preferred embodi-
ment of the inventionin a simplified block diagram,

FIG. 2 shows a system according to a second preferred
embodimentof the invention in a simplified block diagram,

FIG. 3 shows signalling in the method according to a
preferred embodimentofthe invention in a simplified man-
ner, and

FIG. 4 showsa peripheral device according to yet another
preferred embodimentofthe invention in a simplified block
digram.

DETATLED DESCRIPI
INVERCPEOD

INCE T
  
 

In the system according to an advantageous embodiment
ofthe invention, shownin FIG.1, the electronic device 1 is
exemplified by a wireless communication device, In this
example, the peripheral device 2 is a memory card, suchas
a memory card complying with the MultiMediaCard™
standard. However, it will be evidentthat the present inven-
tion is not limited solely to such electronic devices. and
peripheral devices, but the invention can also be applied in
connection with other electronic devices and peripheral
devices. The peripheral device 2 cai be, for example, an
interface card or also another device. The electronic device
1 contains a control block 3 comprising one or more
processors, such as a micro controller unit (MCU). Turther-
more, the electronic device 1 comprises a memory 4, a user
interface 5 and means 6 for performing mobile station
functions, such as GSM and/or UMTS mobile communica-
tion means. The user interface 5 preferably comprises a
display, a keypad and audio means in a way knownas such.
For the connection of the peripheral device 2, the electronic
device 1 is provided with connecting means 7 which com-
prise at least one connector 8 as well as the necessary I/O
blocks 9, for example to connect the buses ofthe peripheral
device 2 and the electronic device 1 to each other.

Theperipheral deviceis also provided with corresponding
connecting means 10 for connecting the peripheral device 2
to the electronic device 1. The connecting means 10 of the
peripheral device comprise at least one connector 11 which
can be connected to the connector 8 ofthe electronic device
1, and an I/O block 12. The power supply to the peripheral
device 2 is arranged. from the electronic device 1 via the
connectors 8, 11. The I/O blocksare used for communication
between the electronic device 1 and the peripheral device 2.
This can take place as parallel data transmission or serial
data transmission. For example, said peripheral device
according to the MultiMediaCard™specifications applies
serial data transmission. However, in view of the present
invention, which format is used for the data transmission
betweenthe electronic device 1 and the peripheral device 2
is not significant.

The peripheral device 2 also comprises a processor 13 or
the like for controlling, the [imctions of the peripheral device
2. Furthermore, the peripheral device. comprises a memory
14, such as.a read/write memory (RAM),e.g. for the storage
ofdata, as well as a read-only memory (ROM, NVRAM)for
the storage of the program code. The processor is respon-
sible, for example, for controlling the I/Oblocks in the data
transmission between the peripheral device 2 and the clec-
tronic device 1. At least a first maximumvalue and a second
maximumvalue for power consumption, which are used in
the method according to the present invention, are also
stored in the memory 14 of the peripheral device, Further-
more, the peripheral device comprises meansfor generating
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one or more clock signals required for the operation ofthe
processor, such as a clock generator 16.

The fullowing is a description of the operation of the
method according to a preferred embodiment of the inven-
tion in a system shown in FIG. 1. For example, information
on whether a peripheral device 2 is placed in the connector
8 of the connecting means of the electronic device, is
transmitted via the I/O blocksto the electronic device 1. This

can be implemented, for example, by providing the I/O
block 9, 12 with a detection line 15 whosestate is changed
whenthe peripheral device 2 is placed in the connector 8. In
this advantageous embodiment ofthe invention, the detec-
tion line 15 is implemented so that the detection line 15 is
set in the logical 1 state by meansofa pull-up resistance R
in the electronic device 1. In the system of FIG. 1, the
changeofstate is‘achieved in such a way that the peripheral
device 2 grounds the detection line 15, wherein the state of
the detection line 15 is-changed to the logical 0 state. This
change of state is detected in the electronic device 1, for
example, in such a way that the change of state causes an
interrupt in the control block 3, wherein a corresponding
interrupt service program is run and the running of the
initializing functions of the peripheral device are started.
After the operating voltages have been coupled to the
peripheral device, the processor 13 of the peripheral device
2 will start to run its own initializing operations. For
example, the power consumptionofthe peripheral device 2
is set to a default value which,in this advantageous embodi-
ment, is a power consumption value according to the first
maximumlimit, In this context, it is assumed that the first
maximum limit is lower than the second maximumlimit.

The processor also sets the frequencyof the clock generator
16 to correspond to this power consumption value. Typi-
cally, the frequency of the clock generator is set to a
rainimumvalue. In all peripheral devices 2, it is not neces-
sarily possible to control the frequency ofthe clock genera-
tor 16, wherein the clock generator 16 cannot be used for
controlling the power consumption.

In the operations of initializing the peripheral device,
performed by the electronic device 1, the type of the
peripheral device 2 is preferably examined, which may
affect the type ofinitialization operations to be performed.
However, this description will only discuss the operations
which are essential in view of the invention. The signalling
to be performed in this method according to the advanta-
geous émbodimentof the invention is illustrated in a sim-
plified mannerin the appended FIG. 3. The determinationof
the type of the peripheral device 2 will be followed by
determining the first and second maximumlimits for power
consumption which have been stored on the device 2, such
as a card. Thus, a maximum limit reading message is
preferably transmitted from the electronic device 1 to the
peripheral device 2. Thisis illustrated by a signal on a line
301 in the chart of FIG. 3. The message is received in the
peripheral device 2 andits content is preferably examined in
the processor 13. On thebasisof the message, the processor
13 reads the first ynaximumlimit and the second maximum
limit from the memory 14 (block 302 in FIG.3). If there are
more than two maximumlimits, the number of the maxi-
mum limits is preferably stored in the memory means,
wherein the processor 13 reads the values of all the maxi-
mumlimits from the memory 14. Afterthis, the processor 13
generates a reply message (block 303) containing the
requested information, such as the first and second maxi-
mum limits: and, if necessary, also the number of the
maximum limits. In the case of several maximum limits,
also the values of the other maximumlimits are preferably
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included in the ntessage. The message is transmitted via the
VO blocks 9, 12 to the electronic device (as indicated by a
signal on a line 304), in which the control block reads the
informationof the received message and, ifnecessary, stores
the information in the memory 4 ofthe electronic: device.

After the maximum limits of power consumption sup-
ported by the peripheral device are knownin the electronic
device1, it is possible to start to adjust the power consump-
tion ofthe peripheral device, ifnecessary. Let us assumethat
the electronic device 1 is capable of supplying the power
corresponding to the second maximuwnlimit to the periph-
eral device 2. Thus, a power control message is transmitted
from the electronic device 1 to the peripheral device 2 (as
indicated by a signal on a line 305). This power control
message indicates the power consumption value whichis to
be set as the maximum valueforthe peripheral device 2, for
example said second maximumlimit. The processor 13 of
the peripheral device examines the type of the received
message, and after determining that it is a power control
message, reads the maximumvalue for power consumption
indicated in the message (block 306). Next, the processor 13
of the peripheral device sets, for example the operating
frequencyof the clock generator 16 to a value.corresponding
to this maximum value for power consumption, for example
to the highest possible frequency. In some embodiments, the
bus widths within the processor can also be changed accord-
ing to the maximumlimit used for power consumption.
Furthermore, the peripheral device 2 preferably informs the
electronic device 1 that the power consumption has been
limited to the requested value (as indicated by a signal on a
line 307).

If the electronic device 1 cannot supply the peripheral
device 2 with the powerofthe second maximum limit,orif,
for another reason, the electronic device 1 tends to set the
maximum value for power consumption lower than the
second maximumlimit, it is possible to performsignalling,
by which the electronic device 1 and the peripheral device
try to find such a maximumlimit for power consumption
whichis suitable in the situation. This can be carriedout, for

example, in such a way that the electronic device 1 selects,
between the first and second maximumlimits, a value which
is a maximum value fromthe point of view ofthe electronic
device 1. Information about this limit is transferred to the

peripheral device 2, in which the suggested value is exam-
ined in the processor 13, and if it is found acceptable, this
informationis transferred to the electronic device 1. If the

peripheral device 2 cannotset its wn power consumptionto
such a level which corresponds to the suggested maximum
value, the peripheral device 2 will suggest a lower value
betweenthe first and second maximum values.If this value

is possible from the point of view ofthe electronic device1,
the electronic device 1 will transmit this information to the

peripheral device 2, in which the power consumption is set
to this value. If the value suggested by the peripheral device
2 is not suitable, the electronic device 1 advantageously
selects another, preferably lower value which, however,is at
least equal to the first maximum limit, and reports it to the
peripheral device 2. The above-presentedstepsare iterated,
until such a power consumption value is found which is
suitable for both the electronic device 1 and the peripheral
device 2. In somecases, it may occurthat the only suitable
value is the first maximum value, wherein the power con-
sumption doesnotneedto be adjusted, becausethis valueis
the default value.

There may also be a need to changethe value of the power
consumption during the operation ofthe electronic device 1
and the peripheral device 2 connected together. For example,
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if the peripheral device is a transceiver card, such as a
mobile station card or a modemcard, there may be a need
to significantly change the power consumption limit of the
peripheral device 2, for example, for the time of a transmis-
sion. Thus, at the stage when e.g. the peripheral device 2
detects a need to change the power consumption,it transmits
a message to the electronic device 1 and proposes a new
power consumption value which is, however, in the range
betweenthe first and second maximumvalues. An exchange

of messages is performed betweenthe electronic device 1
and the peripheral device 2 by applying the above-described
principles, to control the power consumption ofthe periph-
eral device according to the need. Whenthe need for power
consumption is changed again, a new adjustment of the
power consumption can be made.

The need to change the power consumptionof the periph-
eral device may also develop in the electronic device 1. For
example, whenthe operationofthe electronic device 1 shifts
to a power saving mode,or when the charge of a battery (not
shown) in the electronic device is reduced, the electronic
device 1 may controlthe peripheral device 2 to shift to a less
power consumingstate.

Theperipheral device accordingto the invention can also
be connected to such anelectronic device 1 which does not

have a possibility to adjust the power consumption. Thus,
the peripheral device 2 sets a default value, i.e. preferably
the first maximum limit, as the power consumption value.
Consequently, the peripheral device according to the inven-
tion can also be connected to such anelectronic device I in
whichthe steps of the method according to the inventionare
not carried out to contro] the power consumption of the
peripheral device 2.

Above, the use of more than two different maximum
limits were mentioned as the maxiriumvalues for power
consumption. In this context, it is assumed that the other
maximumlimits are between the first and second maximum
limits. These different maximum limits are feasible, for
example, in such applications, in whichdifferent bus widths
canbeselected in the peripheral device. For example,in the
system of FIG. 2, the bus width of the connection between
the peripheral device and the electronic device can be
selected to be any ofthe three values: 8, 16 or 32 bits. At the
sametime, this bus width selected for the connectionis, in
this advantageous embodiment, also usedin the internal bus
17 ofthe peripheral device 2. Typically, the power consump-
tion is the higher, the wider the bus used. Thus, the pre-
sumptionis preferably that the bus widthat the start-up stage
is 8 bits, but the electronic device 1 and the peripheral device
2 may negotiate onthe use of another bus width, i.e. on the
change of the maximumlimit for power consumption. This
can be implemented by applying the principles described
above. However, it will be obvious that said bus widths are
only some non-restricting examples of bus widths.

The frequency ofthe clock generator 16 of the peripheral
device is not necessarily adjustable in a stepless manner, but
it is possible to select a value for the frequency from some
predetermined values. Thus, the maximumlimits for power
consumption corresponding to these different frequencies
can be stored as said maximumlimits in the peripheral
device, or if only the first maximum limit (lowest power
consumption) and the second maximum limit (highest
power consumption) are stored,it is-possible to perform the
exchange of messages betweenthe electronic device 1 and
the peripheral device, as described abovein this description,
to adjust the suitable power consumptionlimit.

Consequently, the power consumption of the peripheral
device. 2 can be adjusted e.g. by changing the clock fre-
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quency and/or the bus width, but it should be evident that
other methods for adjusting power consumption are also
knownand are applicable in connection withthe invention.
Power consumptioncanalso be controlled by controlling the
operating voltage, if the operating voltage of the peripheral
device 2. does not need to be a given constant value.
Peripheral devices are known, in whichthe operating volt-
age can be selected to be, for example, either 3 V, 3.3 V, or
5 V. Yet another example to be mentioned in this context of
the possibilities to control the power consumption of the
peripheral device is to contro! the current consumption of
the peripheral device.

Further, the power consumption of the peripheral device
2 can also be adjusted by changing the clock frequency of
the bus ofthe connection betweenthe peripheral device and
the electronic device, if it is independently adjustable. The
clock frequency of the bus can be changed e.g. by the
electronic device 1 and/or by the peripheral device 2, if
necessary. The electronic device 1 controls a clock
generator(s) (not shown) which produces the timing signals
for the bus according to the sameprinciples as was presented
above.

In an advantageous embodimentof the invention,atleast
a part of the memory of the peripheral device 2 is divided
into two or more memory blocks, to form so-called storage
banks. Thus, in the peripheral device, one or more of these
memory blockscan be selected for use, e.g. on the basis of
the maximum power consumption value. defined for the
peripheral device 2. With higher power consumption values,
it is typically possible to take more memory blocksinto use
than with lower power consumptionvalues. FIG. 4 shows an
example of the structure of such a peripheral device. In the
peripheral device 2 shown in FIG. 4, the memory 14 is
provided with four memory blocks 14a, 14, 14c, 14d, but
it will be obvious that in practical applications, the number
of storage banks can, within the scopeof the invention, also
be other than four. To take the memory blocks 14a-14d into
use and to remove them from service, connection lines
18a-18d are preferably provided from the processor 13, to
couple e.g. the operating voltage to the desired memory
blocks 14a-14d, or the coupling lines are used to switch each
memory block 14a-14d either to an active mode or to a
power-saving mode. Also the above-presented method can
be used to control the power consumption of the peripheral
device 2 instead of or in addition to the methods for
controlling the power consumption as presented above in
this description.

In the electronic device 1, the power control can be
performed, for example, by providing the electronic device
1 with a power source whose output voltage can be changed.
‘Thus, in the electronic device 1, the operating voltage to be
supplied to the peripheral device is selected to be the voltage
value corresponding to the power consumption at the time.

The method according to the invention canalso be applied
s in the implementation of various contents for use in con-

nection with electronic devices 1, for example in the fol-
lowing way. Asthe peripheral device 2, it is possible to use
a memory card, such as a card complying with the defini-
tions of the MultiMediaCard™standard, in which contents
can be stored. In this context, contents refer to data files,
application programs, electronic books, audiovisual infor-
mation, such as music, videos, etc. For example, a content
provider stores such contents on the memory card. Thus, the
memory card 2 is connectedto an electronic device provided
with means for transferring the content to the memory card
2. Thus, before starting the storage, the electronic device and
the memory card 2 set the power consumption of the
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memory card preferably to a value corresponding to the
second maximumlimit. ‘his is possible, because in such an
electronic device 1 used for storing contents, the power
consumption of the memory card has hardly any signifi-
cance, but the electronic device 1 can supply the memory
card 2 with the sufficient power. The storage can thus be
performed at a maximumrate, because the clock frequency
and/or bus width of the memory card can be set to the
maximum. Also, the checkup of the content stored on the
memory card 2, to detect possible storage defects, can be
performed at a maximum rate, Thanks.to the maximum
storage and/or checkuprate, the content production rate of
the electronic device 1 can be increased when compared
with methods ofprior art.

In a corresponding manner, at the stage when the content
stored on the memory card 2 is to be used in an electronic
device 1, the power consumption of the memory card 2 can
be set to a level whichis suitable for the electronic device

1, for example to the lowest possible power consumption.
Thus, when applying the method of the inveuition, the
content production rate does not need to be limited accord-
ing to the maximumpower consumption value possible in
the use of the content.

Because the method according to the invention can be
used for the power control ofthe peripheral device, the
peripheral device 2 can be connected to a variety of elec-
tronic devices. In some electronic devices,it is only pussible
to supply the peripheral device with the power (voltage and
current) correspondingto the minimum power consumption,
wherein the electronic device 1 does not need a large
regulator, and the size ofthe electronic device does not need
to be increased because of the need of space for a large
regulator. Onthe other hand, power consumption does not
needto berestricted in peripheral devices 2 to be developed,
because the suitable power consumption value can be nego-
tiated by the electronic device and the peripheral device.
Thus, if the. peripheral device is connected to such an
electronic device, in which a relatively high power can be
supplied to the peripheral device connection, the peripheral
device can be used as efficiently as possible (with a high
clock frequency/large bus width). At the stage ofinitializa-
tion, even such a peripheral device will operate with a lower
power. consumption, until a suitable power consumption
value has been selected. In the system according to the
invention, it is possible to provide for the use of peripheral
devices which will be developed in the future and may
require even high powerin electronic devices. However, it
is not necessary to consider cards with a high power con-
sumptionin the designofall electronic devices.

It will be evident to those of skill in the art that the steps
to be taken in the setting ofthe power consumptioncan also
be implemented in another way than the above-presented
hand-shake in the form of messages. For example, the
connection means 7, 10 can be provided with connection
lines which are used to set the power consumption of the
peripheral device. Furthermore, the invention can be applied
in such a way that certain alternative (allowable) values are
defined for said maximumlimits, wherein the first maximum
limit and the second maximum limit for each peripheral
device is selected from the set of these alternative limits.

It should also be mentioned that the peripheral device 2
does not need ‘to be a card-format peripheral device, but the
peripheral device 2 used can also be another device which
can be connected to the electronic device 1. One non-

restrictive example to be. mentioned of such a peripheral
device is a camera which is connected, for example, to a
wireless Communication device, a computer, or the like.
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Thus, by controlling the power consumption,it is possible to
affect the functional properties of tlie camera. For example,
the rate of updating the images ofthe camera on the display
of the electronic device may be lower with a lower power
consumption than with a higher power consumption. Thus,
the electronic device 1 may preferably set the power con-
suraption of the camera used as the peripheral device 2 on
the basis of how high a power can be supplied by the
electronic device 1 to the peripheral device. In an advanta-
geous embodiment of the invention, also the user of the
electronic device 1 can set a maximumlimit for the power
consumption, whereinthe user can, if necessary, e.g. reduce
the maximum limit to prolong the time of operation of the
electronic device.

It should be evident that the present invention is not
limited solely to the above-presented embodiments but can
be modified within the scope of the appended claims.

The invention claimed is:

1. A method comprising:
initiating determination of power consumptioninan elec-

tronic device, to which a peripheral device is con-
nected, and from which the power is supplied to the
peripheral device, wherein the peripheral device com-
prises a memory, said memory storing, a default value
and a limiting value for the power consumption;

setting the power consumptionofthe peripheral device at
a startup state to said default value;

reading from the memory at least said limiting value
which is higher than said default value; and

setting the maximumofthe power consumptionto a value
which is in a range from said default value to said
limiting value, wherein the range includessaid default
value and said limiting value,

wherein information is transferred from the electronic

device to the peripheral device for setting the maximum
of the power consumptionof the peripheral device.

2. The method accordingto claim 1, wherein said limiting
value is used as a highest allowable value for the power
consumption.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein at least one
content is stored in the peripheral device, for use in ¢tn-
nection with the electronic. device, wherein at a stage of
storing the content, the power consumption set for the
peripheral device is a value corresponding fo said limiting
value, and at a stage of using the content, the power
conswmption set for the peripheral device is a value corre-
sponding, to said default value.

4. The method according to the claim 1, wherein at least
one clock signal is generated in the peripheral device and
wherein the power consumption ofthe peripheral deviceis
controlled by adjusting the frequency ofut least one clock
signal.

5. The method according to. the claim 1, wherein the
peripheral device comprises at least one bus and that the
power consumption ofthe peripheral device is controlled by
controlling a width of said bus.

6. The method according to the claim 1, wherein the
peripheral device is provided with two or more storage
blocks controlled by controlling a number of storage blocks
processed by the peripheral device substantially simulta-
neously.

7. A method comprising:
initiating determination of power consumption inan elec-

tronic device, to which a peripheral device is con-
nected, and from which the power is supplied to the
peripheral device, wherein the peripheral device com-
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prises a memory, said memory storing a default value
and a limiting value for the power consumption;

setting the power consumption of the peripheral device at
a startup stage to said default value;

reading from the memory at least said limiting valuc
which is higher than said default value; and

setting the maximumofthe power consumptionto a value
which is in a range from said default value to said
limiting value, wherein the range includes said default
value and said limiting value,

wherein messages are transferred betweenthe electronic
device and the peripheral device for setting the maxi-
mum of the power consumption of the peripheral
device to a value in a range fromsaid default value to
said limiting value, wherein the range includes said
default value and said limiting value.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein said limiting
value is used as a highest allowable value for the power
consumption,

9. A system comprising
a peripheral device, wherein the peripheral device com-

prises a memory, said memory storing a default value
and a limiting value for the power consumption,

an electronic device with means for connecting the
peripheral device and meansfor supplying powerto the
peripheral device, and

means for determining power consumption,
wherein the power consumption of the peripheral device

is set at a startup stage to said default value,
wherein at least said limiting value which is higher than

said default value is stored for the power consumption,
wherein the means for determining the power consump-

tion comprise méans for setting a maximum power
consumption of the peripheral device to a value which
is in a range from said default value to said limiting
value, said range including said default value andsaid
limiting value, and

wherein the electronic device is configured to transfer
information to the peripheral device for setting the
maximum ofthe power consumption of the peripheral
device.

10. The system according to claim 9, whereinthe periph-
eral device comprises means for generating at least one
clock signal, and wherein the system comprises means for
controlling the power consumptionofthe peripheral device
by adjusting the frequencyofsaid at least one clock signal.

11. The system according to claim 9,
wherein the peripheral device comprises at least one bus,

and

wherein the system comprises means for controlling the
power consumptionofthe peripheral device by adjust-
ing a bus width of the peripheral device.

12. The system according to the claim 9,
wherein: the peripheral device is provided with two. or

more storage blocks, and
wherein the meansfor controlling the power consumption

of the peripheral device comprise meansfor adjusting
a numberofstorage blocks processed by the peripheral
device substantially simultaneously.

43. The system according to the claim 9, wherein the
electronic device is a portable electronic device.

14. The system according to claim 13, further comprising
means for performing mobile station functions.
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15. An electronic device comprising:
means for connecting a peripheral device, wherein the

peripheral device comprises a memory, said memory
storing a default value and a limiting value for the
power consumption;

means for supplying, power to the peripheral device; and
means for determining power consumption,
wherein the power consumptionof the peripheral device

is set at a startup stage to said default value,
whereinat least said limiting value which is higher than

said default value is defined for the power consump-
tion,

wherein the means for determining the power consump-
tion comprise means for setting a maximum power
consumption of the peripheral device to a value which
is in a range from said default value to said limiting
value, said range including said default value andsaid
limiting value, and

wherein the means for supplying the poweris configured
to transfer information to the peripheral device for
setting the maximumof the power consumption of the
periphera] device.

16. Theelectronic device according to claim.15, wherein
it is a portable electronic device.

17. The electronic device according to claim 16, further
comprising, means for performing mobile station functions.

18. A peripheral device comprising:
a memory storing a default value and a limiting value for

power consumption;
means for connecting the peripheral device to an elec-

tronic device for supplying power to the peripheral
device,

wherein the power consumptionofthe peripheral device
is set at a startup stage to said default value,

wherein at least said limiting value which is higher than
said default value is defined for power consumption,

wherein the peripheral device comprises meansfor setting
a maximum power consumption of the peripheral
device to a value which is in a range from said default
value to said limiting value, said range including said
default value and said limiting value, and

wherein the peripheral device is configured to receive
information fromthe electronic device for setting the
maximum of the power consumptionof the peripheral
device.

19. The peripheral device according to claim 18, wherein
at least one content is stored in the peripheral device for use
in connection withthe electronic device.

20. The peripheral device according to claim 18, further
comprising

means for generating at least one clock signal and
means for controlling the power consumption of the

peripheral device by frequency control ofsaid at least
one clock signal.

21. The peripheral device according to claim 18, further
comprising

at Ieast one bus and

means for controlling the power consumption of the
peripheral device by controlling a bus width of said bus
of the peripheral device.

22. The peripheral device according to the claim 18,
wherein the peripheral device is provided with two or

more storage blocks, and
wherein the meansfor controlling the power consumption

of the peripheral device comprise means for controlling
a numberof storage blocks processed by the peripheral
device substantially simultaneously.
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23. The peripheral device according to the claim 18,
whereinsaid default value and atleast one limiting value are
stored in the peripheral device.

24. The peripheral device according to the claim 18,
wherein said peripheral device is a MultiMediaCard™
peripheral device.

25. An electronic device coinprising:
a connector configured to connect to a peripheral device,

wherein the peripheral device comprises a memory,
said memory storing a default value and a limiting
value for the power consumption;

a powersupply configured to supply powerto the periph-
eral device; and

a power gauge configured to determine power consump-
tion,

wherein the power consumptionof the peripheral device
is set at a startup stage to said default value,

wherein at least said limiting value whichis higher than
said default value is defined for the power consump-
tion,

wherein the means for determining the power consump-
tion comprise means for setting a maximum power
consumptionof the peripheral device to a value which
is in a range from said default value to said limiting
value, said range including said default value and said
limiting value, and

wherein the electronic device is configured to. transfer
information to the peripheral device for setting the
maximumof the power consumption of the peripheral
device.

14

26. The electronic device according to claim 25, wherein
it is a portable electronic device.

27. The electronic device according to claim 25, further
comprising a memoryconfigured to store the default value

§ and the limiting value.
28. A peripheral device comprising:
a memory storing a default value and a limiting value for

power consumption;
a connector configured to connect the peripheral device to

an electronic device for supplying powerto the periph-
eral device,

wherein the power consumption of the peripheral device
is set at a startup stage to said default value,

wherein at least said limiting value which is higher than
said default value is defined for power consumption,

whereinthe peripheral device comprises meansfor setting
a maximum power consumption of the peripheral
device to a value which is in a range fromsaid default
value to said limiting value, said range including said
default value and said limiting value, and

wherein the peripheral device is configured to receive
information from the electronic device for setting the
maximum. of the power consumptionofthe peripheral

25 device.
29. The peripheral device according to the claim 28,

wherein said default value and at least one limiting value are
stored in the peripheral device.

10
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Amendments to the Claims

Please replace the originally patented claims with the claims as shown below.

The claim identifiers, or lack thereof, below conform identically to the rules
for reissue amendments set forth in 37 C.F.R. 1.173(b)(2), (c), (d), and (e). (See

also, M.P.E.P. 1453 (ID, (IV), and (V)).

1. (Original Patent Claim) A method comprising:

initiating determination of power consumption in an electronic device, to which a

peripheral device is connected, and from which the poweris supplied to the peripheral

device, wherein the peripheral device comprises a memory, said memory storing a

default value and a limiting value for the power consumption;

setting the power consumption of the peripheral device at a startup state to said

default value;

reading from the memory at least said limiting value whichis higher than said

default value; and

setting the maximum of the power consumption to a value whichis in a range

from said default value to said limiting value, wherein the range includes said default

value and said limiting valuc,

wherein information is transferred from the electronic device to the peripheral

device for setting the maximum of the power consumption of the peripheral device.

2. (Original Patent Claim) The method according to claim 1, wherein said

limiting value is used as a highest allowable value for the power consumption.

3. (Original Patent Claim) The method according to claim 1, wherein at least one

content is stored in the peripheral device, for use in connection with the electronic

device, wherein at a stage of storing the content, the power consumptionset for the

peripheral device is a value corresponding to said limiting value, and at a stage of using

the content, the power consumption sct for the peripheral device is a valuc corresponding

to said default value.

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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4. (Original Patent Claim) The method according to the claim 1, wherein at least

one clock signal is generated in the peripheral device and wherein the power

consumption of the peripheral device is controlled by adjusting the frequencyofat least

one clock signal.

5. (Original Patent Claim) The method according to the claim 1, wherein the

peripheral device comprises at least one bus and that the power consumption of the

peripheral device is controlled by controlling a width of said bus.

6. (Original Patent Claim) The method according to the claim 1, wherein the

peripheral device is provided with two or more storage blocks controlled by controlling a

numberof storage blocks processed by the peripheral device substantially

simultaneously.

7. (Original Patent Claim) A method comprising:

initiating determination of power consumptionin an electronic device, to which a

peripheral device is connected, and from which the poweris supplied to the peripheral

device, wherein the peripheral device comprises a memory, said memory storing a

default value and a limiting value for the power consumption;

setting the power consumption of the peripheral device at a startup stage to said

default value;

reading from the memory at least said limiting value whichis higher than said

default value; and

setting the maximum of the power consumption to a value whichis in a range

from said default value to said limiting value, wherein the range includes said default

value and said limiting value,

wherein messages are transferred between the clectronic device and the

peripheral device for setting the maximum of the power consumption of the peripheral

device to a value in a range from said default value to said limiting value, wherein the

range includes said default value and said limiting value.

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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8. (Original Patent Claim) The method according to claim 7, wherein said

limiting value is used as a highest allowable value for the power consumption.

9. (Original Patent Claim) A system comprising

a peripheral device, wherein the peripheral device comprises a memory,said

memory storing a default value and a limiting value for the power consumption;

an electronic device with means for connecting the peripheral device and means

for supplying powerto the peripheral device, and

means for determining power consumption,

wherein the power consumptionofthe peripheral device is set at a startup stage

to said default value,

wherein at least said limiting value which is higher than said default value is

stored for the power consumption,

wherein the means for determining the power consumption comprise meansfor

setting a maximum power consumption of the peripheral device to a value whichis in a

range from said default value to said limiting value, said range includingsaid default

value and said limiting value, and

wherein the electronic device is configured to transfer information to the

peripheral device for setting the maximum of the power consumption of the peripheral

device.

10. (Original Patent Claim) The system according to claim 9, wherein the

peripheral device comprises meansfor generating at least one clock signal, and wherein

the system comprises means for controlling the power consumption of the peripheral

device by adjusting the frequency of said at least one clocksignal.

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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11. (Original Patent Claim) The system according to claim 9,

wherein the peripheral device comprises at least one bus, and

wherein the system comprises means for controlling the power consumption of

the peripheral device by adjusting a bus width of the peripheral device.

12. (Original Patent Claim) The system according to the claim 9,

wherein the peripheral device is provided with two or more storage blocks, and

wherein the meansfor controlling the power consumption of the peripheral

device comprise means for adjusting a numberof storage blocks processed by the

peripheral device substantially simultaneously.

13. (Original Patent Claim) The system according to the claim 9, wherein the

electronic device is a portable electronic device.

14. (Original Patent Claim) The system according to claim 13, further comprising

meansfor performing mobile station functions.

15. (Original Patent Claim) An electronic device comprising:

means for connecting a peripheral device, wherein the peripheral device

comprises a memory, said memory storing a default value and a limiting value for the

power consumption;

meansfor supplying powerto the peripheral device; and

meansfor determining power consumption,

wherein the power consumption of the peripheral device is set at a startup stage

to said default value,

wherein at least said limiting value which is higher than said default value is

defined for the power consumption,

wherein the means for determining the power consumption comprise meansfor

setting a maximum power consumption of the peripheral device to a value whichis in a

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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range from said default value to said limiting value, said range including said default

value and said limiting value, and

wherein the means for supplying the power is configured to transfer information

to the peripheral device for setting the maximum of the power consumption of the

periphcral device.

16. (Original Patent Claim) The electronic device according to claim 15, wherein

it is a portable electronic device.

17. (Original Patent Claim) The electronic device according to claim 16, further

comprising means for performing mobile station functions.

18. (Original Patent Claim) A peripheral device comprising:

a memory storing a default value and a limiting value for power consumption;

meansfor connecting the peripheral device to an electronic device for supplying

powerto the peripheral device,

wherein the power consumption of the peripheral device is set at a startup stage

to said default value,

wherein at least said limiting value which is higher than said default value is

defined for power consumption,

wherein the peripheral device comprises meansfor setting a maximum power

consumption of the peripheral device to a value whichis in a range from said default

value to said limiting value, said range including said default value andsaid limiting

value, and

wherein the peripheral device is configured to receive information from the

electronic device for setting the maximum of the power consumption of the peripheral

devicc.

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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19. (Original Patent Claim) The peripheral device according to claim 18, wherein

at least one content is stored in the peripheral device for use in connection with the

electronic device.

20. (Original Patent Claim) The periphcral device according to claim 18, further

comprising

means for generating at least one clock signal and

meansfor controlling the power consumption of the peripheral device by

frequency control of said at least one clock signal.

21. (Original Patent Claim) The peripheral device according to claim 18, further

comprising

at least one bus and

meansfor controlling the power consumption of the peripheral device by

controlling a bus width of said bus of the peripheral device.

22. (Original Patent Claim) The peripheral device according to the claim 18,

wherein the peripheral device is provided with two or more storage blocks, and

wherein the meansfor controlling the power consumption of the peripheral

device comprise means for controlling a numberof storage blocks processed by the

peripheral device substantially simultaneously.

23. (Original Patent Claim) The peripheral device according to the claim 18,

wherein said default value and at least one limiting value are stored in the peripheral

device.

24. (Original Patent Claim) The peripheral device according to the claim 18,

wherein said peripheral device is a MultiMediaCard.TM.peripheral device.

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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25. (Original Patent Claim) An electronic device comprising:

a connector configured to connect to a peripheral device, wherein the peripheral

device comprises a memory, said memory storing a default value and a limiting value for

the power consumption;

a powcr supply configured to supply powerto the peripheral device; and

a power gauge configured to determine power consumption,

wherein the power consumption of the peripheral device is set at a startup stage

to said default value,

wherein at least said limiting value which is higher than said default value is

defined for the power consumption,

wherein the means for determining the power consumption comprise meansfor

setting a maximum power consumption of the peripheral device to a value whichis in a

range from said default value to said limiting value, said range including said default

value and said limiting value, and

wherein the electronic device is configured to transfer information to the

peripheral device for setting the maximum of the power consumption of the peripheral

device.

26. (Original Patent Claim) The electronic device according to claim 25, wherein

it is a portable electronic device.

27. (Original Patent Claim) The electronic device according to claim 25, further

comprising a memory configured to store the default value andthe limiting value.

28. (Amended) A peripheral device comprising:

a memory storing a default value and a limiting value for power consumption;

a connector configured to connect the peripheral device to an electronic device

for supplying powerto the peripheral device,

wherein the power consumption of the peripheral device is set at a startup stage

to said default value,

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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wherein at least said limiting value which is higher than said default value is

defined for power consumption,

wherein the peripheral device comprises means for setting a maximum power

consumption ofthe peripheral device to a value whichis in a range from said default

valuc to said limiting valuc, said range including said default valuc andsaid limiting

value, [and]

wherein the peripheral device is configured to receive information from the

electronic device for setting the maximum of the power consumption ofthe peripheral

device,and

wherein the means for setting the maximum power consumption includes a

processor configured to read an indication of the value from the received information and

to set the maximum power consumption to the value based on the indication.

29. (Original Patent Claim) The peripheral device according to the claim 28,

wherein said default value and at least one limiting value are stored in the peripheral

device.

30. (New) Theperipheral device of claim 28 further comprising: 

a clock generator,

wherein the processor is configured to adjust a frequency of the clock generator

in response to the received information from the electronic device.

31. (New) The peripheral device of claim 30, wherein the processor is configured

to adjust the frequency of the clock generatorto a first frequency correspondingto the

maximum power consumption.

32. (New) The peripheral device of claim 28, wherein the peripheral device is a

memory card.

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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33. (New) The peripheral device of claim 28, wherein the limiting value is a

highest possible maximum power consumption of the peripheral device.
 

34. (New) The peripheral device of claim 28 further comprising:

a plurality of memory blocks, wherein cach of the plurality of memory blocksis

configured to include at least an active mode and a power-saving mode.

35. (New) The peripheral device of claim 34, wherein the processor is configured

to adjust the number of memory blocks in the plurality of memory blocks that are in the

active modein responseto the received information from the electronic device.

36. (New) The peripheral device of claim 35, wherein the processor is further

configured to increase the number of memory blocksin the plurality of memory blocks
 

that are in the active mode in response to the received information from the electronic
 

device indicating the value for the maximum power consumption being greater than the

default value.

37. (New) The peripheral device of claim 28, wherein the default value is a

lowest possible maximum power consumption for the peripheral device.

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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Remarks

Specification Amendments (37 CLF_R. § 1.173(b)() and (d))

No amendmentsare being sought in the patented specification.

Notification ofConcurrent Proceeding (37 C.FLR. § 1.178(b))

Applicant has no knowledge of related concurrent proceedings.

Statement ofStatus ofCurrently Pending Claims (37 CLF.R. § 1.173(c))

Upon entry of the foregoing amendment, patent claims 1-28 and added new

claims 30-37 are pending in the application, with claims 1, 7, 9, 15, 18, 25, and 28 being

the independent claims. Patent claim 28 is sought to be amended. New claims 30-37 are

sought to be added. The amended and added claims are believed to introduce no new

matter, and their entry is respectfully requested.

Explanation ofSupportfor Added Claims (37 CFR. § 1.173(c))

Example support in the issued patent for the amended and new claims is shown in

the table below.

or Fig./Element]
28

30

x

32 [8:57-60]
33

3

35 [8:23-47]
36

37
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Conclusion

Prompt and favorable consideration of this Preliminary Amendment is

respectfully requested. Applicant believes the present application is in condition for

allowance. If the Examiner believes, for any reason, that personal communication will

expedite prosecution of this application, the Examiner is invited to telephone the

undersigned at the numberprovided.

Respectfully submitted,

STERNE, KESSLER, GOLDSTEIN & FOX P.L.L.C.

/Jason D. Eisenberg #43447/

Jason D. Eisenberg
Attorney for Applicant
Registration No. 43,447

Date:__May 24, 2013

1100 New York Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20005-3934
(202) 371-2600
16849081.DOCX
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(54) Power managementfor a portable computer

(57) Apower manager (PMGR)within a portable laptop computer provides power (via 26) and clocking control (via 27) to
various units within the computerin order to conserve battery power. Transistor switches controlled by the power manager
control the distribution of power and clock signals to the various units within the computer. The power managerincludes a
software routine for continually monitoring various units and whencertain units are either not needed and/or not currently in
use, powerand/orclock signals are removed from a given unit, and the computer can be switched between three modes
viz. normal, slow and sleep.
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POWER MANAGEMENT FOR A LAPTOP COMPUTER,

BACKGROUNDOFTHEINVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a powerdistribution schemeina

portable computer and, more specifically, to power managementin a laptop

computer.

2. Prior Art

Power consumption in an electronic device is always a significant

concern and a power supply must be designed to adequately powerthe

device. Aside from the capability of the power supply to provide ample power

to powerthe corresponding device, heat dissipation, physical size, weight,

efficiency, and other related characteristics are paramount in designing or

selecting the power source. These characteristics become exceptionally

critical when the device the power supply is to support is a self-sufficient

portable unit.

In many portable units, a self-supporting power source, such as a
battery, is used to provide the power whenthe unit is decoupled from its main

or external power source, such as 110 Volt AC (ordinary house current). :

Typically a battery is used to provide the independent and portable power

source. In some instances the battery functions as an auxiliary power source

to maintain certain critical circuits active, such as keeping the memory alive to

retain any information stored in the memory. In other instances, the battery

functions as the main power sourceto fully power the device.

In the area of information processing, miniaturization of processing

devices has permitted the portability of computing devices. Oneofthefirst

such portable processing devices was a hand held calculator, wherein the

calculator operated from a battery power source and could easily be carried

about by the user. The battery would powerall of the functions of the calculator
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and the user could readily transport the calculator without any attachment to an
external power source. The batteries were either replaced or recharged. The
earliest calculators simply had an on/off state in which full power was available
during the on state and the power was completely shut off during the off state.
Becauseof the volatile nature of many early semiconductor memories,
information stored in such volatile memories were lost when the calculator was
turned off. Subsequent calculators attempted to incorporate nonvolatile

memory, orin the alternative, standby power wasprovided to such a memory
when the device was turnedoff, so that the memory retained whatever

information was present. More advanced schemes were devised to monitor
various functions, so that power was removed from various elements when
those elements were not needed. Further, a time-out scheme was devised to

put the calculator ina stand-by mode, such as when a key was not depressed
after a certain time period, in order to preserve power. All of these features
were devised primarily to extend the time period that the device could operate
from its internal power source.

Whenthe processing technology was expanded beyond a simple
calculator to encompass personal desk top computers, additional constraints
were placed to power consumption and management control schemes. Aside ~
from the additional circuitry, additional memory devices consumed

considerable amounts of power. These memory devices include semi-
conductor devices, such as read-only memories (ROMs) and random-access  ~

memories (RAMs) whichinclude volatile and non-volatile memories, floppy
disk drives and hard disk drives and other magnetic media. Also, additional

poweris required to powerthe display unit which typically includes a viewing
screen. Various schemes were devised to monitor and control the power

distribution during on/off states.
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However, as the personal desk top computer systems are made

portable, it is desirable to provide a computer which contains a fully contained

powersource so that the computer is completely portable. Theseself -

sufficient computer systemsare typically referred to as laptops (because of the

small physical size and light weight) and are designed to operate for a certain

numberof hours from its internal power source, whichis typically a battery.

Although a variety of the portable calculator technology can be implemented

within such a laptop, additional constraints are placed in that the additional

circuitry, memory, viewing screen and any peripheral devices attached to the

system will necessarily consume additional power. !n order to extend the self-

sustaining time period of these laptops while keeping the battery size and

weight to a minimum, a sophisticated power management schemeis required to

provide poweronly to thosecircuits and devices which require such power

and to remove power,orat least to make a given circuit enter a low power

consumption mode, whenthat circuit is not needed. The management scheme

must also continually monitor the various circuits and devices in order that
powercan be applied immediately to activate such circuits and devices when

needed.

The present invention provides for such a power management apparatus

for a laptop computerin order to extend the self-sustaining time period so that

the laptop computer can operate for an extended period of time once external

poweris disconnected.

3. Prior Art References

A numberofprior art references are known for monitoring and controlling:

the consumption of powerto a device or to a portion of a device including a

meansof providing a timeout when userinteraction has not occurred for a

given time period. However, these references pertain to the simpler calculator

technology or to portions of a computer system and fail to disclose the
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sophisticated power management schemefor a laptop of the present invention.
The references are:

1. U.S. Patent No. 4,019,068, issued April 19, 1977, for Low Power Output
Disable Circuit For Random Access Memory;

2. U.S. Patent No. 4,074,351, issued February 14, 1978 for Variable

Function Programmed Calculator;

3. U.S. Patent No. 4,151,611, issued April 24, 1979 for Power Supply

Control System For Memory Systems;

4. . US. Patent No. 4,293,927, issued October 6, 1981 for Power

Consumption Control System For Electronic Digital Data Processing Devices;
5. U.S. Patent No. 4,279,020, issued July 14, 1981 for Power Supply
Circuit For A Data Processor,

6. U.S. Patent No. 4,381,552, issued April 26, 1983 for Standby Mode

Controller Utilizing Microprocessor,

7. U.S. Patent No. 4,409,665, issued October 11, 1983 for Turn-Off-

Processor Between Keystrokes;

8. U.S. Patent No. 4,611,289, issued September9, 1986 for Computer

Power Management System;

9. U.S. Patent No. 4,615,005, issued September 30, 1986 for Data

Processing Apparatus With Clock Signal Control By Microinstruction For
Reduced Power Consumption And Method Therefor; and

10. U.S. Patent No. 4,712,196, issued December8, 1987 for Data

Processing Apparatus.
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SUMMARYOFTHEINVENTION

The present invention describes a power managerfor use in a laptop

computer. The laptop computeris a fully self-sufficient computer which is

poweredbyaninternal battery when the computeris disconnected from an

external power source. Because power conservation is paramount to sustain

the computer as long as possible from the internal battery, a power manageris

provided to monitor and control various circuit operations. Various units of the

computer, including peripheral units, generally function equivalently to

well-known personal desktop computers. However, the powersource to the

various devices are controlled by the power manager and a plurality of

transistor switches are used to switch the power source to the various devices.

The operation of these switches is controlled by the power manager.

Additionally, various clock signals are also coupled through switches which

are controlled by the power managerso that the clock signals can be

disconnected from certain units of the computer. .
The power manager continually monitors various circuit functions such

that devices not in use have their power sources or clock signals disconnected

in order to deactivate devices to conserve battery power. The removalof clock

signals from those units having clock control places these various units into an

inactive state. However, because poweris still applied to these units, various

internal states retain their current state until the clock signal is restored.

The power manageris capable of operating in one of three modesof

operation. In a first mode the computer operates in a normal active mode where

most ofthe units are active at all times and/or some of the other units are

caused to be made active when needed. A secondstate is a sleep state in

which the computer enters into an inactive state and the power manager

continues to monitor various circuit conditions. When a certain predetermined
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condition occurs, it causes the computerto awakefrom its sleep state. A third
state is an intermediate state in which the power manager controls the

frequency of the clock signals to be decreased such that the power
consumption drops by approximately 25-30% from the normal active mode.
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BRIEFDESCRIPTIONOFTHEDRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a circuit block diagram of the various units of the laptop

computer and showing powerlines, clock signal lines and controllines

pertaining to the power management schemeofthe presentinvention.

Figure 2 is a circuit schematic diagram showing an example of a

transistor switch utilized to control the switching of a clock signal to a given

device.

Figure 3 is a circuit schematic diagram showing an example of a

transistor switch utilized to control the switching of power to a given device.
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DETAILEDDESCRIPTIONOFTHEPRESENTINVENTION

A power management system for a laptop computer is described. In the
following description, numerous specific details are set forth, such as specific
circuits, devices, etc., in order to provide a thorough understanding of the

present invention. It will be obvious, however, to one skilled in the art that the
present invention may be practiced without these specific details. In other
instances, well-knowncircuits and signal lines have not been described in

detail in order not to unnecessarily obscure the present invention.

Referring to Figure 1, an architecture for a portable computer10 is
shown,including the power manager (PMGR) 11 of the present invention.
Although computer 10 canbeof a variety of computers, computer 10 of the
present invention is a portable computer and, more specifically, a laptop
computer which is capable of operating without an external power source.
Aside from the PMGR 11, computer 10 is comprised of a CPU 12, read-only

memory (ROM) 13, random-access memory (RAM) 14, liquid crystal display
(LCD) unit 15 whichincludes a viewing screen and associated video circuitry,
crystal controlled clock and oscillator 16, 4 battery 17, a-battery chargercircuit
18 and aninput/output(I/O) unit 19 which includes an VO controller 19a and at
least one I/O device 19b. These components are typically present in most

desktop or portable computer systems. Computer 10 of the present invention
further includes a disk controller 20, a serial communication controller 21 and

its drivers 22, a parallel communications controller 23, sound circuit and
drivers 24, and a modem 25. Itis to be appreciated that although units 20-25
are included within computer 10 that these devices are typically a design

choice and the computer 10 can readily operate as a functioning computer

without the presence of these units.
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Several additional units are included within computer 10 to operate with

the PMGRunit 11. Analog interface unit 26, clock control unit 27 and an

internal interface unit, referred to as a via unit 28, are included to function in

conjunction with the PMGR 11. It is to be appreciated that units 12-25 are
devices used in prior art computers and such description and operation of

these units are not included herein. Units 12-25, except for unit 17 and 18, are

available with the Macintosh™ brand computers of Apple ComputerInc., of

Cupertino, California.

in functional terms, CPU 12 is the main processing unit for computer 10

and in the preferred embodiment is a 68000 based (part numbers 68000, 68020

and 68030) processor manufactured by Motorola Corporation. ROM 13 is

used to store the operating system of the computer 10 as well as other

proprietary programs, suchasfile directory routines. RAM 14 isutilized as the

internal memory of the computer for accessing of data. The LCD display 15

with its associated video circuitry provides for the presentation of a display on

a viewing screen. The crystal operated clock 16 provides for the necessary
timing reference signals which are needed for the operation of computer 10.
The battery 17 powers computer 10, permitting computer 10 to beafully

portable unit. Battery chargercircuit 18 monitors the level of the battery 17 as

well as charging the battery 17 when computer 10 is coupled to an external

powersource such as 110 Volts AC.

The I/O unit 19 interfaces with various I/O devices, such as keyboards

and cursorcontrol devices, such as a “mouse”or a trackball. The disk

controller unit 20 is used to access a disk storage medium, such as a floppy

disk. In computer 10, a hard disk is coupled and accessedbythe parallel

communications controller 23. The serial communication controller 21 andits

drivers 22 are utilized to provide serial communication, such as supporting a

RS-232 protocol. The sound circuits and drivers of sound unit 24 areutilized to
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generate various audio signals from computer 10. Modem 25istypically an
external device, however,in this instanceit is included within computer 10 to

provide full modem capability, in order that the portable computer 10 has
capabilities of interfacing with telecommunication lines at various remote
locations.

The power management apparatus of the present invention is comprised
of PMGR 11, analog interface unit 26, clock control unit 27 and via unit 28.

Functionally, PMGR 11 is an intelligent assistant to the CPU 12, wherein
PMGR11 monitors the state of charge of battery 17, controls the power

consumption of the various subsystems,includes a real time clock which
frequency is determined by the clock circuit 16, interfaces to the internal
modem 25, as well as an interface to the I/O peripheral devices 19b through

V/O controller19a. It is to be appreciated that PMGR11 of the preferred

embodimentincludes its own ROM, RAM,timers, analog to digital converters,

and general purpose I/O lines. Although a variety of devices can be used to
perform the functions of PMGR 11, the preferred embodiment uses part number
50753, which is a semiconductor chip manufactured by Mitsubishi

‘Corporation.

The software stored within PMGR 11 of the present invention provides

for three main functions in controlling the power managernent of the various

devices. These functions are receiving commands from the CPU 12 and

performing in response to these commands,controlling the transfer of
communications between the PMGRandperipheral units coupled to the I/O

controller unit 19, and monitoring the system as well as providing the timer to

maintain the real time clock. An 8-bit data bus and two handshakelines
provide the coupling between CPU 12 and PMGR11 throughthevia unit 28.
The 8-bit databus is used to transfer command and data between CPU 12 and

PMGR 11. This 8-bit communication is achieved by the use of a two line
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handshaking scheme wherein commandsare provided by CPU 12 and replies

are provided by PMGR 11 on data and handshakelines 33.

Once the commandis sent from CPU 12 through via unit 28 to PMGR 11

and the handshakeis completed, PMGR 11 decodes the command and

executesit. If no reply data is to be returned, PMGR11 waits for the handshake

for the next command to begin from CPU 12. If reply data is to be returned,

PMGR 11 begins the reply handshake and returns the requested data. In the

preferred embodiment commandsand replies are transmitted in a protocol

comprising of a command/reply byte, a count byte and optional data bytes.

Once every 1/60 of a second (frequency of 60 Hz), the clock oscillator

16 generates an interrupt to PMGR 11 andthis interrupt is coupled to CPU 12

on line 34. When this interrupt is generated, PMGR 11 closes the 1/O channel

from VO controller 19 and further, will not respond to any handshake requests

from CPU 12. The interrupt on line 34 causes CPU 12 to suspend the data

transfer to PMGR 11. During this interrupt cycle, PMGR 11 performsits.

periodic monitoring routines which include updating the real time clock,
checking the battery power level and sending an auto poll command. The auto

poll commandis associated with the auto poll schemeof the preferred

embodiment in which the CPU 12, through PMGR 11, automatically

interrogates (polis) devices coupled to bus 37 to determine the presenceof

data for transfer.

PMGR11 contains the necessary 1/O transceiverfunctions for transfer of

information between PMGR 11 and I/O unit 19 on bus 37. Packets of

information to be sent on bus 37to I/O unit 19 are sent by CPU 12 to PMGR 11 ©

in the data portion of the command signal. Data received by PMGR 11 from VO

controller 19 is buffered internally and once received, this data is stored within

PMGR 11 until requested by CPU 12. If a new /O command wastransmitted by

CPU 12 during a previous command/execution cycle, the new command and
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its corresponding data is supplied as the next /O command whichis to be sent.
If the VO device has any data to return, PMGR 11 receives, buffers and stores
the data. Whenthe data is completely received, PMGR11 interrupts CPU 12
on interrupt line 34 and CPU 12 respondsto the interrupt by determining the
source of the interrupt and data is obtained from PMGR11.

PMGR11 includes a one second timer which is based on the 60 Hz

frequency of clock 16. PMGR 11 also includes its own internal clock which
performs asa real time clock. The one second timeris used to supply a wake
up timer and create the one secondinterrupt for triggering the various
monitoring functions. That is, as each new second is counted within PMGR 11,
a numberof periodic operations occur. Firstly, the real time clock and the
wake up timer(if enabled) are updated. The wake uptimeris an internal alarm
clock which is used to provide an alarm/signal wheneverthe real time clock
coincides with the tome set for the wake up timer (if enabled). Next, computer

10's power system and battery 17 are checked to determine the battery power
leveland if a low battery condition exists. The battery chargercircuit 18
includes means for monitoring the level of the battery and for determining if the

powerlevel drops below a predetermined level. Then, the internal temperature
is also checked followed by the interrupt to the CPU. Subsequently PMGR 11

sends any pending I/O transactions to CPU 12.

It is to be appreciated that via unit 28 performs the function of an
interface unit between the CPU 12 and PMGR11. Via unit 28 includes general

purpose I/O devices,internaltimers, interrupt generators, as well as input and
output ports. However,it is to be noted that PMGR 11 can be readily adapted”
to operate without such a via unit 28 without departing from the spirit and scope
of the present invention.

in order to provide the control over the consumption ot power by

computer 10 for the primary purpose of extendingthelife of battery 17 when
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computer 10 is disconnected from an external power source, PMGR 11

provides for a numberof control and monitoring functionsfor this purpose.

PMGR 11 is utilized to cause computer 10 to be in one of three separate modes

of operation. The three modesare the normal, slow and sleep modes. PMGR

11 responds to each of these modesbycontrolling the clocking signal being

sent to a given device and/or controlling the voltage being supplied to a given

unit. The clock signals coupled from the clock oscillator 16 to PMGR 11 are

coupled to the clock control unit 27. Clock contro! unit 27 operates as a switch

to couple the various clock signals on lines 41, 42 and 43 to CPU 12, serial

communication controller unit 21 and the disk controller unit 20, respectively.

A power supply 29, which receives its power from battery 17, provides

the needed voltages by computer 10. These supply voltages, shown as Vcc's

in Figure 1, are coupled through PMGR 11, wherein PMGR 11 provides

separate Vcc sourcesto the various units through the analog interface unit 26.

As shownin Figure 1, VecA is coupled to the CPU 12 andrelated units. Three

other separate Vcc sources are also provided from PMGR 11 as dedicated

Vec voltages to serial communication drivers 22, sound unit 24 and to the

modem 25 through analog interface unit 26. These voltages are designatedas

VeceB, VecC and VccD, respectively. It is to be noted that control lines are

also present between PMGR11 and clock control unit 27 and between PMGR

11 and analog interface unit 26. In the preferred embodiment, analog interface

unit 26 is comprised of a plurality of transistor switches for switching the various

Vee sources onto their corresponding lines. The clock control unit 27 also

includes various switches for coupling the clock signals to the corresponding

units. Further,it is to be appreciated that PMGR11 also includescircuitry for

the various clocking signals for distribution onto lines 41-43. It is to be noted

that PMGR 11 can change the various clocking rates of the clocking signals

present on lines 41-43.
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In the normal (or wake) modeof operation, computer 10 is fully active
and all of the switches within clock control unit 27 and the analog interface unit
26 are closed. However, commands can be provided by CPU 12 automatically
in responseto stored routines, or in responseto a userinput through VO unit
19, to deactivate transistor switches which couple VecB, VccC and VecD,in
order to remove the applicable Vcc powerfrom the serial communication

controller drivers 22, sound drivers of unit 24 and modem 25. Alternatively, in
order to conserve powerof the battery, Vcc voltages for powering units 22, 24
and 25 need not be applied until such unit usage is requested by the system or

the user.

in order to further conserve power, PMGR 11 will send computer 10 into

a sleep (inactive) mode under an occurrence of either of two conditions. When
the battery chargercircuit 18 notes that battery 17 has dropped to a
predeterminedlevel, which level is deemed to be detrimental to further
operation of computer 10, PMGR 11 places computer 10 into a sleep mode.
PMGR 11 can also enter the sleep mode when a sleep commandis provided
by CPU 12. CPU sends a sleep command to PMGR 11 whenthere has been no
user activity for a predetermined amount of time or when the user decides to
stop work and shut down the computer 10.

Before entering the sleep mode, the operating system of the computer,
as well as the various drivers, save the current state information in RAM 14.
Thus, the state of the various registers, drivers and other memory devices are
stored within RAM 14 for later restoration. Once these necessary states are
stored in RAM 14, PMGR11 releasesail of the switches in analog interface
unit 26 so that poweris removed from the various units of computer 10. It is to
be noted that power is removed from RAM 14 if RAM 14 is comprised of non-
volatile memory such as an EPROM,which is the case with the memory device
-14 of the present invention. However,if RAM 14 is comprised of volatile
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memory thenthe transistor switch ‘applying Vec powerto RAM 14 is kept
closed so that Vcc is still applied to RAM 14 keeping it active in order to retain

the stored information. It is to be noted that non-volatile memory is preferred so

that Vcc need not be applied to RAM 14 in the sleep mode. Further,it is to be

noted that the preferred embodiment uses CMOS memory.

in an alternative embodiment, VccA can be coupled onto line 45 in

order to keep the power supplied to CPU 12. The internal clock of PMGR 11

can be decoupled from CPU 12 by clock control unit 27 thereby disabling the

clock input to CPU 12 and halting the execution of the CPU. The CPU internal

states are frozen with all CPU internal RAM and contro! registers remaining

intact by halting the execution of the CPU. Halting the execution of CPU 12

typically will lower its power consumption by two orders of magnitude.

Although a numberof conditions can cause computer 10 to wake from

the sleep mode, computer 10 of the present invention has three possible

conditions whichtriggersit to leave the sleep mode. PMGR 11 Continues to

monitor lines 37 such that any input from /O controller19a will cause computer
10 to wake from the sleep state. The 1/O input is typically a pressing of a key on

the keyboard and/or the movementof the cursor control device. The second

condition for waking up computer 10 occurs if the wake up timer (alarm clock)

within PMGR 11 had been enabled and matchesthe real time clock within.

PMGR11. Uponthe activation of the alarm clock, PMGR wakes computer 10

from its sleep state. Finally, the third condition of computer 10 occurs if PMGR
11 was set to monitor the detection of a ring signal from modem 25. ff an

incoming signal is received by modem 25,the ring signal is detected by PMGR

11 and causes computer 10 to awakefromits sleep state.

Upon waking, computer 10 accesses RAM 14 toretrieve the stored state

of the various units for restoring computer 10 to the state it was in prior to
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entering the sleep mode. Further, upon waking, computer10 initiates a
diagnostic routine for ensuring proper operation of computer 10.

The third mode of operation of computer 10 is known as the slow mode.
The slow modeis a condition similar to the active mode, exceptthat the clock
rate of the clocking signal to the various units is slowed. That is, by reducing
the clock rate of computer 10, as much as 25-30% of power savings can be
obtained. Although al! of the clocking signals onlines 41-43 can be slowed,it
is to be noted that the clock signal on each line can be slowed. Slowing the
clock rate of the clocking signal on line 41 to CPU 12 can achieve 25-30%
savings in power.

Furthermore, the slow modeis entered from the normal mode when no

activity has been detectedafter a predetermined time period, this time period
being less than the time period for placing the system into the sleep mode.
Thus,if no activity occurs for a certain duration, computer 10 enters the slow _
mode first and if the non-active cycle continues, computer 10 will eventually
enter the sleep modeafter an additionaltime period.

The slow state can be entered and departed by user commandor CPU
command. It is appreciated that clock signals to units 20 and 21 can be
decoupled by clock control unit 27, wherein units 20 and 21 are deactivated
and will not lose the current internal states of those units.

Referring to Figure 2, a transistor switch 50 utilized in the clock control
unit 27 is shown. It is to be appreciated that only one switch 50 is shown,
however, the actual clock control unit 27 is comprised of a plurality of these
switches 50. A clock signal from PMGR 11 is coupled throughtransistor 51 to
its corresponding device 52. The control signal is also obtained from PMGR11
and is coupled to the gate ofthe transistor 51. Whentransistor 51 is made
active by the contro! signal, the clock signal is coupled to device 52.
Typically, device 52 is a CMOSdevice so that when the clock signal is
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removed from this CMOS device, the device shuts down and consumes none

or very little power. It is to be noted that in some of the devices, such as units

20 and 21, the clock signal can be decoupled from these devices while the

Vcc supply to these devices are present.

Referring to Figure 3, a transistor switch 54 comprising one of the

switches within analog interface unit 26 is shown. However,it is to be noted

that a plurality of these switches reside within analog interface unit 26. Oneof

the Vcc lines is coupled from PMGR 11 through transistor 55 to device 56. A

control line also from PMGR11 is coupled to the gate of transistor 55 for

controlling the coupling of Vcc to device 56 throughtransistor 55. It is to be

noted that poweris supplied to device 56 whentransistor 55 is made active

and that device 56 may not necessarily be a CMOS device since powerwill be

removed from device 56 whentransistor 55 is cut off.

It is to be appreciated that the above description in reference to Figures

1-3 can be represented in various othercircuit equivalent forms without

departing from the spirit and scopeof the invention. Further,in reference to

Figure 1, the actual devices andthe switching of the power and clock signals

can be readily adapted to operate with other designs without departing from the

spirit and scope of the present invention. However, in order to provide a more

detailed workings of the presentinvention, various specific details pertaining to
the preferred embodiment are disclosed below. CPU 12 provides various

commands to PMGR 11 for connecting the Vcc powerto applicable devices as

needed. Further, clock signals can be either disconnected from various

devices, or in the alternative, PMGR 11 can provide different clock speeds,

such as during the slow mode. CPU 12 can be made to provide these

commandsin responseto a stored routine or in response to a monitoring

function of the PMGRorin responseto a user interaction through I/O unit 19.
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It is to be noted that the various drivers of computer 10 are responsible

for powering on and off their respective peripheral devices. It is to be noted
that drivers of computer 10 can be hardware or software drivers, ora
combination thereof, and the preferred embodiment uses software drivers. That
is, software is used to control the powering on and off the respective devices.
Thus, the powerto the disk control unit 20 also powersthe floppy disk, the
powerto the parallel communications controller 23 also powersits associated
peripheral device, such as the hard disk. The drivers of the serial
communications controller 21 and the powerto the sound drivers 24 also are
controlled as needed. These drivers are responsible for maintaining the time
that these devices are powered to a minimum in order to conserve power.

Thus, they are only activated when a given particular device is needed.
Generally, each device driver will enable its peripheral device when the driver
is needed.

in the case ot the floppy disk controller 20, the poweris only applied to

the peripheral device when an actual disk read or write is under way. Also, in
the instance with the modem 25,it is kept without power until a ring is detected

by PMGR 11 or when activated by the CPU 12. As stated previously those
devices that have system clock inputs are enabled/disabled by controlling
their connection to the clock. They can remain powered even thoughtherest

of the system is off, therby retaining their internal states, but consuming less
power. As such, clock control devices do not need bere-initialized or re-
enabled whentheir clock is turned off. Those devices that do not have a clock

input or do not require any siate to be retain are enabled/disabled by
controlling their connection to power. As stated previously, the power can be
removed from CPU 12 in which case the internalstates of CPU 12 are stored in

RAM 14 prior to power down. It is to be stressed that the clock input can be
removed from CPU 12 in which case the internal states of CPU 12 are retained.
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In reference to the battery chargercircuit 18, the circuit charges the

battery when coupled to an external power source, but circuit 18 is also utilized

to monitor battery 17. PMGR 11 monitors the power levelof battery 17 and

alerts the user whenthat level drops to a predeterminedlevel, permitting the

userto finish the current job of the computer and shutting down the computer

prior to complete breakdown of computer 10. An analog-to-digital converter
within PMGR11 provides for the conversion of the analog battery voltage to a

digital signal. Although not shown in Figure 1, a temperature sensing
mechanism is also coupled to a PMGR11 to sense the temperature and

another analog-to-digital converter within PMGR11 is also used to convert this

analog signal to a digital signal.

It is to be appreciated that the PMGR11 ofthe preferred embodiment of

the presentinvention provides for a variety of techniquesto monitor and control
the distribution of power and clocking signals in order to conserve the time that

computer 10 can be self-sustaining when decoupled from an external power
source.
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; 1. In a portable computer, having a central processing unit (CPU), a
memory, a plurality of peripheral devices including a user interactive device,
and a battery for powering said computer, an apparatus for managing the use of
powerfrom said battery by said computer, comprising:

contro! means coupled to said CPUfor receiving commandsfrom said
CPU and also coupled to receive inputs from said user interactive device;

said control means also coupled to said battery for controlling

distribution of said power to various units of said computer;

said control means also coupled to provide an internal clock and

distributing a clock signal to some of said units of said computer,
first switching means coupled to said control meansfordistributing said

powerto someof said various units, said first switching meansincludingfirst
switches for switching said power, saidfirst switches being controlled by said
control means;

second switching means coupled to said control means for distributing
said clock signals to someof said units, said second switching means
including second switches for switching said clock signal, said second
switches being controlled by said contro! means.

2. The apparatus of Claim 1, wherein said first switching means

decouples power from eachofsaid variuous units coupled to said first
switching means until each of said respective units are needed to be accessed
by said CPU.
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3. The apparatus of Claim 2, wherein said second switching means

decouples said clock signal from each of various units coupled to said second

switching means until each of said respective units are needed to be accessed

by said CPU.

4. The apparatus of Claim 3, wherein said control means provides

for three modesof operation, a first mode for providing power and clock signals

to said various units when needed by said computer, a second modefor

removing poweror clock signal to deactivate respective devices to conserve

power, anda third state in which the frequency of said clock signal is reduced

in order to reduce power consumption to those units coupled to receive said

clock signal.

5. In a portable computer, having a central processing unit (CPU), a

memory, a plurality of peripheral devices including a user interactive device,

and a battery for powering said computer, an apparatus for managing the use of
powerfrom said battery by said computer, comprising:

contro! means coupled to said CPU for receiving commandsfrom said

CPUand also coupled to receive inputs from said user interactive device;

said contro! means also coupled to said battery for controlling

distribution of said power to various units of said computer;
said contro! means also coupled to provide an internal clock and

distributing a clock signal to someof said units of said computer;

said control meansproviding for three modes of operation of said

computer, an active mode for providing active operation of said computer, a

sleep modefor placing said computerin an inactive state to conserve power

and a slow modein which the frequency of said clock signal is reduced in
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order to reduce power consumption to those units coupled to receive said
clock signal:

first switching means coupled to said control meansfordistributing said
powerto someof said various units, said first switching meansincluding first
switches for switching said power, said first switches being controlled by said
control means,

second switching means coupled to said control meansfor distributing
said clock signals to some of said units, said second switching means
including second switches for switching said clock signal, said second
switches being controlled by said control means;

monitoring means for monitoring said various units and providing
information of monitored units to said control means.

6. The apparatus of Claim 5, wherein said first switching means

decouples power from eachof said variuous units coupled to said first
switching means until each of said respective units are needed to be accessed
by said CPU.

7. The apparatus of Claim 6, wherein said second switching means
decouples said clock signal from each of various units coupled to said second
switching meansuntil each of said respective units are needed to be accessed
by said CPU.

8. The apparatus of Claim 7, wherein prior to entering said sieep
mode said apparatus stores CPU statesin said memory and retrives said CPU
states from said memory whenreactivated to said active mode.
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9. The apparatus of Claim 8, wherein said computerentersits sleep

modeif an input from an input/output (/O) device does not occurfora first

predetermined time period.

10. The apparatus of Claim 9, wherein said monitoring means

monitors said /O device and causes said computerto leaveits sleep modeif

an input is sensed from said I/O device.

11. The apparatus of Claim 10, wherein said computer enters its slow

modeif said input from said 1/O device does not occurfor a second

predetermined time period, said second predetermined time period being
shorterthan saidfirst predetermined time period.

12. The apparatus of Claim 11, wherein said monitoring means

monitors said VO device and causes said computerto leave its sleep modeif

an input is sensed from a modem coupled to said control means.

13. The apparatus of Claim 12, wherein said /O device is said user

interactive device.

14. The apparatus of Claim 10, wherein said first and second

switchesare field-effect transistors.

15. The apparatus of Claim 14 further including a reference clock

means coupled to said control meansfor providing a crystal controlled

reference clock signal.
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16. In a portable computer, having a central processing unit (CPU),
a memory, @ plurality of peripheral devices including a user
interactive device, and a battery for powering said computer, an
apparatus for managing the use of power from said battery by said
computer, substantially as hereinbefore described with reference
to the accompanying drawings.
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(57) Abstract
Digital data are stored in a memory means in prescribed arranging order and, when a data arrangementto be corrected for an error

contained in the arrangementor a data arrangement to be producedis read out, the control of the access to the memory meansis madeeasier,
the number of accesses to the memory means is reduced and a data transfer speed is increased to thereby reduce the power consumption
when using a semiconductor chip containing the memory means. The memory means which can switch the access bit width between (n)bits
and (n x m) bits (n and m: natural numbers), a bus width switching means which can switch the memory access bit width between the (n) and
(n x m)bits, and a control means which controls the access are provided. Since the control means controls the access so that the bus width
can be switched to the (n x m) bit width at the time of reading out the data arrangement to be reproduced from the memory means, the
number of accesses is reduced and the transferring speed of reproduced data is improved. When the memory means which can be changed in
access bit width, a means required for the execution of processing, etc., are provided on the same semiconductor chip, the memory meansis
customized so that the access bit width can be variably set in accordance with each required means.
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not exceed 400 mA.This definition permits the use of the wireless modem inside hand-held computing devices without the use of
an additional battery pack extension.
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PERSONAL COMPUTER CARD RADIO MODEM

USING NON-STANDARD POWER OUTPUT LEVEL

Background of the Invention

The present invention relates to personal computer (PC) card radio modems.

Small hand-held personal computing devices can use Personal Computer Memory Card

Interface Association (PCMCIA) radio modems to connect to a wireless network. PC

card radio modemstypically use battery power from the hand-held PC or from a battery

pack extension.

A problem that exists in prior-art systems in which the wireless modem operates

on a network such as the North American AMPS or CDPD network, is a battery pack

extension is used to supplement the power supplied to the wireless modem. Typically,

hand-held PCs use two AAbatteries, which suffer from low capacity and a low peak

current capability.

Six different standard RF powerlevels are required by the CDPD standard

(CDPD R1.1 Part 409) and the AMPSstandard (IS-19B) for a class III cellular device.

With two AAbatteries supplying the hand-held PC and the PCMCIAwireless card,it is

difficult to achieve the highest RF power level; which, for a class UJI cellular device, is an

output power of 28 dBm where 0 dBm is ImW output power. Typically, prior art uses a

battery pack extension on the PCMCIAcardto achieve the highest RF poweroutput.

This is an undesirable solution as the esthetics of the complete product are poor.

It is desirable to have an improved system, which avoids someof the problems of

the prior art.

Summary of the Invention

In one embodiment, the present invention relates to a PC card radio transceiver

which uses a non-standard power output level. The non-standard poweroutputlevelis

limited by the peak sustainable current available from the battery inside the hand-held

PC. In one embodiment, this current is limited to 600 mA. The non-standard RF power
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obtainable, given a 600mA maximum limit, is typically between 24 dBm and 28 dBm (in

one implementation, 26.5 dBm). The non-standard poweroutput level has a nominal

value less than the nominal value required by the standard, yetis still within the

acceptable range (+2, -4dB) specified in the standard.

The advantage of the present invention is that the radio transceiver in the PC card

can operate while attached to a hand-held PC without requiring a battery pack extension.

The system allows the two AA batteries of the hand-held PC to produce an acceptable,

high-level RF output power.

Implementation of a non-standard RF powerlevel, which is based on a current

restriction, requires the automatic leveling circuit (ALC) of the power amplifier to be a

current leveling circuit as opposed to a powerleveling circuit as in prior art systems. A

current leveling circuit achieves the same effect as a power leveling circuit, given the

load on the power amplifier remains constant. In practice, this is a reasonable

assumption.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Fig. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a PCMCIA cellular modem attached to a

hand-held PC.

Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating the power amplifier, current leveling circuit,

duplexer and antenna used in the PC card cellular radio transceiver of one embodiment of

the present invention.

Fig. 3 is a diagram illustrating both the implemented and non-implemented

standard power output levels as well as the non-standard power output level of one

embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 4 is a block diagram illustrating one embodimentof the current leveling

system of the present invention.

Fig. 5 is a schematic illustrating one embodiment of the current leveling circuit

for one embodimentof the present invention.
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Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment

Fig. 1 is a block diagram that illustrates a hand-held personal computer 20 and PC

card 22. In one embodiment, the PC card is a cellular modem with a built-in radio

transceiver.

The hand-held PC 20 sendssignals to be transmitted to the PC card cellular

modem 22. Additionally, the hand-held PC supplies power for the operation of the PC

card cellular modem 22. Typically, two AA batteries in the hand-held PC power both the

hand-held PC and the PC card cellular modem 22. Since relatively small batteries are

used, the maximum current which can be drawn by the PC card cellular modem 22 is

limited to less than what is needed to meet the nominal output power requirements of IS-

19B and CDPD Part 409 standards given present power amplifier and duplexer

technologies. In one embodiment, the PC card cellular modem 22 should not draw more

than 600 mA of current.

Fig. 2 is a simplified diagram of the elements in the PC card cellular modem of

one embodiment of the present invention. A current leveling circuit 32 controls the

current supplied to power amplifier 30 and hence indirectly controls the output power of

amplifier 30. In a PC card cellular modem, the current supplied to the power amplifier

makes up a large percentage of the total current consumed by the device. The output of

the power amplifier 30 is sent to a duplexer 34, then out the antenna 36.

In the present invention, the current leveling circuit 32 limits the current used by

the power amplifier 30 at the highest power output level. This highest power output level

is the non-standard power output level described below.

In one embodiment, the current leveling circuit 32 limits the current drawn by the power

amplifier 30 to 400 mA whenit is transmitting at the highest output power level. ‘The

current consumption of the entire card is therefore limited to 600mA.

Fig. 3 illustrates the RF output levels for the standard and non-standard power

outputs for CDPD standard R.1.1 Part 409 and AMPSstandard IS-19B. There are six

standard output powerlevels for a class III cellular device. The standard, nominal power
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output levels range from 8 to 28 dBm in 4 dB steps. In one embodiment, the non-

standard power outputlevel is between the highest standard powerlevel, which is not

implemented (28 dBm), and the highest implemented powerlevel (24 dBm). In one

embodiment, by limiting the current draw by the power amplifier to 400 mAorless (the
total PC card current draw to 600mA orless), the non-standard poweroutput level is

about 26.5 dBm. This level is below the nominal 28 dBm power level specified in the
standard, yetstill falls within the acceptable range of +2dB to —-4dB from nominal

specified in the standard.

Fig. 4 is a block diagram of a circuit to implement one embodimentof the

present invention. A set point value 48 is sent to adder 40 and combined with a feedback

value on line 44 from current-sensor 42 to produce a gate bias (power control) signal for

power amplifier 46. The set point values are controlled by the micro-processor. Each

set point value corresponds to a power output level for the power amplifier 46. The

current leveling circuit limits the power output by the power amplifier. In a preferred

embodiment, the maximum set point value is such that the current drawn by the power

amplifier is less than 400 mA.

Fig. 5 illustrates details of one embodiment of the current leveling circuitry for

operation with the PC card radio transceiver of the present invention.

Other modifications and implementations will occur to those skilled in the art,

without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention. Accordingly, the

above description is not intended to limit the invention, which is to be limited only by the

following claims.
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Claims:

1. A PCradio card adapted to be connected to and powered by a hand-held

personal computer, the PC radio card using a numberof output powerlevels controlled

by current supplied to power amplifier in the PC radio card, the output power leveis

including multiple implemented standard power output levels and a nonstandard battery-

limited power outputlevel, the nonstandard battery-limited power output level being

greater than the multiple implemented standard power output levels but less than an

unimplemented standard power outputlevel.

2. The PC radio card of Claim 1 wherein the non-standard battery-limited

poweroutput level is such that the current drawn by the power amplifier is 400 mA or

less.

3. The PC radio card of Claim 1 wherein the PC radio card includes a current

control automatic leveling circuit, keeping the current supplied to the power amplifier

less than 400 mA.

4. The PC radio card of Claim 1 wherein the PC radio card is powered by a

hand-held personal computer using two AA batteries.

3. The PC radio card of Claim 1 wherein the non-standard battery-limited

power outputlevel is less than 28 dBm and more than 24 dBm, wherein an output of 0

dBm is calibrated to 1 mW of output power.

6. A PCradio card adapted to be connected to and powered by a handheld

personal computer, the PC radio card using a number of output powerlevels set by

current supplied to power amplifier in the PC radio card, the output powerlevels

including multiple implemented standard power output levels and a nonstandard battery-
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limited power output level, the nonstandard battery-limited power output level being such

that the current drawn by the power amplifier is 400mA orless.

7, The PC radio card of Claim 6 wherein the non-standard battery-limited

power output level is greater than the implemented standard but less than an

unimplemented standard power outputlevel.

8. The PC radio card of Claim 6 wherein the PC radio card is powered by a

hand-held personal computer using two AA batteries.

9, The PC radio card of Claim 6 wherein the PC radio card has a current

controlled automatic leveling circuit to limit the current supplied to the power amplifier.

10. The PC radio card of Claim 6 wherein the non-standard battery-limited

poweroutput level is less than 28 dBm and more than 24 dBm when 0 dBm is calibrated

to one mW of output power.

11. A system including:

a battery-powered hand held personal computer; and

a PC radio card connected to and powered by the hand held personal computer,

the PC radio card using a number of output power levels set by current supplied to power

amplifier in the PC radio card, the output powerlevels including multiple implemented

standard poweroutput levels and a nonstandard battery-limited power output level, the

nonstandard battery-limited power output level being greater than the multiple

implemented standard power output levels but less than an unimplemented standard

power outputlevel.

12. The system of Claim 11 wherein the nonstandard battery-limited power

level is such that the current drawn by the power amplifier is 400 mA orless.
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13. The system of Claim 11 wherein the hand-held personal computeris

powered two AA batteries -

14. The system of Claim 11 wherein the nonstandard battery-limited power

level limits the current supplied by the hand-held personal computer to the PC radio card

to less than a given amount.

15. The system of Claim 11 further comprising a current controlled automatic

leveling curcuit in the PC radio card to limit the current supplied to the power amplifier.

16. A PC card transceiver including:

an antenna;

an amplifier operably connected to the antenna:

a current controller operably connected to the amplifier to set the power output of

the transceiver, the current controller adapted to produce a numberof standard

transceiver power output levels and a nonstandard transceiver output power level, the

nonstandard transceiver output powerlevel being such that the amplifier current is at a

level that makesefficient use of the PC card transceiver batteries.

17. The PC card of Claim 16, further comprising a duplexer operatively

positioned between the amplifier and the antenna.

18, The PC card of Claim 16 wherein the non-standard battery-limited power

output level is greater than the implemented standard but less than an unimplemented

standard poweroutputlevel.

19. The PC card transceiver of Claim 16 wherein the amplifier is limited to

400 mA of current draw.
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20. The PC card transceiver of Claim 16 wherein the PC card transceiver is

adapted to be powered by a hand-held personal computer.
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A. CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECT MATTER

IPC7: GO6F 1/26
According to International Patent Classification (IPC) or to both national classification and IPC
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Minimum documentation searched (classification system followed by classification symbols) ,

IPC7: GO6F, H04M
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to be of particular relevance the principle or theory underlying the invention

“EB” earlier application or patent but published on or after the international documentofparticular relevance; the claimed invention cannot be
ote filing date . ; . considered novel or cannot be considered to involve an inventive

L” document which may throw doubts on priority claim(s) or which is step when the documentis taken alone
cited to establish the publication date of another citation or other . . . ;
special reason (as specified) documentof particular relevance: the claimed invention cannot be

tor . . sqsgs considered to involve an inventive step when the documentis
o document referring to an oral disclosure, use, exhibition or other combined with one or more other such documents, such combination

vpn : : : . : being obvious to a person skilled in the art
P” document published prior to the international filing date butlater than npn .

the priority date claimed &” document member of the same patent family

Date of the actual completion of the international search Date of mailing of the international search report

27 -06- 2003
27 June 2003

Name and mailing address of the ISA/ Authorized officer
Swedish Patent Office
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Facsimile No. +46 8 666 02 86 Telephone No. +46 8 782 25 00
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Category*| Citation of document, with indication, where appropriate, of the relevant passages Relevant to claim No.

US 6178514 B1 (B.C.WOOD), 23 January 2001 1-5,9-10,
(23.01.01), column 4, line 32 - line 45; column 5 14-21 ,25-26

 
 

   
 
 
  US 5737616 A (MITSUHIRO WATANABE), 7 April 1998

(07.04.98), column 3, line 25 - line 32  
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 GB 2235797 A CAPPLE COMPUTER INC), 13 March 1991
(13.03.91), page 6
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 US 5758108 A (AKLYOSHI NAKASMURA), 26 May 1998 6,7,11,12,

(26.05.98), column 1, line 32 - line 44 22,23 
  
 

 
 
 

  
 

 

 WO 9841987 Al (HITACHI, LTD.), 24 Sept 1998 7-8,12,13,
(24.09.98), abstract 23,24 

  
  
 

 US 4841440 A (KAZUYA YONEZU ET AL), 20 June 1989
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 International application No.
PCT/FI03/00233

Box I Observations where certain claims were found unsearchable (Continuation of item I of first sheet)

This international search report has not been established in respect of certain claims under Article 17(2)(a) for the following reasons:

INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

  
 
  
 

Claims Nos.:

becausethey relate to subject matter not required to be searched by this Authority, namely: 

  
 

Claims Nos.:

becausethey relate to parts of the international application that do not comply with the prescribed requirements to such
an extent that no meaningful international search can be carried out, specifically:

 
 

 
 

 
Claims Nos.:

because they are dependent claims andare not drafted in accordance with the second and third sentences of Rule 6.4(a).

Box It Observations whereunity of invention is lacking (Continuation of item 2 offirst sheet)

This International Searching Authority found multiple inventions in this international application, as follows: 
see extra sheet

 
1. Asall required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers all

searchable claims.   
 

2. [| Asall searchable claims could be searched without effort justifying an additional fee, this Authority did not invite payment
of any additional fee.

3. | Asonly someofthe required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report
covers only those claims for which fees were paid, specifically claims Nos.:  

 
No required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant. Consequently, this international search report is

restricted to the invention first mentioned in the claims; it is covered by claims Nos.: 
 Remark on Protest The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant’s protest. 
  [| No protest acconrpanied the payment of additional search fees.  

Form PCT/ISA/210 (continuation offirst sheet (1)) (Tuly1998)
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International application No.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT PCT/FI03/00233

This International Search Authority found multiple inventions as follows:

I claims 1-5, 9-10, 14-21 and 25-26 directed to a system, a device and a method for determining
levels of power consumption in an electronic device.
II_ claims 6-8, 11-13 and 22-24 directed to a system, a device and a method for controlling the
power consumption in an electronic device.

From for instance US 5884086 a system and a method are known for supplying powerto peripheral
devices in a computer system. According to the document, the peripheral device communicatesits
powerrequirements to the host system. The power requirements are characterized in for instance 64
different levels (column 7, lines 15-26).

The problem solved by the first invention is an alternative arrangement for determining levels of
powerrequired.

The technical feature of invention II is characterized by three different ways of controlling the power
consumption:
Il:a -adjusting the frequency ofat least one clock signal
II:b -controlling the bus width
II:c -controlling the number of storage blocks processed

The problem solved is alternatives in methods of controlling power consumption. The technical
features of claims 6-8 and corresponding claimsreferring to the independent claims, are three
different. However, the features could be searched withouteffort justifying three additional fees and
are thus grouped as one additional invention having the special technical feature of controlling the
power consumption.

Inventions I and II have in commononly the feature of claim 1. However, a person skilled in theart,
faced with the problem of determining levels, finds this information in US 5884086.

Consequently the commonfeature is not a special technical feature within the meaning of PCT Rule
13.2, second sentence, since it makes no contribution overpriorart.

Since there exists no other commonfeature which can be considered as a special technical feature
within the meaning ofPCT Rule 13.3, second sentence, no technical relationship within the meaning
of PCT Rule 13 betweenthe different inventions can be seen.

Consequently it appears that, a posteriori, the claims of inventions IJ and II do not satisfy the
requirement ofunity of invention.
 

Form PCT/ISA/210 (extra sheet) (July1998)
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

Information on patent family members

  

 
  
  

  
 

 

 

 

International application No.

PCT/FI 03/00233

 
 

02/06/03

cited in search report date member(s) date

5884086 A 16/03/99 NONE  
WO 0207494 A2 31/01/02 AU 5809001 A 05/02/02

EP 1301998 A 16/04/03
20030291 A 21/03/03  

2176677 16/11/96
8314587 29/11/96
 
 
 

  

    
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
 

 

GB 2235797 A 13/03/91 AU 629019 B 24/09/92
AU 6016890 A 14/03/91
CA 2024552 A 09/03/91
DE 4028175 A 21/03/91
GB 9018259 D 00/00/00
HK 36394 A 29/04/94
JP 3171317 A 24/07/91
SE 9002838 A 09/03/91
SG 7294 G 10/06/94

5167024 A 24/11/92  

 
  
 

 
1013573 B 07/03/89.

JP 1530059 C 15/11/89
59200327 A 13/11/84 

Form PCT/ISA/210 (patent family annex) (July 1998)
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY |

 

REC'D 2 4 JUN 2004

PCT

INTERNATIONAL PRELIMINARY REPORT ON PATENTABILITY
(ChapterIl ofthe Patent Cooperation Treaty)

 
(PCT Article 36 and Rule 70)
 

 

 
  
 

 
 

 

 
Applicant’s or agent’s file reference
TP101979/TPU
International application No. International filing date (day/month/year) Priority date (day/month/year)

International Patent Classification (IPC) or national classification and IPC . ;
GO6F 1/26

FOR FURTHER ACTION See Form PCT/IPEA/416

 

 
 
 
 
 

  

 

 
 

Applicant

NOKIA CORPORATION et al

This report is the international preliminary examination report, established by this International Preliminary Examining
Authority under Article 35 and transmitted to the applicant according to Article 36.

2. This REPORT consists ofaiotal of 7 sheets, including this cover sheet.  
  
  

3. This report is also accompanied by ANNEXES,comprising:

a.L| (sent to the applicant and to the International Bureau) a total of sheets, as follows:
[| sheets ofthe description, claims and/or drawings which have been amendedandare the basis ofthis reportand/or sheets containing rectifications authorized by this Authority (see Rule 70.16 and Section 607 ofthe

Administrative Instructions).

[| sheets which supersedeearlier sheets, but which this Authority considers contain an amendment that goesbeyondthedisclosure in the international application as filed, as indicated in item 4 ofBox No. I and the
Supplemental Box.

  
  
  
  
  

b. [J (sent to the International Bureau only) a total of (indicate type and numberofelectronic carrier(s))
, containing a sequencelisting and/or tables related thereto, in computer

readable form only, as indicated in the Supplemental Box Relating to Sequence Listing (see Section 802 ofthe
Administrative Instructions).  

4. This report contains indications relating to the following items:
  

 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 

><] Box No.I Basis ofthe report
[| Box No. I Priority
[| Box No. Hl Non-establishment ofopinion with regard to novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability

Box No. IV Lack ofunity ofinvention

x] Box No. V Reasoned statement under Article 35(2) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrialapplicability; citations and explanations supporting such statement

| Box No. VI Certain documents cited
[] Box No. VII Certain defects in the international application

[| Box No. VI._—_Certain observations on the international application
 Date of submission ofthe demand. Date of completion ofthis report

 
 

08-10-2003

Name and mailing address ofthe IPEA/SE
Patent- och registreringsverket
Box 5055

S-102 42 STOCKHOLM

Facsimile No. +46 8 667 72 88
Form PCT/IPEA/409 (cover sheet) (January 2004)

15-06-2004 ©

Authorized officer 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

‘Sture Blnas /itw
Telephone No. +46 8 782 25 00    
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International application No.

PCT/FI 2003/000233

1. With regard to the language, this report is based on the international application in the language in which it was filed, unless
otherwise indicated underthis item.  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

L] This report is based on a translation from the original languageinto the following language >
whichis the language ofa translation furnished for the purposes of:

[_]_international search (under Rules 12.3 and 23.1(b))
[| publication ofthe intemnational application (under Rule 12.4)
[| international preliminary examination (under Rules 55.2 and/or 55.3)

 

2. With regard to the elements of the international application, this report is based on (replacement sheets which have been
furnished to the receiving Office in response to an invitation under Article 14 are referred to in this report as “originallyfiled”
and are not armexedto this report):

the international application as originally filed/furnished

[| the description:
pages as originally filed/furnished
pages* received by this Authority on

received by this Authority on
    
  
    
  
  
  
  

 

 
pages*

| the claims:
pages as originally filed/furnished
pages* as amended (together with any statement) under Article 19

received by this Authority on

received by this Authority on

 
pages*

 
pages*

[| the drawings:
pages as originally filed/farnished
pages* received by this Authority on
pages* received by this Authority on

 
 

     
   
  
  

  
 
  

    
  

  

a sequencelisting and/or anyrelated table(s) ~ see Supplemental Box Relating to Sequence Listing.

‘The amendments haveresulted in the cancellation of:

the description, pages  
[| the claims, Nos.
[| the drawings, sheets/figs
[] the sequence listing (specify):

This

any table(s) related to the sequence listing (specify):
 

is report has beenestablished as if (some of) the amendments annexed to this report and listed below had not been
made, since they have been considered to go beyond the disclosure as filed, as indicated in the Supplemental Box (Rule

the description, pages 
the claims, Nos. :

CI
[
[} the drawings, sheets/figs

[| the sequence listing (specify):
L any table(s) related to the sequencelisting (specify):

*—Ffitem 4 applies, some orall ofthose sheets may be marked “superseded.”

Form PCT/IPEA/409 (Box No. I) January 2004)
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 International application No.

INTERNATIONAL PRELIMINARY REPORT ON PATENTABILITY PCT/FI 2003/000233

Box No. IV Lack of unity of invention

1. Inresponseto the invitation to restrict or pay additional fees the applicant has:

    
  
  

  
  

[| restricted the claims.
paid additional fees.

[| paid additional fees under protest.
|| neither restricted nor paid additional fees.

2. [| This Authority found that the requirement ofunity of invention is not complied with and chose, according to Rule 68.1, notto invite the applicantto restrict or pay additional fees.

3. This Authority considers that the requirement ofunity of invention in accordance with Rules 13.1, 13.2 and 13.3 is:
[| complied with.

: S< not complied with for the following reasons:
  
  This International Preliminary Examining Authority found

multiple inventions as follows:    Tr: claims 1-5, 9-10, 14-21 and 25-26 directed to a system,
a device and a method for determining levels of power
consumption in an electronic device.    TI: claims 6-8, 11-13 and 22-24 directed to a system, a
device and a method for controlling the power consumption in
an electronic device.   

  From for instance US 5884086 a system and a method are known
for supplying power to peripheral devices in a computer
system. According to the document, the peripheral device
communicates its power requirements to the host system. The
power reguirements are characterized in for instance 64
different levels (column 7, lanes 15-26).

   
      The problem solved by the first invention is an alternative

arrangement for determining levels of power required.  
  The technical feature of invention II is characterized by

three different ways of controlling the power consumption: 
   
  

wee luee

4. Consequently, this report has been established in respect of the following parts ofthe international application:
all parts.

[| the parts relating to claims Nos.
     

Form PCT/IPEA/409 (Box No.[V) (January 2004)
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International application No.

INTERNATIONAL PRELIMINARY REPORT ON PATENTABILITY
PCT/FI 2003/000233

Supplemental Box

 
In case the space in any of the preceding boxes is not sufficient.
Continuation of: Box IV ,

Ii:a -adjusting the frequency of at least one clock signal
II:b -controlling the bus width
II:c -controlling the number of storage blocks processed

The problem solved is alternatives in methods of controlling
power consumption. The technical features of claims 6-8 and
corresponding claims referring to the independent claims, are
three different. However, the features could be examined
without effort justifying three additional fees and are thus
grouped as one additional invention having the special
technical feature of controlling the power consumption.

Inventions I and II have in common only the feature of claim
1. However, a person skilled in the art, faced with the
problem of determining levels, finds this information in US
5884086.

Form PCT/IPEA/409 (Supplemental Box) (January 2004)
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International application No.

PCT/FI 2003/000233INTERNATIONAL PRELIMINARY REPORT ON PATENTABILITY

  
 
 

 

Box No. V Reasoned statement under Article 35(2) with regard to novelty,
citations and explanations supporting such statement

inventive step or industrial applicability;  
 

1. Statement  

 
  
 

 
  

 Novelty (N) 6-8,11-13, 22-24 YES
_ _ NO

Inventive step (iS)

Industrial applicability (IA)

2. Citations and explanations (Rule 70.7) 
 

 

  
Invention I

The single general concept of the invention claimed in claims
1, 9, 16 and 20 is the teaching of determining and setting the
power consumption of a peripheral device between two levels.  

 Reference is made to the following documents cited in the
International Search Report:

  D1: US 5884086
D2: WO 0207494
D3: US 5758171
D4: US 6178514

    
  Dl discloses a system and a method for supplying power to

peripheral devices in a computer system. According to the
document, the peripheral device communicates its power
requirements to the host system (column 2, lines 40-44). By
communicating the power requirement, the power consumption is
determined. The power requirements are characterized in, for
instance, 64 different levels (column 7, lines 15-26).

  
    
  

    
 

D2 describes a PC card receiver where the power from the
battery inside the PC is limited to 600 mA. The problem solved
is that the PC card can operate without a battery pack
extension (page 2 and figure 4).    D3 discloses a system for controlling and monitoring power to
a device. An interface circuit transmits and receives data
control signals to and from the device and the host processor
(column 4, line 49 ff).

  
 

Form PCT/IPEA/409 (Box No. V) (January 2004)
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International application No.

PCT/FI 2003/000233

Supplemental Box

In case the space in any of the preceding boxes is not sufficient.
Continuation of: Box V

INTERNATIONAL PRELIMINARY REPORT ON PATENTABILITY

 
 
  

  
  
  

D4 discloses a method and an apparatus for connecting a device
to a bus carrying power and a signal. A device input signal is
created that is a function of the level of energy stored in
‘the energy storage device. The current drawn by the device is
limited to a predetermined current threshold (column 5, lines
50-56).

The general concept of the invention claimed in claims 1, 9,
16 and 20 is known from each of D1i-D4. From, for instance, US
5884086, a system and a method are known for supplying power
to peripheral devices in a computer system. According to the
document, the peripheral device communicates its power
requirements to the host system. The power requirements are
characterized in, for instance, 64 different levels. For a
person skilled in the art it is obvious that one or more of
these values are characterized as maximum values. The
statement of maximum values does not involve any unexpected
technical effect. Accordingly, the claimed invention is not
inventive and does not fulfil the requirement of novelty.

    
    
  

  
    
  

The inventions according to the remaining claims of invention
I, claims 2-5, 10, 14-15, 17-19, 21 and 25-26, are matters of
fact that are considered obvious for a person skilled in the
art or are known from the cited documents. Accordingly, the
invention claimed in claims 2-5, 10, 14-15, 17-19, 21 and 25-
26 does not fulfil. the requirement of novelty, but is
industrially applicable.

  

  
 
 
  

Invention II 

The application does not, a posteriori, satisfy the
requirement of unity of invention, since the general concept
of the independent claims lacks novelty.    

  
    

The single general concept of invention II is directed to a
system, a device and a method for .controlling the power
consumption in an electronic device. The technical feature of
invention II is characterized by the way of controlling the
power consumption of the peripheral devices. The problem
solved is alternative methods in controlling the power
consumption.   

  
 
 

Reference is further made to the following documents cited in

w/ues 
Form PCT/IPEA/409 (Supplemental Box) (January 2004)
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International application No. :
INTERNATIONAL PRELIMINARY REPORT ON PATENTABILITY

PCT/FI 2003/000233

Supplemental Box

 
In case the space in anyof the preceding boxesis not sufficient.
Continuation of: Box V

the International Search Report:

D5: US 5737616 describing that the power consumption is
controlled by the clock frequency.

D6: GB 2235797 describing that the power consumption is
controlled by the clock frequency.

D7: US 5758108 describing that the data bus width and the
clock frequency affects the power consumption.

D8: WO9841987 describing that the bus width can be controlled.

D9: US 4841440 describing that the data communication with a
peripheral unit is controlled to save power.

Since all cited documents belong to the same technical field,
it is considered obvious to a person skilled in the art to
combine the information from the documents.

Dl is considered to be closest in describing the invention.
The invention according to claims 6-8, 11-13 and 22-24 differs
from Dl by stating alternative ways of controlling the
powering of a peripheral device. Faced with the problem of
finding alternative ways of controlling power, it is
considered obvious for a person skilled in the art to select
the solutions stated in claims 6-8, for instance, adjusting
the frequency of at least one clock signal, controlling the
bus width or controlling the number of storage blocks
processed and thus arrive at the invention claimed.

Consequently, the invention claimed in claims 6-8, 11-13 and
22-24 does not fulfil the requirement of inventive step, but
is industrially applicable.

Form PCT/PEA/409 (Supplemental Box) January 2004)
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Non Patent Literature March_23_2006.pdf 09141019e1ded9d65881 cae006alb6eb51

827da4

Information:

; a ; 311496
NPL7_Final_Rejection_mailed_

Non PatentLiterature December_27_2006.pdf b2bfc1d231f85ce60965 6bce7 166b5c1264
936aa

; 226701
NPL8_International_Search_Re

Non Patent Literature port.pdf 6f59f5b8dcl e047097cb75cdf75fe2 130969
af?

Information:

. 385998
NPL9_Patent_Cooperation_Tre

Non Patent Literature aty.pdf fa0c6497 1f57a8354d6eb1 24ac4 19ef1 fbe9
096e

Information:

253413
NPL10_ESR_1488306_1124200

Non Patent Literature 6.pdf 346834b21339d729a30c7 lbe78daee9c4ad|
243d9

197168
NPL11_ESR_1488306_1220200

Non Patent Literature 7.pdf 20c4c35a64e2aed25b08b3 1d788afd936be}
f123a

Information:

151020
NPL12_ESR_1488306_0305200

Non Patent Literature 9.pdf e3cd2fb0ef0b8348 1571843 ef9d2ceal f424|
bd7a
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This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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June 12, 2013

Commissionerfor Patents Conjirmation No. 8765
PO Box 1450 Art Unit 2184
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 Attn: Mail Stop Amendment

Re: U.S. Reissue Patent Application
Application No. 13/902,227; Filing Date: May 24, 2015
For: Method and a System for Determining the Power Consumption in

Connection with an Electronic Device, and an Electronic Device
Inventor: Kinumo MYLLY

Our Ref. 3371.002REIO

Commissioner:

Transmitted herewith for appropriate action are the following documents:

1. Information Disclosure Statement;

2. Form PTO/SB/08aG sheet) listing 18 documents (US1-US15 and FPI-FP3);

3. Form PTO/SB/O8b (2 sheets) listing 12 documents (NPLI-NPLI2),; and

4. Copies of cited documents (FP1-FP3 and NPL1-NPL12).

The above-listed documents arefiled electronically through EFS-Web.

In the event that extensions of time are necessary to prevent abandonmentofthis patent
application, then such extensionsof time are hereby petitioned.

The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is hereby authorized to charge any fee deficiency,
or credit any overpayment, to our Deposit Account No. 19-0036.

Respectfully submitted,

STERNE, KESSLER, GOLDSTEIN & FOX P.L.L.C.

/Jason D. Eisenberg #43447/

Jason D. Eisenberg
Attorney for Applicant
Registration No. 43,447

JDYE/s-a

Frctosurefs}
1699246_1.DOCKX
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKEOFFICE

In re application of: | Confirmation No.: 8765
Kimmo MYLLY “Art Unit: 2184

Appl. No.: 13/902,227 | Examiner: To be assigned
Fued: May 24, 2013 : Atty. Becket: 3371 002REIO
vor: Method and a Systemfor

Determining the Power
Consumption in Connection with
an Bilectronic Device, and an
Electronic Device

Information Disclosure Statement

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Commissioner:

Listed on accompanying IDS Forms PTO/SB/08a equivalent and/or PTO/SB/08b

equivalent are documents that may be considered material to the patentability of this

application as defined in 37 C.F.R. §1.56, and in compliance with the duty of disclosure

requirements of 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.97 and 1.98.

Where the publication date of a listed document does not provide a month of

publication, the year of publication of the listed documentis sufficiently earlier than the

effective U.S. filing date and any foreign priority date so that the month of publicationis

not in issue. Applicant has listed publication dates on the attached IDS Forms based on

information presently available to the undersigned. However,the listed publication dates

should not be construed as an admission that the information was actually published on

the date indicated.
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-2- Kinimo MYLLY

Appl. No. 13/902,227

Applicant reserves the right to establish the patentability of the claimed invention

over any of the information provided herewith, and/or to prove that this information may

not be prior art, and/or ta prove that this information may not be enabling for the

teachings purportediy offered.

This statement should not be construed as a representation that a search has been

made, or that information more material to the examination of the present patent

application does not exist. The Examiner is specifically requested not to rely solely on

the material submitted herewith.

Applicant has checked the appropriate boxes below.

[]1. Statement under 37 C.F.R. 1.704(d). Each item of information contained in this

Information Disclosure Statement: (i) wasfirst cited in any communication from

a patent office in a counterpart’ foreign or international application or from the

Office; and this communication was not received by any individual designated in

Sec. 1.56(c) more than thirty days prior to the filing of this information disclosure

statement; OR (ii) is a communication that was issued by a patent office in a

counterpart foreign or international application or by the Office, and this

communication was not received by any individual designated in Sec. 1.56(c)

more than thirty days prior to the filing of the information disclosure statement.

made in either the U.S. application or a foreign application based on the other, or that the
disclosures of the U.S. and foreign patent applications are substantively identical (e.g., an
application filed in the European Patent Office claiming the same U.K. priority as claimed in the
U.S. application).

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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-3. Kimmo MYLLY

Appl. No. 13/902,227

Filing under 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(b). This Information Disclosure Statementis being

filed within three months of the date of filing of a national application other than

a continued prosecution application (CPA), OR within three monthsof the date of

entry of the national stage as set forth in 37 C.F.R. § 1.491 in an international

application, OR before the mailing date of a first Office Action on the merits OR

before the mailing of a first Office Action after the filing of a request for

continued examination under 37 C.F.R. § 1.114. No statement or fee is required.

Filing under 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(c). This Information Disclosure Statement is being

filed more than three monthsafter the U.S. filing date AND after the mailing date

of the first Office Action on the merits, but before the mailing date of a Final

Rejection, or Notice of Allowance, or an action that otherwise closes prosecution

in the application.

[_]a. Statement under 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(e)(1). I hereby state that each

item of information contained in this Information Disclosure

Statement was first cited in any communication from a foreign

patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than

three months prior to the filing of this Information Disclosure

Statement. 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(e)(1).

[|b. Statement under 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(e)(2). I hereby state that no item

of information in this Information Disclosure Statement was cited

in a communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart

foreign application and, to my knowledge after making reasonable

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371,002REIO
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[]4.

-4- Kimmo MYLLY

Appl. No. 13/902,227

inquiry, was known to any individual designated in 37 C.F.R.

§ 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of this

Information Disclosure Statement. 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(e)(2).

[_]e. The required fee is provided through online credit card payment

authorization in the amount of in payment of the fee under

37 C-F.R. § 1.17(p).

Filing under 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(d) This Information Disclosure Statement is being

filed more than three months after the U.S. filing date and after the mailing date

of a Final Rejection or Notice of Allowance, but on or before payment of the

Issue Fee. The required fee is provided through online credit card payment

authorization in the amount of in payment of the fee under 37 C.F.R.

§ 1.17(p); in addition:

[ Ja. Statement under 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(e)(1). I hereby state that cach

item of information contained in this Information Disclosure

Statement was first cited in any communication from a foreign

patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than

three months prior to the filing of this Information Disclosure

Statement. 37 C.E.R. § 1.97(e)(1).

[_]b. Statement under 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(e)(2). I hereby state that no item

of information in this Information Disclosure Statement was cited

in a communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart

foreign application and, to my knowledge after making reasonable

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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DX 7.

f18.

-5- Kimmo MYLLY

Appl. No. 13/902,227

indguiry, was known to any individual designated in 37 CLPLR. §

1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of this

Information Disclosure Statement. 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(e)(2).

Some documents were cited in search reports by foreign patent offices in

counterpart foreign applications. Submission of English language versions ofthe

search report that indicates the degree of relevance found by the foreign office are

providedin satisfaction of the requirement for a concise explanation of relevance.

1138 OG 37, 38 and MPEP 609.04(a)(IID.

A concise explanation of the relevance of the non-English language document(s)

appears below in accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.98(a)(3).

Document FP2 (WO 98/41987 A1) appears to describe a device and method for

reproducing digital signal using bus-width memory and device and method for

recording digital signal, as noted in the corresponding English-language abstract

provided as document NPL2.

Copies of documents FP1-FP3 and NPL1-NPL12 are submitted. However, in

accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.98(a)(2), no copies of U.S. patents and patent

application publications cited as documents US1-US15 on the attached IDS

Formsare submitted.

Copiesofthedocuments were cited by or submitted to

the Office in an IDS that complies with 37 C.F.R. § 1.98(a)-(c) in Application

No. , fled which is relied upon for an earlier filing>

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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~G~ Kimmo MYLLY

Appl, No. 13/902,227

date under 35 U.S.C. § 120. Thus, copies of these documents are not attached.

37 CER, § 1.98¢d).

[x] 9. It is expected that the examiner will review the prosecution and cited art in the

parent application no. 10/401,338, fled March 26, 2003, (Mow U.S. Patent No.

7,278,033) in accordance with MPEP 2001.060>}, and indicate in the next

communication from the office that the art cited in the earlier prosecution history

has been reviewed in connection with the present application.

><] 10. In accordance with the Federal Circuit decision in Dayco Prods., Inc. v. Total

Containment, Inc. 329 F.3d 1358 (Fed. Cir. 2003), Applicants submit herewith

Office Actions from U.S. Patent Application No. 10/401,338, filed March 26,

2003 (now U.S. Patent No. 7,278,033) as documents NPL3-NPL7.

The identification of these Office Actions is not to be construed as a waiver of

secrecy as to those applications now or upon issuance of the present application

as a patent. The Examiner is respectfully requested to consider the cited

applications and theart cited therein during examination.

It is respectfully requested that the Examiner initial and return a copy of the

enclosed IDS Forms, and indicate in the official file wrapper of this patent application

that the documents have been corisidered.
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~7- Kimmo MYLLY

Appl. No. 13/902,227

The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is hereby authorized to charge any fee

deficiency, or credit any overpayment, to our Deposit Account No. 19-0036.

Respectfully submitted,
x

STERNE, KESSLER, GOLDSTEIN & FOX P.L.L.C. 

 
 

 Date:

1100 New York Avenue, N.W. us
Washington, D.C. 20005-3934
(202) 371-2600

1699303_1.DOCK

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number
Substitute for Form PTO-875 13/902,227

APPLICATION AS FILED - PART| OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY

BASIC FEE
(37 CFR 1.16(a), (b), or (c))
SEARCH FEE
or GF 1.9m)

SCNasen(37 CFR 1.16(0

If the specification and drawings exceed 100
APPLICATION SIZE_|sheets of paper, the application size fee dueis
FEE $310 ($155 for small entity) for each additional
(37 CFR 1.16(s)) 50 sheetsorfraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C.

41(a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR 1.16(s).

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT(37 CFR 1.16(j))

* If the difference in column1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2. TOTAL

APPLICATION AS AMENDED- PARTII

OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE($)

AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total

(37 CFR 1.16(i))

Independent(37 CFR 1.16(h))

Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))
AMENDMENTA

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE($)

AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total

(37 CFR 1.16(i))
Independent

(37 CFR 1.16(h))

Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))
AMENDMENTB

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

* |f the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write "0" in column 3.
* If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACEis less than 20, enter "20".

** If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACEis less than 3, enter "3".
The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest found in the appropriate box in column 1.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSQ. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION FILING or GRP ART
NUMBER 371(c) DATE UNIT FIL FEE REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO ITOT CLAIMSJIND CLAIMS

37 713/902,227 05/24/2013 2115 6080 3371.002REIO

 
 
   

CONFIRMATION NO.8765

26111 FILING RECEIPT

STERNE, KESSLER, GOLDSTEIN & FOX P.L.L.C.

1100 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W. OA00000006406506
WASHINGTON, DC 20005

Date Mailed: 09/27/2013

Receipt is acknowledged of this reissue patent application. The application will be taken up for examination in
due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the
application mustinclude the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted onthis Filing Receipt, please
submit a written requestfor a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copyofthis Filing Receipt with the
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit
any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processesthe reply
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Inventor(s)
Kimmo MYLLY,Julkujarvi, FINLAND;

Applicant(s)
Memory Technologies LLC, Las Vegas, NV

Powerof Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 26111

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant
This application is a REI of 10/401 ,338 03/26/2003 PAT 7278033

Foreign Applications (You may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program atthe
USPTO.Please see http://www.uspto.gov for more information.)
FINLAND 20020594 03/27/2002 No Access Code Provided

Permission to Access - A proper Authorization to Permit Access to Application by Participating Offices
(PTO/SB/39 or its equivalent) has been received by the USPTO.

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 09/26/2013

The country code and numberof your priority application, to be usedfor filing abroad under the Paris Convention,
is US 13/902,227

Projected Publication Date: None, application is not eligible for pre-grant publication

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No
page 1 of 3
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Title

Method and a System for Determining the Power Consumption in Connection with an Electronic
Device, and an Electronic Device

Preliminary Class

713

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition Applications: No

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider thefiling of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-membercountry. The PCT process simplifies the filing
of patent applications on the sameinvention in membercountries, but does notresult in a grantof "an international
patent" and doesnoteliminate the needof applicantsto file additional documents and fees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordancewith its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions madein the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. Thefiling of a U.S. patent application
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance asto the status of applicant's license for foreignfiling.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents”(specifically, the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlinesforfiling foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, orit
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://“www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the U.S. Government website, http:/Avww.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerceinitiative,
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protectintellectual property in specific
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcementissues, applicants may
call the U.S. Governmenthotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4258).

page 2 of 3
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LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED"followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issuedin all applications where
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whetheror not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope andlimitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicatedis the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This licenseis to be retained by the licensee and maybe usedat any time onorafter the effective date thereof unless
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grantof a license doesnot in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter
as imposed by any Governmentcontract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselvesof current regulations especially with
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOESNOTappearonthis form. Applicant maystill petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from thefiling date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from thefiling date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35
U.S.C. 181, the licensee mayforeignfile the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).

 

SelectUSA

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location for
businessinvestment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The U.S. offers tremendous resources
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to
promote andfacilitate business investment. SelectUSAprovides information assistance to the international investor
community; serves as an ombudsmanfor existing and potential investors; advocates on behalf of U.S. cities, states,
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels U.S. economic developmentorganizations on investment
attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop
technology, manufacture products, deliver services, and grow your business, visit http:/Awww.SelectUSA.govorcall
+1-202-482-6800.

page 3 of 3
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Page 1

1 of 1 DOCUMENT

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE GRANTED PATENT

7278033

Link to Claims Section

October 2, 2007

Method and a system for determining the power consumption in connection with an
electronic device, and an electronic device

REISSUE:

May 24, 2013 - Reissue Applicationfiled, Ex, Gp.: 2115; Re. S.N. 13/902,227 (O.G. October 22, 2013)

INVENTOR: Mylly, Kimmo - Tampere, Republic of Finland (FI), Republic of Finland Q)

APPL-NO:401338 (10)

FILED-DATE: March 26, 2003

GRANTED-DATE: October 2, 2007

ASSIGNEE-PRE-ISSUE:

March 26, 2003 - ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS)., NOKIA
CORPORATION KEILALAHDENTIE 4 EPSOO FIN-02150, Reel and Frame Number: 013928/0450

ASSIGNEE-AT-ISSUE:

Nokia Corporation, Espoo, Republic of Finland (FI), Foreign company or corporation (03)

ASSIGNEE-AFTER-ISSUE:

April 10, 2013 - ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORSINTEREST (SEE DOCUMENTFOR DETAILS)., MEMORY
TECHNOLOGIESLLC, 6787 W. TROPICANA AVE.,, SUITE 238, LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA(US), 89103, Reel and Frame Number: 030190/0043
April 10, 2013 - ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENTFOR DETAILS)., NOKIA INC.,
200 S. MATHILDA AVENUE, SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA(US), 94086, Reel
and Frame Number: 0301 89/0381

LEGAL-STATUS:

March 26, 2003 - ASSIGNMENT

March2, 2011 - FEE PAYMENT

April 10, 2013 - ASSIGNMENT
April 10, 2013 - ASSIGNMENT
October 22, 2013 - REISSUE APPLICATION FILED
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. Page 2
401338 (10) 7278033 October 2, 2007

March2, 2011 - Payment of Maintenance Fee, 4th Year, Large Entity.
May 29, 2013 - Payor Number Assigned.

ENGLISH-ABST:

The present invention relates to a method and a system for determining the power consumption in anelectronic
device, to which a peripheral device is connected, to which the poweris supplied from the electronic device. At least a
first maximum value and a second maximum value, higher than the first maximum value, are determined for the power
consumption. Signaling betweenthe electronic device andthe peripheral device sets a maximum valuefor the power
consumptionof the peripheral device which is between said first and second maximum values. Theinvention also
relates to an electronic device and a peripheral device, in which the methodis applied.
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WITIN4 Search - No Documents Found

 

No Documents Found 4

{

No documents were found for your search terms |
"7278033 or 7,278,033" i

i
Click "Save this search as an Alert" to schedule your search to run in the future.

- OR -

Click “Search Using Natural Language" to run your search as Natural Language search. |
-OR-

Click "Edit Search" to return to the search form and modify your search. |
: {

Suggestions:
e Check for spelling errors. |
e Remove some search terms. ;
e Use more common search terms, such as thoselisted in "Suggested Words and

Concepts."
i e Use a less restrictive date range.

e Use "OR" in between terms to search for one term or the other. |

|
i

|
i Save this Search as an Alert|}Search Using Natural Language

ov LexisNexis? About LexisNexis | Privacy Policy | Terms & Conditions | Contact UsCopyright © 2014 LexisNexis, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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7114 Search - No Documents Found

 

No Documents Found |

No documents were found for your search terms

"7278033 or 7,278,033"

Click "Save this search as an Alert" to schedule your search to run in the future.

-OR-

Click "Search Using Natural Language" to run your search as Natural Language search.

- OR- i

Click "Edit Search" to return to the search form and modify your search.

Suggestions:
e Check for spelling errors. .
e Remove some search terms. i

e Use more common search terms, such as those listed in "Suggested Words and /
Concepts.” i

e Use a less restrictive date range.
e Use "OR" in between terms to search for one term or the other.

|
iSavethis Search as an Alert|}Search Using Natural Language

\ TaaTaoo’’.vwYWeeeed

 
oe LexisNexis? About LexisNexis | Privacy Policy | Terms & Conditions {| Contact Us: : Copyright © 2014 LexisNexis, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Page 1

LexisNexis”
1 of 3 DOCUMENTS

 

Copyright 2007 HT Media Ltd.
All Rights Reserved

US Fed News

October 4, 2007 Thursday 4:57 AM EST

LENGTH: 233 words

HEADLINE: Finish Inventor Develops Power Consumption Determination Method

BYLINE: US Fed News

DATELINE: Alexandria, Va.

BODY:

ALEXANDRIA,Va., Oct. 4 -- Kimmo Mylly of Tampere, Finland, has developed a method for determining power

consumption.

Accordingto the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office: "The present invention relates to a method and a system for
determining the power consumptionin an electronic device, to which a peripheral device is connected, to which the
poweris supplied from the electronic device. At least a first maximum value and a second maximumvalue, higher than
the first maximum value, are determined for the power consumption. Signaling betweenthe electronic device and the
peripheral device sets a maximum valuefor the power consumption ofthe peripheral device which is betweensaid first
and second maximum values. The invention also relates to an electronic device and a peripheral device, in which the
methodis applied."

The inventor was issued U.S. Patent No. 7,278,033 on Oct.2.

Thepatenthas been assigned to Nokia Corp., Espoo, Finland.

Theoriginal application wasfiled on March 26, 2003, andis available at:
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect |=PTO 1 &Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=! &u=%2Fnetahtm!%2FPTO%2Fsrchnum.ht

For more information about US Fed Newsfederal patent awards please contact: Myron Struck, Managing
Editor/US Bureau, US Fed News, Direct: 703/866-4708, Cell: 703/304-1897, Myron@targetednews.com

For any query with respectto this article or any-other content requirement, please contact Editorat
htsyndication@hindustantimes.com

LOAD-DATE: October 4, 2007
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TIN BestAvkittalsleiGepy-iEalp E~ALepUp E~eALEO *
Switch Client | My Briefcase | Order Runner Documents | Lexis.com | Sign Out|LexisNexise CourtLinke | Welcome, Shirelle Green

Single Search - with Terms and Connectors

Enter keywords - Search multiple dockets & documents Info

i My CourtLink Search|| Dockets & Documents Alert Strategic Profiles My Account _ Court Info

Q Search > Patent Search > Searching
Patent Search 7278033 1/7/2014

No cases found.

Return to Search

_(Charges for search still apply)
eoLexisNexis? |About LexisNexis1Terms & Conditions | Pricing | Privacy | Customer Support - 1-888-311-1966 | Copyright © 2014

LexisNexis®. All rights reserved.
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Best Available Copy

Search Strategy

Set# Searched for Databases RESUS)

pnum(7278033)
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© QUESTEL 1

07/01/14

Numberof documents:1

F120020594 A METHODAND A SYSTEM FOR DETERMINING THE POWER
CONSUMPTION IN CONNECTION WITH AN ELECTRONIC DEVICE, AND
AN ELECTRONIC DEVICE

MEMORY TECHNOLOGIES; NOKIA
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© QUESTEL , 2

A METHODAND A SYSTEM FOR DETERMINING THE POWER CONSUMPTIONIN
CONNECTION WITH AN ELECTRONIC DEVICE, AND AN ELECTRONIC DEVICE

F120020594

Patent Assignee ¢ Publication Information
MEMORY TECHNOLOGIES NOKIA F120020594 AO 20020327 [FI20020594)

Inventor
MYLLY-KIMMO

* Priority Details
IntemationalPatentClassification2002F1-0000594 20020327 2003WO-FI00233 20030326

G01R:; GO1R-031/00; GO6F-001/00; GO6F-001/04; GO6F-
001/26; GO6F-001/28; GOG6F-001/32

US Patent Classification

713300000; 713320000; 713322000

ECLA Code

GO6F-001/26P; GO6GF-001/28

« Fampat family
F120020594 20020327 [F120020594]
FI20020594 20030928 [Fi200200594]
W0O03081407 20031002 (W0200381407]
US2003188205 20031002 [US20030188205]
AU2003212408 20031008 [AU2003212408]
KR20040097207 20041117 [KR20040097207}
EP1488306 20041222 [EP1488306]
FI115562. 20050531 [Fl-115562]
JP2005521152 20050714 [JP2005521152]
CN1643478 20050720 [CN1643478]
US7278033 20071002 [US7278033]

 
* Abstract:

(CN1643478)
The present invention relates to a method and a system for
determining the power consumption in an electronic device (1),
to which a peripheral device (2) is connected, to which the
poweris supplied from the electronic device (1). Atleasta first
maximum value and a second maximum value, higher than the
first maximum value, are determined for the power
consumption. Between the electronic device (1) and the
peripheral device (2), a maximum for the power consumption of
the peripheral device (2) is set to a value which is substantially
between said first and second maximum values. The invention

also relates to an electronic device (1) and a peripheral device

(2), in which the methodis applied.

 

  314
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© QUESTEL 3

Action Taken

(EP1488306)

¢ LEGAL DETAILS FOR EP1488306
Actual or expected expiration date=2010-01-06

Legal state=DEAD
Status=LAPSED

Event publication date=2003-03-26
Event code=Application details
Eventindicator=Pos

Event type=Examination events

Application details

Application country=EP EP03708304
Application date=2003-03-26
Standardized application number=2003EP-0708304

Event publication date=2004-12-22
Event code=Request for examinationfiled
Eventindicator=Pos

Event type=Examination events

Requestfor examinationfiled

Pruefungsantrag gestellt

Effective date of the event=2004-09-29

Event publication date=2004-12-22

: Event code=Application published with search report

° Eventindicator=Pos
: Event type=Examination events

Application published with search report

Publication country=EP
Publication number=EP1488306

Publication stage Code=A1
Publication date=2004-12-22

Standardized publication number=EP1488306

Eventpublication date=2004-12-22

Event code=Designated contracting states:
Eventindicator=Pos

Event type=Designated states

Designated contracting states:

Benannte vertragsstaaten

AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FIFR GB GR HUIE IT LILU MC NL PT ROSE SISK TR

Event publication date=2004-12-22
Event code=Extension of the european patentto
Eventindicator=Pos

Event type=Designated states

Extension of the european patent to
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© QUESTEL 4

Erstreckung des europaeischen patents auf

Countries: AL LT LV MK

Event publication date=2006-12-27
Event code=First examination report.
Event indicator=Pos

Event type=Examination events

First examination report

Erster pruefungsbescheid

Effective date of the event=2006-11-24

Event publication date=2010-01-06
Event code=Deemedto be withdrawn

Event indicator=Neg

Event type=Eventindicating Not In Force

Deemedto be withdrawn

Als zurueckgenommen gelten

Effective date of the event=2009-07-16
Action Taken

(W0200381407)

LEGAL DETAILS FOR W003081407

Actual or expected expiration date=2013-12-22

Legal state=DEAD
Status=LAPSED

Event publication date=2003-03-26
Event code=Application details
Event indicator=Pos

Event type=Examination events

Application details

Application country=WO WOF10300233
Application date=2003-03-26

Standardized application number=2003WO-F100233

Event publication date=2003-10-02 ©
Event code=Published application with search report
Event indicator=Pos © ,

Event type=Examination events

Published application with search report

Publication country=WO
Publication number=WO03081407-

Publication stage Code=A1
Publication date=2003-10-02

Standardized publication number=WO200381407

Event publication date=2003-10-02

Event code=Designated states
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© QUESTEL 5

Eventindicator=Pos

Event type=Designated states

Designated states

AE AG AL AM AT AU AZ BA BB BG BRBY BZ CA CH CN CO CR CU CZ DE DK DM DZ EC EE ES FI GB GD GE GH GMHR

HU ID IL INIS JP KE KG KP KR KZ LC LK LRLS LT LULV MA MD MG MK MN MW MX MZ NO NZ OM PH PL PT RO RU SC
SD SE SG SK SL TJ TM TN TRTT TZ VA UG US UZ VC VN YU ZA ZM ZW

Event publication date=2003-10-02

Event code=Designated countries for regional patents
Event indicator=Pos

Event type=Designated states

Designated countries for regional patents

GH GM KE LS MW NZ SDSL SZ TZ UG ZM ZW AMAZ BY KG KZ MD RU TJ TM AT BE BG CH CY CZ DE DK EE ES FIFR GB
GR HU IE IT LU MC NL PT RO SE SI SK TR BF BJ CF CG CI CM GA GN GQ GW ML MRNE SNTD TG

Event publication date=2003-11-13
Event code=Request for preliminary examination filed prior to expiration of 19th month from priority date (pct applicationfiled
before 20040101)

Event type=Examination events

Requestfor preliminary examinationfiled prior to expiration of 19th month from priority date (pct application filed before 20040101)

LEGAL DETAILS FOR DESIGNATED STATE AU2003212408

Actual or expected expiration date=2004-12-16

Legal state=DEAD
Status=LAPSED

Corresponding cc:

Designated or member state=AU Corresponding appl: AU2003212408
Application date in the designated or member state=2003-03-26
Application numberin the designated or memberstate=2003AU-0212408

Correspondingcc:

Designated or member state=AU Corresponding pat: AU20032 12408
Publication stage codein the designated or memberstate=A1
Publication date in the designated or member state=2003-10-08
Publication numberin the designated or member state=AU2003212408

Event publication date=2013-12-26

Event code=Patent status changed bythe national office

Patent status changedby the nationaloffice

LEGAL DETAILS FOR DESIGNATED STATE CN1643478

Actual or expected expiration date=2010-02-24

Legal state=DEAD
Status=LAPSED

Corresponding cc:

Designated or member state=CN Corresponding appl: CN03807010
Application date in the designated or member state=2003-03-26

Application numberin the designated or memberstate=2003CN-0807010

Corresponding cc :

Designated or member state=CN Corresponding pat: CN1643478
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© QUESTEL 6

Publication stage code in the designated or memberstate=A
Publication date in the designated or member state=2005-07-20
Publication numberin the designated or memberstate=CN1643478

Event publication date=2004-09-27
Event code=Wipoinformation: entry into national phase
Eventindicator=Pos

Event type=Entry into national phase

Wipoinformation: entry into national phase

Corresponding cc:Designated or memberstate=CN

Event publication date=2013-12-26
Event code=Patent status changed bythe nationaloffice

Patent status changedbythe national office

LEGAL DETAILS FOR DESIGNATED STATE EP1488306

Actual or expected expiration date=2010-01-06

Legal state=DEAD
Status=LAPSED

Corresponding cc:

Designated or memberstate=EP Corresponding appl: EP03708304
Application date in the designated or memberstate=2003-03-26
Application numberin the designated or member state=2003EP-0708304

Corresponding cc:

Designated ormember state=EP Corresponding pat: EP 1488306
Publication stage code in the designated or member state=A1
Publication date in the designated or memberstate=2004-12-22
Publication numberin the designated or memberstate=EP1488306

Event publication date=2003-11-26

Event code=EP: The EPO hasbeen informed by wipo that ep was designatedin this application
Event type=Designated states :

EP: The EPO hasbeeninformed by wipo that ep was designatedin this application

Corresponding cc:Designated or memberstate=EP

Eventpublication date=2004-09-27
Event code=Wipoinformation: entry into national phase
Eventindicator=Pos

Event type=Entry into national phase

Wipo information: entry into national phase

Corresponding cc:Designated or memberstate=EP

Event publication date=2004-12-22
Event code=Wipo information: published in national office
Eventindicator=Pos

Event type=Examination events

Wipoinformation: published in nationaloffice

Corresponding cc:Designated or memberstate=EP
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© QUESTEL 7

Event publication date=2013-12-26

Event code=Patent status changed by the nationaloffice

Patent status changedby the nationaloffice

LEGAL DETAILS FOR DESIGNATEDSTATE JP2005521152

Actual or expected expiration date=2009-07-08

Legal state=DEAD
Status=REVOKED

Corresponding cc :

Designated or member state=JP Corresponding appl: JP2003579071
Application date in the designated or member state=2003-03-26
Application numberin the designated or member state=2003JP-0579071

Corresponding cc:
Designated or member state=JP Corresponding pat: JP2005521152
Publication stage codein the designated or member state=A
Publication date in the designated or member state=2005-07-14

Publication numberin the designated or memberstate=JP2005521152
 

Event publication date=2004-09-27
Event code=Wipo information: entry into national phase
Event indicator=Pos

Event type=Entry into national phase

Wipo information: entry into nationai phase

Corresponding cc:Designated or member state=JP

Event publication date=2013-12-26

Event code=Patent status changedbythe nationaloffice :

Patent status changedbythe national office

LEGAL DETAILS FOR DESIGNATED STATE KR

Actual or expected expiration date=2012-11-17

Legal state=DEAD
Status=LAPSED

Corresponding cc :

Designated or member state=KR Corresponding appl: KR1020047015016
Application date in the designated or member state=2003-03-26

Event publication date=2004-09-22

Event code=Wipoinformation: entry into national phase
Eventindicator=Pos

Event type=Entry into national phase

Wipo information: entry into national phase

Corresponding cc:Designated or member state=KR

Event publication date=2004-11-17
Event code=Wipoinformation: published in nationaloffice
Event indicator=Pos
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© QUESTEL 8

Event type=Examination events

Wipo information: published in national office

Corresponding cc:Designated or memberstate=KR

Event publication date=2012-11-17
Event code=Pending application likely abandoned
Eventindicator=Neg

Event type=Eventindicating Not In Force

Pending application likely abandoned

LEGAL DETAILS FOR DESIGNATED STATE PH

Actual or expected expiration date=2009-02-09

Legal state=DEAD
Status=LAPSED

Correspondingcc:

Designated or member state=PH Corresponding appl: PH1-2004-501356
Application date in the designated or member state=2003-03-26

Event publication date=2004-02-09
Event code=Wipoinformation: entry into national phase
Eventindicator=Pos

Event type=Entry into national phase

Wipo information: entry into national phase

Corresponding cc:Designated or memberstate=PH

Event publication date=2009-02-09
Event code=Pending application likely abandoned
Eventindicator=Neg ,

Event type=Eventindicating Not In Force

Pending application likely abandoned
Action Taken

(US20030188205)

LEGAL DETAILS FOR US2003188205

Actual or expected expiration date=2024-07-10

Legal state=ALIVE
Status=GRANTED

Event publication date=2003-03-26

Event code=Application details
Eventindicator=Pos

Event type=Examination events

Application details

Application country=US US10401338

Application date=2003-03-26
Standardized application number=2003US-10401338

Event publication date=2003-03-26
Event code=Assignment
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© QUESTEL 9

Event type=Change of name or address
Event type=Reassignment

Assignment

OWNER:NOKIA CORPORATION, FINLAND
Effective date of the event=2003-01-16

ASSIGNMENTOF ASSIGNORSINTEREST ASSIGNOR:MYLLY, KIMMO REEL/FRAME:013928/0450.

Event publication date=2003-10-02
Event code=Application published

’ Eventindicator=Pos

Event type=Examination events

Application published

Publication country=US
Publication number=US2003188205

Publication stage Code=A1
Publication date=2003-10-02

Standardized publication number=US20030188205

Eventpublication date=2007-10-02
Event code=From pub/pn
Event indicator=Pos

Event type=Eventindicating In Force

Granted patent as second publication

Publication country=US
Publication number=US7278033

Publication stage Code=B2
Publication date=2007-10-02 ;

Standardized publication number=US7278033

Event publication date=2011-03-02
Event code=Fee payment

Event indicator=Pos |

Event type=Eventindicating In Force
Event type=Payment or non-paymentnotifications

Fee payment

Year of paymentof annual fees=4

Event publication date=2013-04-10
Event code=Assignment

Event type=Changeof nameor address
Event type=Reassignment

Assignment

OWNER:NOKIA INC., CALIFORNIA
Effective date of the event=2013-03-24

ASSIGNMENTOF ASSIGNORSINTEREST ASSIGNOR:NOKIA CORPORATION REEL/FRAME:030189/0381.

Event publication date=2013-04-10
Event code=Assignment

Event type=Changeof nameor address
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© QUESTEL 10

Event type=Reassignment

Assignment

OWNER:MEMORY TECHNOLOGIES LLC, NEVADA
Effective date of the event=2013-03-25 z

ASSIGNMENTOF ASSIGNORSINTEREST ASSIGNOR:NOKIA INC. REEL/FRAME:030190/0043.

Event publication date=2013-10-22
Event code=Reissue applicationfiled

Event type=Opposition and reexamination events:

Reissue application filed

Reissue appl. filed

Effective date of the event=2013-05-24

Event publication date=2007-10-02
Event code=Patent term extension under 35 U.S.C 154(b) until/for
Eventindicator=Pos

Event type=Eventindicating In Force
Event type=Extension of term of duration of protection

Patent term extension under 35 U.S.C 154(b) until/for:

Numberof days of extension=472
Action Taken

(JP2005521152)

LEGALDETAILS FOR JP2005521152

Actual or expected expiration date=2009-07-08

Legal state=DEAD
Status=REVOKED

Event publication date=2003-03-26
Event code=Application details
Eventindicator=Pos

Event type=Examination events

‘Application details

Application country=JP JP2003579071

Application date=2003-03-26
Standardized application number=2003JP-057907 1

Event publication date=2005-07-14
Event code=Published application
Event indicator=Pos

Event type=Examination events

Published application

Publication country=JP
Publication number=JP2005521 152

Publication stage Code=A
Publication date=2005-07-14

Standardized publication number=JP2005521152

Event publication date=2006-03-16
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© QUESTEL 1

Event code=Written amendment

Event type=Restitution or restoration

Written amendment

Effective date of the event=2006-03-15

, JAPANESE INTERMEDIATE CODE:A823.

Event publication date=2006-03-16

Event code=Written request for application examination
Eventindicator=Pos

Event type=Examination events

Written requestfor application examination

Effective date of the event=2006-03-15

JAPANESE INTERMEDIATE CODE:A621.

Event publication date=2008-10-01
Event code=Notification of reasons for refusal

Eventindicator=Neg
Event type=Examination events

Notification of reasonsfor refusal

Effective date of the event=2008-09-30

JAPANESE INTERMEDIATE CODE:A131.

Event publication date=2008-12-26
Event code=Written amendment

Event type=Restitution or restoration

Written amendment

Effective date of the event=2008-12-25

JAPANESE INTERMEDIATE CODE:A523.

Event publication date=2009-07-08
Event code=Decision of refusal

Event indicator=Neg :
Event type=Eventindicating Not In Force

Decision of refusal

Effective date of the event=2009-07-07

JAPANESE INTERMEDIATE CODE:A02.
Action Taken

(F1200200594)

LEGAL DETAILS FOR F120020594

Actual or expected expiration date=2022-03-27
Legal state=ALIVE
Status=GRANTED

Event publication date=2002-03-27
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© QUESTEL 12

Event code=Application details
Eventindicator=Pos

Event type=Examination events

Application details

Application country=Fl FI20020594
Application date=2002-03-27
Standardized application number=2002F1-0000594

Event publication date=2002-03-27
Event code=FI/A0
Eventindicator=Pos

Event type=Examination events

Unex. applic. open to publ. inspec.

Publication country=Fl
Publication number=F120020594

Publication stage Code=A0
Publication date=2002-03-27

Standardized publication number=F120020594

Event publication date=2003-09-28
Event code=FI/A

Eventindicator=Pos
Event type=Examination events

Unex. applic. open to publ. inspec.

Publication country=Fl
Publication number=F120020594

Publication stage Code=A
Publication date=2003-09-28

Standardized publication number=F1200200594

Event publication date=2005-05-31
Event code=Examinedapplication
Eventindicator=Pos

Eventtype=Examination events

Examinedapplication

Publication country=Fl
Publication number=F1115562

Publication stage Code=B
Publication date=2005-05-31

Standardized publication number=F1-115562
Action Taken

(AU2003212408)

LEGAL DETAILS FOR AU2003212408

Actual or expected expiration date=2004-12-16

Legal state=DEAD
Status=LAPSED

Event publication date=2003-03-26
Event code=Application details
Event indicator=Pos  —

Event type=Examination events
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© QUESTEL 13

Application details

Application country=AU AU2003212408
Application date=2003-03-26
Standardized application number=2003AU-0212408

Event publication date=2003-10-08
Event code=Opento public inspection
Event indicator=Pos

Event type=Examination events

Opento public inspection

Publication country=AU
Publication number=AU2003212408

Publication stage Code=A1
Publication date=2003-10-08

Standardized publication number=AU2003212408

Event publication date=2004-12-16
Event code=Application lapsed section 142(2)(f)/reg. 8.3(3) - pct applic. not entering national phase
Event indicator=Neg

Event type=Eventindicating Not In Force

Application lapsed section 142(2)(f)/reg. 8.3(3) - pet applic. not entering national phase
Action Taken

(KR20040097207)

LEGAL DETAILS FOR KR20040097207

Actual or expected expiration date=2012-11-17
Legal state=DEAD
Status=LAPSED

Event publication date=2003-03-26
Event code=Application details
Eventindicator=Pos

Event type=Examination events

Application details

Application country=KR KR20047015016
Application date=2003-03-26
Standardized application number=2004KR-7015016

Event publication date=2004-11-17
Event code=Published application
Eventindicator=Pos

Event type=Examination events

Published application

Publication country=KR
Publication number=KR20040097207

Publication stage Code=A
Publication date=2004-11-17

Standardized publication number=KR20040097207

Event publication date=2012-11-17

Event code=Pending application likely abandoned
Eventindicator=Neg
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© QUESTEL 44

Event type=Eventindicating Not In Force

Pending application likely abandoned
Action Taken

(CN1643478)

LEGAL DETAILS FOR CN1643478

Actual or expected expiration date=2010-02-24
Legal state=DEAD
Status=LAPSED

Event publication date=2003-03-26
Event code=Application details
Eventindicator=Pos

Event type=Examination events

Application details

Application country=CN CN03807010
Application date=2003-03-26
Standardized application number=2003CN-0807010

Event publication date=2005-07-20
Event code=Published application
Eventindicator=Pos

Event type=Examination events

Published application

Publication country=CN
Publication number=CN1643478

Publication stage Code=A
Publication date=2005-07-20

Standardized publication number=CN1643478

Event publication date=2005-07-20
Event code=Publication

Event indicator=Pos

Event type=Eventindicating In Force

Publication

Event publication date=2005-09-14
Event code=Request of examination as to substance
Event type=Examination events

Request of examination as to substance

Event publication date=2010-02-24

Event code=Deemed withdrawalof patent application after publication (patent law 2001)
Event indicator=Neg

Event type=Eventindicating Not In Force

Deemed withdrawal of patent application after publication (patent law 2001)

Deemed withdrawal of patent application after publication
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*EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whether or notcitation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in conformance and

not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. ' Applicant’s unique citation designation number(optional). ? See- Kinds
Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.uspte.gov or MPEP 901.04. ? Enter Office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard
ST.3). * For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number ofthe patent document. * Kind
of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. ° Applicant is to place a check mark here if
English language Translation is attached.
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SD Card Association, SD Specifications Part 1 Physical Layer Simplified Specification
i NPL1  ; Version 4.10, https://www.sdcard.org/downloads/pls/simplified_specs/part!_410.pdf,

Published1January 22, 2013; Pages 1-186 

English-Language Abstract for European Patent Publication No. EP 1 117 026 A2,
i published July 18, 2001; 2 pages
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*EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609, Draw line through citation if not in
conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant:
' Applicant’s unique citation designation number(optional). * Applicantis to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached.
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

17904386

Application Number: 13902227

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

Method and a System for Determining the Power Consumption inTitle of Invention: . . . . . .
Connection with an Electronic Device, and an Electronic Device

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Kimmo MYLLY

Customer Number: 26111

Jason Daniel Eisenberg/Saqeef Ahmad

Filer Authorized By: Jason Daniel Eisenberg

Attorney Docket Number: 3371.002REI0

Receipt Date: 14-JAN-2014

Filing Date: 24-MAY-2013

Time Stamp: 14:22:31

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111)

 
Paymentinformation:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

1031644
3371_002REI0_First_Suppleme

ntal_IDS.pdf 4d2b1c59ac1d629983b9fb3e2cc2b72279F
b5b7d
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Multipart Description/PDFfiles in .zip description

Transmittal Letter

68¢3802ad 2bba2ef6c823ad0f2a7266465d
9312a

; 147276
NPL2_English_Language_Abstr

Non PatentLiterature act_EP1117026A2.pdf 1ef2525c79675 7ba7c39c92a078acl 585665}

Information:

as og: 1431490
NPL1_SD_Association_SpecificNon Patent Literature .

ation.pdf 862cfe29a5cf1e43756b80a8a79104e0fd91
dea6

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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 1ULL,

January 14, 2014

Conjirmation No. 8763
Art Unit 2115

Attn: Mail Stop Amendment

Commissioner for Patents

PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Re: U.S. Reissue Patent Application
Application No. 13/902,227; Filing Date: May 24, 2013
For: Method and a System for Determining the Power Consumption in

Connection with an Electronic Device, and an Electronic Device
Inventor: Kimmo MYLLY

Our Ref: 3371.002REI0

Commissioner:

Transmitted herewith for appropriate action are the following documents:

1. First Supplemental information Disclosure Statement,

Form PTO/SB/08a (1 sheet) listing 7 documents (US1-US6 and FP1);2.

3. Form PTO/SB/08b (1 sheet) listing 2 documents (NPL1-NPL2); and

4. Copies of cited documents (FP1 and NPL1-NPL2).

The above-listed documents arefiled electronically through EFS-Web.

In the event that extensionsof time are necessary to prevent abandonmentof this patent
application, then such extensionsoftime are herebypetitioned.

The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is hereby authorized to charge any fee deficiency,
or credit any overpayment, to our Deposit Account No. 19-0036.

Respectfully'submitted,

 
Registration No. 43,447x

JDE/s-a s

Enclosure(s)

1797667_1.DOCX

SXRSE COM
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of: Confirmation No.: 8765

Kimmo MYLLY ' Art Unit: 2115

Appl. No. 13/902,227 | Examiner: Bae, JI H

Filed: May 24, 2013 Atty. Docket: 3371.002REIO

For: Method and a System for
Determining the Power
Censumption in Connection with
an Electronic Device, and an
Hiectronic Device

First Supplemental Information Disclosure Statement

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Commissioner:

Listed on accompanying IDS Forms PTO/SB/O8a equivalent and/or PTO/SB/O8b

equivalent are documents that may be considered material to the patentability of this

application as defined in 37 C.F.R. §1.56, and in compliance with the duty of disclosure

requirements of 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.97 and 1.98.

Where the publication date of a listed document does not provide a month of

publication, the year of publication of the listed documentis sufficiently earlier than the

effective U.S. filing date and any foreign priority date so that the month of publicationis

not in issue. Applicant has listed publication dates on the attached IDS Forms based on

information presently available to the undersigned. However, the listed publication dates

should not be construed as an admission that the information was actually published on

the date indicated.

Applicant reserves the right to establish the patentability of the claimed invention

over any of the information provided herewith, and/or to prove that this information may
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-2- Kimmo MYLLY

Appl. No. 13/902,227

not be prior art, and/or to prove thet this information may not be enabling for the

teachings purportedly offered.

This statement should not be construed as a representation that a search has been

made, or that information more material to the examination of the present patent

application docs not exist. The Examiner is specifically requested not to rely solely on

the material submitted herewith.

Applicant has checked the appropriate boxes below.

[_]1. Statement under 37 C.F.R. 1.704(d). Each item of information contained in this

Information Disclosure Statement: (i) was first cited in any communication from

a patent office in a counterpart’ foreign or international application or from the

Office; and this communication was not received by any individual designated in

Sec. 1.56(c) more than thirty days priorto the filing of this information disclosure

statement; OR Gi) is a communication that was issued by a patent office in 4

counterpart foreign or international application or by the Office, and this

communication was not received by any individual designated in Sec. 1.56(c)

more than thirty daysprior to the filing of the information disclosure statement.

><] 2. Filing under 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(b). This Information Disclosure Statementis being

filed within three months of the date offiling of a national application other than

' The term counterpart foreign patent application means that a claim for priority has been
made in either the U.S. application or a foreign application based on the other, or that the
disclosures of the U.S. and foreign patent applications are substantively identical (e.g., an
application filed in the European Patent Office claiming the same U.K.priority as claimed in the
U.S. application).

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371,002REI0
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-3- Kimmo MYLLY

Appl, No. 13/902,227

a continued prosecution application (CPA), OR within three months ofthe date of

entry of the national stage as set forth in 37 C.F.R. § 1.491 in an international

application, OR before the mailing date of a first Office Action on the merits OR

before the mailing of a first Office Action after the filing of a request for

continued examination under 37 C.F.R. § 1.114. No statement or fee is required.

Filing under 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(c). This Information Disclosure Statementis being

filed more than three months after the US. filing date AND alter the mailmeg date

of the first Office Action on the merits, but before the mailing date of a Final

Rejection, or Notice of Allowance, or an action that otherwise closes prosecution

in the application.

[-]a. Statement under 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(e)(1). I hereby state that each

item of information contained in this Information Disclosure

Statement was first cited in any communication from a foreign

patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than

three months prior to the filing of this Information Disclosure

Statement. 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(e)(1).

(ib. Statement under 37 C.F.R. 8 1.97fe}(2). L herebystate that no item

of information in this Information Disclosure Statement was cited

in a communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart

foreign application and, to my knowledge after making reasonable

inquiry, was known to any individual designated in 37 C.F.R.

§ 1.36{c} more than three months prior to the filing of this

Information Disclosure Statement. 37 C.F.R.$ LOT).

Atty, Dkt. No. 3371 .002REI0
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-4- Kimmo MYLLY

Appl. No. 13/902,227

[-]e. The required fee is provided through online credit card payment

authorization in the amount of $180.00 in payment of the fee

under 37 C.F.R. § 1.17(p).

Filing under 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(d) This Information Disclosure Statementis being

filed more than three months after the U.S. filing date and after the mailing date

of a Final Rejection or Notice of Allowance, but on or before payment of the

Issue Fee. The required fee is provided through online credit card payment

authorization in the amount of $180.00 in payment of the fee under 37 C.F.R. §

1.17(p); in addition:

[_]a. Statement under 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(e)(1). I hereby state that each

item of information contained in this Information Disclosure

Statement wasfirst cited in any communication from a foreign

patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than

three months prior to the filing of this Information Disclosure

Statement. 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(e)(1).

[-]b. Statement under 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(e)(2). | hereby state that no item

of information in this Information Disclosure Statement was cited

in a communication from a foreign patent office In a counterpart

foreign application and, to my knowledge after making reasonable

inquiry, was known to any individual designated in 37 C.F.R. §

1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of this

Information Disclosure Statement. 37 C.F-R. § 1.97(e)(2).

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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~5- Kimmo MYLLY

Appl. No. 13/902,227

The document(s) was/were cited in a search report by a foreign patent office in a

counterpart foreign application. Submission of an English language version of

the search report that indicates the degree of relevance found bythe foreign office

is provided in satisfaction of the requirement for a concise explanation of

relevance. 1138 OG 37, 38 and MPEP 609.04(a)(IID).

A concise explanation of the relevance of the non-English language document(s)

appears below in accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.98(a)(3).

Document FP1 (EP 1 117 026 A2) appears to describe automatic increase of the

operating voltage in peripheral devices, as noted in the corresponding English-

language abstract provided as document NPL2.

Copies of documents FP1 and NPL1-NPL2 are submitted. However, in

accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.98(a)(2), no copies of U.S. patents cited as

documents US1-US6 on the attached IDS Forms are submitted.

Copiesofthedocuments were cited by or submitted to

the Office in an IDS that complies with 37 C.F.R. § 1.98(a)-(c) in Application

No.» filed , which is relied upon for an earlier filing

date under 35 U.S.C. § 120. Thus, copies of these documents are not attached.

37 C.F.R.§ 1.98(d).

It is requested that the examiner will review the prosecution and cited art in the

parent application no. 10/401,338, filed March 26, 2003, (now U.S. Patent No.

7,278,033) in accordance with MPEP 2001.06(b), and indicate in the next

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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-6- Kimmo 4YLLY

Appl. No. 13/902,227

communication from the office that the art cited in the earlier prosecution history

has been reviewed in connection with the present application.

10. In accordance with the Federal Circuit decision in Dayce Prads., inc. v. Total

Containment, Inc. 329 F.3d 1358 Ged. Cir. 2003), Applicants submit herewith

Office Actions from the co-pending U.S. Patent Application No. ;

The identification of these Office Actions is not to be construed as a waiver of

secrecy as to those applications now or upon issuance of the present application

as a patent. The Examiner is respectfully requested to consider the cited

applications and the art cited therein during examination.

It is respectfully requested that the Examiner initial and return a copy ofthe

enclosed IDS Forms, and indicate in the official file wrapper of this patent application

that the documents have been considered.

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REI0
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-7- Kimmo MYLLY

Appl. No. 13/902,227

The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is hereby authorized to charge any fee

deficiency, or credit any overpayment, to our Deposit Account No. 19-0036.

 
Date:

1100 New York Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005-3934
(202) 371-2600

17976551

Respectfully submitted,

SSLER, GOLDSTEIN & FOX P.L.L.C.

 

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371,.Q02REI0
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

 
 
  

  APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATIONNO.   

13/902,227 05/24/2013 Kimmo MYLLY 3371.002REIO 8765

26111 7590 01/29/2014

STERNE, KESSLER, GOLDSTEIN & FOX PLLC.
1100 NEW YORK AVENUE,N.W. BAE,JI H
WASHINGTON, DC 20005 ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

2115

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE

01/29/2014 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. Applicant(s)

 
13/902,227 MYLLY, KIMMO

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit AIA (First Inventor toFile)
JIH. BAE 2115 No
 

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTHS FROM THE MAILING DATE OF
THIS GOMMUNICATION.

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1) Responsive to communication(s)filed on 5/24/2013.
L] A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filedon___

2a)L] This action is FINAL. 2b)X] This action is non-final.
3)L] An election was made bythe applicant in responseto a restriction requirementset forth during the interview on

; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

4)L] Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordancewith the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

 

Disposition of Claims*

5) Claim(s) 1-37 is/are pending in the application.
 

 
5a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

6)L] Claim(s) is/are allowed.
7)K] Claim(s) 1-37 is/are rejected.
8)L] Claim(s)___ is/are objectedto.
9)L] Claim(s) are subjectto restriction and/or election requirement.

 

* If any claims have been determined allowable, you may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at a

participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see

  nite://www.usoto.dov/patenis/init events/oph/index.isp or send an inquiry to PPHieedback@uspte.dov.

Application Papers

10) The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
11)KX] The drawing(s)filed on 5/24/2013 is/are: a)>X] accepted or b)[_] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12) Acknowledgment is madeof a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).
Certified copies:

a)X] All b)[-] Some** c)L] None ofthe:
1.) Certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived.
2.X1 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. 10/401,338.
3.L] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

““ See the attached detailed Office action fora list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) Xx] Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 3) TC Interview Summary (PTO-413)
Paper No(s)/Mail Date. .

2) X Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08a and/or PTO/SB/08b) 4 O Other:Paper No(s)/Mail Date 1/14/2014, 6/12/2013. ) ther: __.

 
 
 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
PTOL-326 (Rev. 11-13) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20140124
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Application/Control Number: 13/902,227 Page 2

Art Unit: 2115

DETAILED ACTION

The present application is being examined underthe pre-AlAfirst to invent provisions.

Reissue Applications

For reissue applications filed before September 16, 2012,all references to 35 U.S.C.

251 and 37 CFR 1.172, 1.175, and 3.73 are to the law andrulesin effect on September15,

2012. Where specifically designated, these are “pre-AlA’” provisions.

For reissue applications filed on or after September 16, 2012, all references to 35 U.S.C.

251 and 37 CFR 1.172, 1.175, and 3.73 are to the current provisions.

The Examiner notes that the Applicant hasfiled an AIA reissue declaration, whichfails to

comply with the Applicant's duty of disclosure under 37 CFR 1.63. A new, pre-AlA reissue

declaration (PTO/SB/51) must be submitted, available at htto:/Avwww.uspto.gov.

The reissue oath/declaration filed with this application, which hasa filing date before

September16, 2012, is defective because:

1. It fails to identify the country of citizenship of the inventor (37 CFR 1.63(a)(3)).

2. It fails to include a statement that the person signing has reviewed and

understandsthe contents of the specification, including the claims, as amended

by any amendmentspecifically referred to in the oath or declaration as required

by 37 CFR 1.63(b)(2).

3. It fails to include a statement that the person signing acknowledges the duty to

disclose to the Office all information known to the person to be material to

patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56 as required by 37 CFR 1.63(b)(3).
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4. It fails to contain a statementthat all errors which are being corrected in the

reissue application up to the timeoffiling of the oath/declaration arose without

any deceptive intention on the part of the applicant.

See pre-AIA 37 CFR 1.175 and MPEP § 1414. The Examinernotesthatfiling a pre-AlIA

reissue declaration will address the above deficiencies.

Claims 1-37 are rejected as being based upon a defective reissue declaration under 35

U.S.C. 251 as set forth above. See 37 CFR 1.175.

The nature of the defect(s) in the declaration is set forth in the discussion abovein this

Office action.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

Thefollowing is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 112(b):
(b) CONCLUSION.—Thespecification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly
pointing out and distinctly claiming the subject matter which the inventoror a joint inventor
regards as the invention.

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 112 (pre-AlA), second paragraph:
The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly
claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

Claims 1-37 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112(b) or 35 U.S.C. 112 (pre-AlA), second

paragraph,as beingindefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject

matter which the inventorora joint inventor, or for pre-AlA the applicant regards as the

invention.

Claims 1-37 variously recite a "power consumption”. Howeverit is not always clear

which power consumptionis in view given that the claims recite a power consumption of a

peripheral device and a power consumption of an electronic device to which the peripheral

device is connected. The Examiner notes, for example, that claim 1 recites a step of
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determining power consumption "in an electronic device", and yet the remaining steps of the

method appearto be directed towards power consumption of the peripheral device. This

ambiguity is compoundedbyrecitations of power consumption without clarifying whether power

consumption of the peripheral device or the electronic device is in view. The Examiner submits

that the evidence would suggest that the invention is primarily directed towards power

consumption of the peripheral device, and therefore recommends amendingall instancesof

“power consumption’to reflectthis.

Additionally, the claims variously recite a "maximum" power consumption. This

languageis indefinite because it uses the term "maximum"in such a mannerthatit conflicts with

its ordinary meaning. The claims have established a default value and a limiting value whichis

higherthan the default value, and that the power consumption of the peripheral device is set to

a "maximum"which is between the default and the limiting value. The claims further establish

that the limiting value is the highest allowable power consumption (claim 2). Given this, it would

appearthat the "maximum" power consumptionis not actually the maximum. The evidence

would suggest that the "maximum"value is merely an arbitrary power consumption value

between the default and the limiting values, and therefore recommendsdeleting all instances of

"maximum"to reflect this. The Examiner submits that there is no loss of meaning with this

deletion, since "maximum"is not currently being used in a meaningful manner.

Claim 28 is rejected as being indefinite becauseit is unclear whetherthe Applicant

intends to invoke 35 U.S.C. 112, sixth paragraph. The Examiner notes that the claim employs

“means for” language which ordinarily is understood to invoke 35 U.S.C. 112, sixth paragraph.

However, the newly addedlimitations further recite a meansfor setting the maximum power

consumption that includes a processor. According to MPEP 2181, a properinvocation of 35

U.S.C. 112, sixth paragraph requires that "means for" be modified by functional language and
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not be modified by sufficient structure for achieving the function. In reciting a processor, the

claim fails to clearly establish a non-structural modification of the "means for" language.

Conclusion

The Applicant is reminded that any amendmentsin a reissue application, including those

filed in response to an Office Action, must comply with 37 CFR 1.173. In particular, all

amendments must be markedin relation to the patented claims, not the mostrecentlyfiled

claims.

The prior art madeof record and not relied uponis considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure:

Dunstan et al., U.S. Patent No. 5,964,879,

Saotome, U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2004/0078498.

Anyinquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to JI H. BAE whosetelephone numberis (571)272-7181. The examiner can

normally be reached on Monday-Friday, 9 am to 5:30 pm.

If attempts to reach the examinerby telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Thomas Lee can be reached on 571-272-3667. The fax phone numberfor the

organization wherethis application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on accessto the Private

PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197(toll-free). If you

would like assistance from a USPTO CustomerService Representative or access to the

automated information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

/J| H BAE/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2115
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

Phone: 571-272-7181

Fax: 571-273-7181

ji.bae@uspto.gov
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
Reexamination

19/902,227 MYLLY, KIMMO
Notice of References Cited Examiner Art Unit

Page 1 of 1JIH. BAE 2115

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Document Number Date

Country Code-Number-Kind Code 860YYYY Name Classificationto US-5,964,879|10-1999|1999 |Dunstanetal.ssetal.|713/340
ain US-2004/0078498 04-2004|Saotome, Makoto 710/008
Petcotus
aee
Pepetus

aaaae 
NON-PATENT DOCUMENTS

Include as applicable: Author, Title Date, Publisher, Edition or Volume, Pertinent Pages)

 
*A copyof this reference is not being furnished with this Office action. (See MPEP § 707.05(a).)
Dates in MM-YYYYformat are publication dates. Classifications may be US orforeign.
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-892 (Rev. 01-2001) Notice of References Cited Part of Paper No. 20140124
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Equivalent of Form PTO/SB/08a (07-09)

Substitute for form 1449/PTO : Complete ifKnown

: Application Number © 13/902,227.
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE fini Nained inventor
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT “An Unit |

(Use as nnitysheets as RECORSAY) Examiner Name

 

3371.002REIO 
 

   
 

 Document Number

Number-Kind Code 2 Gf

 

 
 

Publication DateelName of Patentee or
Applicant of Cited Document

Pages, Columns, Lines, Where
Relevant Passages or Relevant Figures Appear

  
 
  

 

 

 
 01-09-1996 i Oprescu et al.

07-02-1996 +: Robinson

02-25-1997| | Pierceet
{|03-18-1997

i15737,616 04-07-1998 &Watanabe
‘5,758,108 05-26-1998 {| Nakamura

(US8__| 5,758,171 05-26-1998 Ramamurthy etal.ennannnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn nn nnnnnnnnn tnannmnnnnmnnnmnnmnnnnnannnnnannnnnnnnn nnahmnnntneninnn

S9 | 5,884,086. 1 03-16-1999
S10 | 5,892,729 1 04-06-1999

IS11 | 5,996,083 "11-30-1999|Guptaet al.
S12 [6178514 BI 01-33-3001|Wood

ATI388Bl Schmutz

6,785,830BI 08-31-2004+ McKeenet al.02-
inn annette we ienrarvenannnnnnnnnnnnnnnavnfanannananannnaunnnansunnrnvnanuunneanennnunnnannananannanennenny:

6,859,882 B2

 

 
 
 

nebsoneoneenentsfae

 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 US6

 
 

 

 

 
  
 
 

 

 
 

  

 
 

 

: i Forvign Patent Document i
: Examiner Laenennnmantann Publication 3 NameofPatentee or* 13 . i

initials* Cite No." {Country Code3-Number4-Kind MM Ohyyy i Applicant of Cited Document
i de> — jCode? (if known} }

Pages, Columns, Lines, Where
Relevant Passages or Relevant

Figures Appear
 
 
 

'EPL |GB2235 797A 03-13-1991 | Apyle Computer ‘
1 FP2 iWG98/4 1987 Al 09-24-1998 i Hitachi LTD ;
(EPS WO O2/07494 AQ 01-31-2002 | Sierra Wireless Inc.

 
Ooia, HOCK

Examiner Signature _ Considered
*EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whether or notcitation is in-conformance with MPEP 609.,. Draw line throughcitation if not in conformance and
not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. ' Applicant’s unique citation designation number (optional). ? See Kinds
Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. * Enter Office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard
ST.3). * For Japanese patent documents, the indication ofthe year of the rcign of the Emperor must precede the scrial numberof the patent document. > Kind
of documentby the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. ° Applicant is to place a check mark here if

English languageApptPERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /J.B,/
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13902227 - GAU: 2115

ancunamanmannnanes Equivalent of Form PT.O/SB/08b (7-09)
Substitute for form 1449/PTO

Complete ifKnown

 

 
 

 

 

 

INPORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANTE
(Use as many sheets ag necessary)

Dateee May24,2013ovewennenneenen
ImmoMYLLYSOOOO CRTCCC TEC CT SC

21B4

 

NON PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS
 “Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS),title of the article (when

appropriate), title of the item (book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium,catalog, etc.), ;
| date, page(s), volume-issue number(s), publisher, city and/or country where published

Examiner Cite

Initials* No.!  

  
NPLI1 USBSpecification Revision, published April 27, 2000; pp.171-174

 AIRERIIS
: English-Language Abstract for International Patent Publication No. 98/41987 Al,
i published September 24, 1998; | page

 
Notice of Allowance mailed June 13, 2007 for U.S. Patent Application No.10/401,338,

_ filed March 26, 2003; 12 pages
aeEEEEESEESAPrreereeeeecoe

Non-Final Rejection mailed September 22, 2005 for U.S. Application No. 10/401,338,
i filed March 26, 2003; 10 pages  

Non-Final Rejection mailed July 14, 2006 for U.S. Application No.10/401,338, filed
: March 26, 2003; 8 pages
 
 

 
 

 
 

| Final Rejection mailed March 23, 2006 for U.S. Application No.10/401,338, filed
| March 26, 2003; 11 pages

Final Rejection mailed December 27, 2006 for U.S. Application No.10/401,338, filed aMarch 26, 2003; 8 pages 
 

International Search Report directed to related International Patent Application No.
| PCT/FI03/00233, mailed June 27, 2003; 5 pages

 
_ Internationa! Preliminary Report on Patentability directed to related International Patent
: Application No. PCT/FI03/00233, mailed June 24, 2003; 7 pages  

European Search Report directed to related European Patent Application No. 03 708
' 304.5-1527, mailed November 24, 2006; 6 pages

NPL10

Examiner vy Date
Si i fut f faith \

| Signature id Bae/ (01/25/2014) Considered
*EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in
conformanceand not considered. Include capy of this form with next communication to applicant.
' Applicant’s unique citation designation number(optional). ? Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language ‘Translation is attached.

ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /J.B//
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Equivalent of Form PTO/SB/08b(7-09)

{| Substitute for form 1449/PTO Complete ifKnown
 

 
  
 

INFORMATIONDISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT
(Use as many sheets as necessary}

NON PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Include nameofthe author (in CAPITAL LETTERS),title of the article (when :
appropriate), title of the itern (book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, | T?
etc.), date, page(s), volume number, publisher, city and/or country where publishedEEEREEDeeTELTALELEEEELLRNannRRRRennnnnnARRASeR CLCCR LER

Examiner | Cite
Initials*  

European Search Report directed to related European Patent Application No. 03 708
304.5-1527, mailed December 20, 2007; 5 pages

European Search Report directed to related European Patent Application No. 03 708
; 304.5-1527, mailed March 5, 2009; 4 pages

 

tititicnnanninisiatinniniannimantantintageANESRAISEEEEEARENN$ t

Rene n teen teemeeeRRRR RRR RR RRREa RRR keeR RIE CREAN ROORRSnn OEE ARRRneeeeneneeeeneeeneee eneeneee

  
1700245_1.DOCX

RASMEEESESSS
  

  
  
  

SS

' Date. i

iConsidered 7 3SSEEEEed
Examiner

Signature
ii Bae/ (04/25/2014)

 

*EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in
conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
' Applicant’s unique citation designation number(optional). ? Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached.

ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /J.B//
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EASTSearch History

EAST Search History

EAST Search History (Prior Art)

‘Plurals {Time

"7278033" .pn.

4(kimmo near2 mylly).in.

485 and power.clm.

710/8.ccls. 710/301 .ccls.

4(""5,752,050" "5,768,147" "6,092,209"  4US-PGPUB;:
"6,279,114" "6,697,883" "6,901,457" HUSPAT;
4"4841440" "5,483,656" "5,532,945" 4USOCR;
1"5606,704" "5,613,130" "5,737,616"  3FPRS;

"5,758,171" "5,884,086" EPO; JPO; ;
"5 996,083" 6'178,514 41BM_TDB ;
"6,785,830"  

4(°4841440" | "5532945" | "5606704" | _{US-PGPUB;;
15613130"|"5737616" | "5758108" | |USPAT; |

"5884086" | "5892729" |
"5996083"|"6178514" | "6477388"|
"6785830"

4US-PGPUB;

"8429203"pn.
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EASTSearch History

 
 
 

$ t : : : : g :‘ i . . 3$ 3 3 3 3 3$ t 3 : 3 3 3 3‘ $ 3 3 a x 3 3 : 3‘ $ 3 $ 3 3 3 3$ t 3 3 3 3 3$ $ 3 : 3 3 3$ 3 : 3 3 3

 
 
 

"8429103" pn.

 
 

dUS-PGPUB;|
HUSPAT;
USOOR;
  (device peripheral) near5 (request$3

4demand$3) with (voltage power) near5
4(more additional higher greater) 

 
 

avn an eae basen enna enna ennaGann eaeaenaeaenn pa yaea es eaeas ps yaeas ps yaeaspsuaeaeasyaeasaseaeasasyaeasaspseaeaseseasaseseae Qusvacsssaees es paeasasaaeas RaavasssyaeaeaspaeaeasaaenGasavasassaeaeassaead desseasasaseaeasaseaeasaaaa

%(minimum default) near4 (voltage
ipower) with (stor$3 read$3) near5
(device peripheral)

 

 
 
 

$16 and @ad< "20030326"

u(minimum default) near4 (voltage
ipower) with (stor$3 read$3 memory)
dnear5 (device peripheral)

  
 
 
 
 

  2014/01/23:
00:00

avnen nae ban sa enna enna ennaUa csneaeaenaeaee pa yaea es yaeas as yaeas ps eaeaspsuaeaeasyaeaspsyaeasasyaeasaspseaaseseasaseaeae Qasvasssyages as paeasas tases RvasasssyaeaesseaeasasaaenGasavasaseaeaeasaaead desseasasaaeaeasaseaesaasaas

4818 and "713'/$.ccls.

wavnsansned Na savneas en enens ane) basa eaeaeea encase paeaene pa eaens ys yaens ps eaeasysyaasysyasaspsuaeasasuaeasasusessasusessaseaeasd deasaessyagestsvasasaseaeasd beasasssyaeaesseaeaeaseseas devseasaseaeasaseaeae Qaavassseaeaeaseaeaeasaaeasd

$19 and @ad< "20030326"

avnen nae ban sa enna enna ennaUa csneaeaenaeaee pa yaea es yaeas as yaeas ps eaeaspsuaeaeasyaeaspsyaeasasyaeasaspseaaseseasaseaeae Qasvasssyages as paeasas tases RvasasssyaeaesseaeasasaaenGasavasaseaeaeasaaead desseasasaaeaeasaseaesaasaas

$18 and @ad< "20030326"

 

 4(peripheral card device)
inear5 power  near5 request$3:
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EPO; JPO; |
§IBM_TDB

US-PGPUB; OR 
  

 
 
 
 

 i(peripheral card device) with (power
ineard (default minimum initial first
‘nominal)) neard (stor$3 memory
dread$3)

avn an eae basen enna enna ennaGann eaeaenaeaenn pa yaea es eaeas ps yaeas ps yaeaspsuaeaeasyaeasaseaeasasyaeasaspseaeaseseasaseseae Qusvacsssaees es paeasasaaeas RaavasssyaeaeaspaeaeasaaenGasavasassaeaeassaead desseasasaseaeasaseaeasaaaa

wavnsan ened Nasavneas en enens ane) bssaeneaesa ences na enene payne ns ys yaeas ps unas ys yaeasesyasaspsuaasasyaeasasyseasasusessasuaeasd dyasaessvavsstavaeasaseasasd beasasssuaeaesseaeaeasesead devaeasasyaeasaseaeae Qsavassseaeaeaseaeasaseaeasd

4S25 and "713"/$.ccls.

avn an eae basen enna enna ennaGann eaeaenaeaenn pa yaea es eaeas ps yaeas ps yaeaspsuaeaeasyaeasaseaeasasyaeasaspseaeaseseasaseseae Qusvacsssaees es paeasasaaeas RaavasssyaeaeaspaeaeasaaenGasavasassaeaeassaead desseasasaseaeasaseaeasaaaa

$26 and @ad<"20030326"

i(periperhal device) near5 (send$3
yprovid$3 read$3 stor$3) with (power
‘inear5 (value$1 level$1 setting$1
Yrequirement$1) near5 plurality)

 
  

  
 

 
 
 

  2014/01/23:
414:52

avn an eae basen enna enna ennaGann eaeaenaeaenn pa yaea es eaeas ps yaeas ps yaeaspsuaeaeasyaeasaseaeasasyaeasaspseaeaseseasaseseae Qusvacsssaees es paeasasaaeas RaavasssyaeaeaspaeaeasaaenGasavasassaeaeassaead desseasasaseaeasaseaeasaaaa

$28 and "713"/$.ccls.

wavnsan ened Nasavneas en enens ane) bssaeneaesa ences na enene payne ns ys yaeas ps unas ys yaeasesyasaspsuaasasyaeasasyseasasusessasuaeasd dyasaessvavsstavaeasaseasasd beasasssuaeaesseaeaeasesead devaeasasyaeasaseaeae Qsavassseaeaeaseaeasaseaeasd

$29 and @ad<"20030326"

avn an eae basen enna enna ennaGann eaeaenaeaenn pa yaea es eaeas ps yaeas ps yaeaspsuaeaeasyaeasaseaeasasyaeasaspseaeaseseasaseseae Qusvacsssaees es paeasasaaeas RaavasssyaeaeaspaeaeasaaenGasavasassaeaeassaead desseasasaseaeasaseaeasaaaa

‘(peripheral device) near6 (stor$3
‘imemory) with (power near5 (values
dlevels requirements consumption) near5 :
(plurality maximum minimum))

 
  

  
 

 4S31 and ("713"/$.ccls. "710"/$.ccls.)
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  EPO; JPO; |
§IBM_TDB

  
 

 
 
 
  

$32 and @ad<"20030326"

 4(memory stor$3) nearé6plurality with
4(power near3 level$1)

avn an eae basen enna enna ennaGann eaeaenaeaenn pa yaea es eaeas ps yaeas ps yaeaspsuaeaeasyaeasaseaeasasyaeasaspseaeaseseasaseseae Qusvacsssaees es paeasasaaeas RaavasssyaeaeaspaeaeasaaenGasavasassaeaeassaead desseasasaseaeasaseaeasaaaa

($34 with (disk drive)

wavnsan ened Nasavneas en enens ane) bssaeneaesa ences na enene payne ns ys yaeas ps unas ys yaeasesyasaspsuaasasyaeasasyseasasusessasuaeasd dyasaessvavsstavaeasaseasasd beasasssuaeaesseaeaeasesead devaeasasyaeasaseaeae Qsavassseaeaeaseaeasaseaeasd

$35 and @ad<"20030326"

dstor$3 near6 plurality with (power near3 |
‘(level$1 value$1))  
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

41S37 with (peripheral device disk drive 2014/01/23:
flash) 15:14

avn an eae basen enna enna ennaGann eaeaenaeaenn pa yaea es eaeas ps yaeas ps yaeaspsuaeaeasyaeasaseaeasasyaeasaspseaeaseseasaseseae Qusvacsssaees es paeasasaaeas RaavasssyaeaeaspaeaeasaaenGasavasassaeaeassaead desseasasaseaeasaseaeasaaaa

4838 and ("713"/$.ccls. "710"/$.ccls.)

wavnsansned Na savneas en enens ane) basa eaeaeea encase paeaene pa eaens ys yaens ps eaeasysyaasysyasaspsuaeasasuaeasasusessasusessaseaeasd deasaessyagestsvasasaseaeasd beasasssyaeaesseaeaeaseseas devseasaseaeasaseaeae Qaavassseaeaeaseaeaeasaaeasd

$39 and @ad< "20030326"

avnen nae ban sa enna enna ennaUa csneaeaenaeaee pa yaea es yaeas as yaeas ps eaeaspsuaeaeasyaeaspsyaeasasyaeasaspseaaseseasaseaeae Qasvasssyages as paeasas tases RvasasssyaeaesseaeasasaaenGasavasaseaeaeasaaead desseasasaaeaeasaseaesaasaas

‘stor$4 near5 power near5 (level$1 i
dvalue$1 requirement$1 consum$5) with :
i(read$3 writ$3 seek$3 idl$3)  

 
4S41 with (disk drive memoryflash)
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  EPO; JPO; |
§IBM_TDB 

 
 

718/3$2.ccls.

 
4710/8.ccls. 710/301 .ccls.

avn an eae basen enna enna ennaGann eaeaenaeaenn pa yaea es eaeas ps yaeas ps yaeaspsuaeaeasyaeasaseaeasasyaeasaspseaeaseseasaseseae Qusvacsssaees es paeasasaaeas RaavasssyaeaeaspaeaeasaaenGasavasassaeaeassaead desseasasaseaeasaseaeasaaaa

[S42 and (S43 S44)

 wavnsan ened Nasavneas en enens ane) bssaeneaesa ences na enene payne ns ys yaeas ps unas ys yaeasesyasaspsuaasasyaeasasyseasasusessasuaeasd dyasaessvavsstavaeasaseasasd beasasssuaeaesseaeaeasesead devaeasasyaeasaseaeae Qsavassseaeaeaseaeasaseaeasd

S45 and @ad<"20030326"

 
 ‘stor$4 near5 power near5 (level$1

dvalue$1 requirement$1 consum$5) with :
Yread$3 with writ$3 with (seek$3 idl$3
Jaccess$3)

  
  
 
  2014/01/24:4S47 with (memory table)

 
avn an eae basen enna enna ennaGann eaeaenaeaenn pa yaea es eaeas ps yaeas ps yaeaspsuaeaeasyaeasaseaeasasyaeasaspseaeaseseasaseseae Qusvacsssaees es paeasasaaeas RaavasssyaeaeaspaeaeasaaenGasavasassaeaeassaead desseasasaseaeasaseaeasaaaa

S48 and @ad< "20030326"

 wavnsan ened Nasavneas en enens ane) bssaeneaesa ences na enene payne ns ys yaeas ps unas ys yaeasesyasaspsuaasasyaeasasyseasasusessasuaeasd dyasaessvavsstavaeasaseasasd beasasssuaeaesseaeaeasesead devaeasasyaeasaseaeae Qsavassseaeaeaseaeasaseaeasd

S47 and @ad< "20030326"

 
 

 
 4(disk drive storage) with power near5

d(level$1 value$1 requirement$1
4consum$5) near5 plurality
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EPO; JPO; |
§IBM_TDB

ipower near5 (level$1 value$1
drequirement$1 consum$5) with
i(memory table rom flash)

$55 and @ad< "20030326"

2014/01/24:
120:27

$58 and @ad< "20030326"

$57 and @ad< "20030326"
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EPO; JPO; |
§IBM_TDB

S53 not S60

i(stor$3 table memory rom flash) with
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Filed: May 24, 2013 Atty. Docket: 3371.002REIO
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Determining the Power
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an Electronic Device, and an
Electronic Device

 
Amendment and Reply Under 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.111 and 1.173(b)

Commissioner for Patents

PO Box. 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Commissioner:

In reply to the Office Action dated January 29, 2014, Applicant submits the

following amendments and remarks. The remarks refer to a Declaration under 37 C.F.R.

§1.132 from the inventor, Kimmo Mylly, which is submitted herewith.

It is not believed that extensions of time or fees for net addition of claims are

required beyond those that may otherwise be provided for in documents accompanying

this paper. However, if additional extensions of time are necessary to prevent

abandonment of this application, then such extensions of time are hereby petitioned

under 37 C.F.R. § 1.136(a), and any fees required therefor (including fees for net

addition of claims) are hereby authorized to be charged to our Deposit Account No. 19

0036.
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-2- Kimmo Mylly
Appl No. 13/902,227

(Narrowing Reissue of U.S. Patent No. 7,278,033 B2)

Amendments to the Claims

Please replace the originally patented claims with the claims as shown below.

The claim identifiers, or lack thereof, below conform identically to the rules
for reissue amendments set forth in 37 C.F.R. 1.173(b)(2), (©), (a), amd (e). (See
aiso, MLP.E.P. §§ 1453 (i), (TV), and (V)).

1. (Amended) A method comprising:

initiating determination of power consumption in an electronic device, to which a

peripheral device is connected, and from which [the] poweris supplied to the peripheral

device, wherein the peripheral device comprises a memory, said memory storing a

default value and a limiting value for [the] power consumptionofthe peripheral device;

setting the power consumption ofthe peripheral device at a startup state to said

default value:

reading from the memoryat least said limiting value, which is higher than said

default value; and

setting [the] a maximum [of the] power consumption oftheperipheral device to a

value which is in a range from said default value to said limiting value, wherein the

range includes said default value and said limiting value,

wherein informationis transferred from the electronic device to the peripheral

device for setting the maximum [of the] power consumption ofthe peripheral device.

2. (Amended) The method according to claim |, wherein said limiting value is

used as a highest allowable value for the power consumption of the peripheral device.

3. (Amended) The method according to claim 1, wherein at least one contentis

stored in the peripheral device, for use in connection with the electronic device, wherein

at a stage of storing the content, the power consumption [set for] of the peripheral device

is a value corresponding to said limiting value, and at a stage of using the content, the

powerconsumption [set for] of the peripheral device is a value correspondingto said

default value.

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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-3- Kimmo Mylly
Appl. No. 13/902,227

(Narrowing Reissue of U.S. Patent No, 7,278,033 B2)

4, (Original Patent Claim) The method according to the claim 1, wherein at least

one clock signal is generated in the peripheral device and wherein the power

consumption of the peripheral device is controlled by adjusting the frequency ofat least

one clock signal.

5. (Original Patent Claim) The method according to the claim 1, wherein the

peripheral device comprises at least one bus and that the power consumption ofthe

peripheral device is controlled by controlling a width ofsaid bus.

6. (Original Patent Claim) The method according to the claim 1, wherein the

peripheral device is provided with two or more storage blocks controlled by controlling a

number of storage blocks processed by the peripheral device substantially

simultaneously.

7. (Amended) A method comprising:

initiating determination of power consumption in an electronic device, to which a

peripheral device is connected, and from which [the] poweris supplied to the peripheral

device, wherein the peripheral device comprises a memory, said memory storing a

default value and a limiting value for [the] power consumption ofthe peripheral device;

setting the power consumptionofthe peripheral device at a startup stage to said

default value;

reading from the memoryat least said limiting value, whichis higher than said

default value; and

setting [the] a maximum[of the] power consumption of the peripheral device to a

value which is in a range from said default value to said limiting value, wherein the

range includes said default value and said limiting value,

wherein messages are transferred between the electronic device and the

peripheral device for setting the maximum [of the] power consumption of the peripheral
device to a value in a range from said default value to said limiting value, wherein the

range includes said default value and said limiting value.

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REI0
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-4- Kimmo Myilly
Appl. No. 13/902,227

(Narrowing Reissue of U.S. Patent No. 7,278,033 B2)

8. (Amended) The method according to claim 7, wherein said limiting value is

used as a highest allowable value for the power consumption of the peripheral device.

9. (Amended) A system comprising

a peripheral device, wherein the peripheral device comprises a memory, said

memory storing a default value and a limiting value for [the] power consumptionofthe

peripheral device;

an electronic device with means for connecting the peripheral device and means

for supplying powerto the peripheral device, and

means for determining power consumption of the peripheral device,

wherein the power consumption ofthe peripheral device is set at a startup stage

to said default value,

wherein at least said limiting value, which is higher than said default value, is

stored for the power consumptionof the peripheraldevice,

wherein the means for determining the power consumptionoftheperipheral

device comprise meansfor setting a maximum power consumption ofthe peripheral

device to a value, which is in a range from said default value to said limiting value, said

range including said default value and said limiting value, and

wherein the electronic device is configured to transfer information to the

peripheral device for setting the maximum [of the] power consumption ofthe peripheral

device.

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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-3- Kimmo Mylly
Appl. No. 13/902,227

(Narrowing Reissue of U.S. Patent No. 7,278,033 B2)

10. (Original Patent Claim) The system according to claim 9, wherein the

peripheral device comprises means for generating at least one clock signal, and wherein

the system comprises means for controlling the power consumption ofthe peripheral

device by adjusting the frequencyofsaid at least one clock signal.

11. (Original Patent Claim) The system according to claim 9,

wherein the peripheral device comprises at least one bus, and

wherein the system comprises means for controlling the power consumption of

the peripheral device by adjusting a bus width ofthe peripheral device.

12. (Original Patent Claim) The system according to the claim 9,

wherein the peripheral device is provided with two or more storage blocks, and

wherein the means for controlling the power consumption ofthe peripheral

device comprise means for adjusting a numberof storage blocks processed by the

peripheral device substantially simultaneously.

13. (Original Patent Claim) The system according to the claim 9, wherein the

electronic device is a portable electronic device.

14. (Original Patent Claim) The system according to claim 13, further comprising

means for performing mobile station functions.

15. (Amended) Anelectronic device comprising:

means for connecting a peripheral device, wherein the peripheral device

comprises a memory, said memorystoring a default value and a limiting value for [the]

power consumption of the peripheraldevice,

meansfor supplying powerto the peripheral device; and

meansfor determining the power consumption of the peripheraldevice,

wherein the power consumption of the peripheral device is set at a startup stage

to said default value,

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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-6- Kimmo Mylly
Appl. No. 13/902,227

(Narrowing Reissue of US. Patent No. 7,278,033 B2)

wherein at least said limiting value, which is higher than said default value,is

defined for the power consumption of the peripheral device,

wherein the means for determining the power consumption of the peripheral

device comprise meansfor setting amaximum power consumption of the peripheral

device to a value which is in a range from said default value to said limiting value, said

range including said default value and said limiting value, and

wherein the means for supplying the power is configured to transfer information

to the peripheral device for setting the maximum [of the] power consumption of the

peripheral device.

16. (Original Patent Claim) The electronic device according to claim 15, wherein

it is.a portable electronic device.

17. (Original Patent Claim) The electronic device according to claim 16, further

comprising meansfor performing mobile station functions.

18. (Amended) A peripheral device comprising:

a memory storing a default value and a limiting value for power consumption of

the peripheral device;

means for connecting the peripheral device to an electronic device for supplying

powerto the peripheral device,

wherein the power consumptionof the peripheral device is set at a startup stage

to said default value,

wherein at least said limiting value, which is higher than said default value, is

defined for the power consumptionoftheperipheral device,

wherein the peripheral device comprises meansfor setting a maximum power

consumption ofthe peripheral device to a value which is in a range from said default

value to said limiting value, said range including said default value and said limiting

value, and

Atty. Dkt. No, 3371.002RETO
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-7- Kimmo Mylly
Appl. No. 13/902,227

(Narrowing Reissue of U.S.Patent No. 7,278,033 B2)

wherein the peripheral device is configured to receive information from the

electronic device for setting the maximum [of the] power consumption of the peripheral

device.

19. (Original Patent Claim) The peripheral device according to claim 18, wherein

at least one content is stored in the peripheral device for use in connection withthe

electronic device.

20. (Original Patent Claim) The peripheral device according to claim 18, further

comprising

meansfor generating at least one clock signal and

means for controlling the power consumption of the peripheral device by

frequency control ofsaid at least one clock signal.

21. (Original Patent Claim) The peripheral device according to claim 18, further

comprising

at least one bus and

means for controlling the power consumption of the peripheral device by

controlling a bus width of said bus of the peripheral device.

22. (Original Patent Claim) The peripheral device according to the claim 18,

wherein the peripheral device is provided with two or more storage blocks, and

wherein the means for controlling the power consumption of the peripheral

device comprise means for controlling a number of storage blocks processed bythe

peripheral device substantially simultaneously.

23. (Original Patent Claim) The peripheral device according to the claim 18,

wherein said default value and at least one limiting value are stored in the peripheral

device.

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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-§- Kimmo Mylly
Appl. No. 13/902,227

(Narrowing Reissue of U.S. Patent No. 7,278,033 B2)

24. (Original Patent Claim) The peripheral device according to the claim 18,

wherein said peripheral device is a MultiMediaCard.TM. peripheral device.

25. (Amended) An electronic device comprising:

a connector configured to connect to a peripheral device, wherein the peripheral

device comprises a memory, said memory storing a default value and a limiting value for

[the] power consumption of the peripheral device;

a power supply configured to supply powerto the peripheral device; and

a power gauge configured to determine the power consumptionof the peripheral

device,

wherein the power consumption of the peripheral device is set at a startup stage

to said default value,

wherein at least said limiting value, which is higher than said default value, is

defined for the power consumption of the peripheral device,

wherein the means for determining the power consumption oftheperipheral

device comprise meansfor setting a maximum power consumption of the peripheral

device to a value, which is in a range fromsaid default value to said limiting value, said

range including said default value and said limiting value, and

wherein the electronic device is configured to transfer information to the

peripheral device for setting the maximum[of the] power consumption ofthe peripheral

device.

26. (Original Patent Claim) The electronic device according to claim 25, wherein

it is a portable electronic device.

27. (Original Patent Claim) The electronic device according to claim 25, further

comprising a memory configured to store the default value and the limiting value.

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002RETO
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-9- Kimmo Mylly
Appl. No. 13/902,227

(Narrowing. Reissue of U.S. Patent No. 7,278,033 B2)

28. (Twice Amended) A peripheral device comprising:

amemorystoring a default value and a limiting value for power consumption of

the peripheral device;

a connector configured to connect the peripheral device to an electronic device

for supplying power to the peripheral device,

wherein [the] a maximum power consumption of the peripheral device is set at a

startup stage to said default value,

wherein at least said limiting value, which is higher than said default value, 1s

defined for the power consumption of the peripheral device,

wherein the peripheral device comprises means for setting [a] themaximum

power consumption of the peripheral device to a value whichis in a range from said

default value to said limiting value, said range including said default value and said

limiting value, [and]

wherein the peripheral device is configured to receive information from the

electronic device for setting the maximum fof the] power consumption ofthe peripheral

device,and

wherein the means for setting the maximum power consumption of the peripheral
  

device is configured to obtain the value, as indicated by the received information, and to
 

set ihe maximum, power consumption ofthe peripheral device to the value.

29. (Original Patent Claim) The peripheral device according to the claim 28,

wherein said default value and at least one limiting value are stored in the peripheral

device,

30.(New) The peripheral device of claim 28 further comprising:

a clock generator,

wherein the means for setting the maximum power consumption of the peripheral 

device is configured to adjust a frequency of the clock generator in response to the

received information. from the electronic device.

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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- 10- Kimmo Mylly
Appl. No. 13/902,227

(Narrowing Reissue of U.S. Patent No. 7,278,033 B2)

ew) The peripheral device of claim 30, wherein the means for setting the   

maximum power consumption ofthe peripheral device is configured to adjust the
 

frequency of the clock generatorto a first frequency correspondingto the power

consumption of the peripheral device.
 

32. (New) The peripheral device of claim 28, wherein the peripheral device is a

memorycard.

33. (New) The peripheral device of claim 28, wherein the limiting value is a

highest possible power consumption of the peripheral device.

34. (New) The peripheral device of claim 28 further comprising:

aplurality of memory banks configured to include at least an active mode and a

power-saving mode.

 35. (New) Theperipheral device of claim 34. wherein the meansfor setting the

maximum power consumption of the peripheral device is configured to adjust the
  

number of memory banksin the plurality of memory banksthat are in the active modein
 

response to the received information from the electronic device,

36. (New) The peripheral device of claim 35, wherein the meansfor setting the 

maximum power consumption ofthe peripheral device is further configured to increase 

the number of memory banksin the plurality of memory banks that are in the active 

 mode in response to the received information from the electronic device indicating the

value for the maximum power consumption of the peripheral device being greater than

the default value.

37. (New) The peripheral device of claim 28, wherein the default value is a

lowest possible maximum power consumption for the peripheral device.

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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Appl. No. 13/902,227

(Narrowing Reissue of U.S. Patent No. 7,278,033 B2)

38. (New) The peripheral device of claim 28, wherein the means for setting the 

maximum power consumption of the peripheral device comprises a processor operable to
 

39. (New) The peripheral device of claim 32, wherein the memory card is a

MultiMediaCard.

40. (New) The peripheral device of claim 28, wherein therange includes values

other than the default value and the limiting value.
 

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REI0
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-12- Kimmo Mylly
Appl. No. 13/902,227

(Narrowing Reissue of U.S. Patent No. 7,278,033 B2)

Remarks

Specification Amendments (37 CFR. § L&73(b)(D) and (dy)

No amendments are being sought in the patented specification.

Notification of Concurrent Proceeding (37 C.F.R. § 1,178(b))

Applicant has no knowledgeof related concurrent proceedings.

Statement ofStatus ofCurrently Pending Claimes (37 CLP. § L.473(c))

Upon. entry of the foregoing amendment, patent claims 1-29 and added new

claims 30-40 are pending in the application, with claims 1, 7, 9, 15, 18, 25 and 28 being

the independent claims. Patent claims 1-3, 7-9, 15, 18, 25 and 28 and previously

presented new claims 30, 31 and 33-36 are sought to be amended. Applicant reserves the

right to prosecute similar or broader claims, with respect to the amended claims, in the

future. New claims 30-40 are sought to be added. New claims 30-37 were presented in

the Preliminary Amendment and new claims 38-40 are presented for the first time herein.

This response is believed to introduce no new matter, and its entry is respectfully

requested.

A declaration under 37 C.F.R. §1.132 from the inventor, Kimmo Mylly, is

submitted in support of the patentability of the claims.

Based on the following remarks and the declaration of Kimmo Mylly under 37

C.F.R. § 1.132, Applicant respectfully requests that the Examiner reconsider all

outstanding rejections and that they be withdrawn.

Statement ofSubstanceofInterview (37 CFR. § 1.133(b))

The Examiner and his QAS are thanked for their time in discussing the Office’s

position on the reissue declaration filed with this reissue application via multiple

telephone calls and emails. The Examiner, his QAS, and the Office of Patent Legal

Administration all agreed that the effective date for reissue applications with respect to

the AIA rules would be the date the reissue application is filed, and not the effective date

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REI10
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of the underlying patent.’ So agreement was finally reached that the reissue declaration

in this application complied with all applicable rules, and the rejection would be

withdrawn.

The Examiner is also thanked for extending to the Applicant (Applicant’s

representative Jason Eisenberg, the patent owner, and the inventor), a telephone

interview on June 25, 2014. During the interview the Examiner agreed that each of the

proposed claim amendments presented via a GoToMeeting session would overcome the

pending 35 U.S.C. § 112 rejections. Additionally, proposed changes were discussed by

the Examiner for claim terms not explicitly rejected. Finally, the Examiner asked

Applicant to provide support for arguments presented during the interview. All

comments are reflected in this response, although not all proposed amendmentsare being

sought at this time by the Applicant.

Explanation ofSupportfor Added Claims (37 CLFLR. § 1.173(c))

Example support in the issued patent for the amended and new claims is shown in

the table below. 

Claim|Example Support (Colsline

| Lor Fig./Element}
28 [6:12-25]
30 [8:13-22]

 

 

 

 
31 *[7:54-65]

P32|[8-57-60]
33__| [7:57-65] 

34 |[8:23-47]
/35__| [8:23-47]
36|[8:23-47]
37__| [7:57-65]
|38 [5:55-6:5]

39 (4:16-20]
40 | [6:32-39]

 

 
   
 

p. 2) also holding that the proper rules for a reissue application is basedonits filing date,
and not on the effective date of any underlying patent.

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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Due to conformity with rules for reissue amendments, and for the convenience of

the Examiner, Applicant presents the amendments to patent claim 28 and newly added

claims 30, 31 and 33-36 below with markings to indicate the changes that have been

made relative to these claims as filed on May 24, 2013. These annotated claims are

shown with informal format as the required format is shown above. For example, the text

of any added subject matter is shown by underlining the added text. The text of any

deleted matter is shown by strike-through except that double brackets placed before and

after the deleted characters may be used to show deletion of five or fewer consecutive

characters.

28. (Currently Amended) A peripheral device comprising:
a memorystoring a default value and a limiting value for power consumption of

the peripheral device;
a connector configured to connect the peripheral device to an electronic device

for supplying powerto the peripheral device,
wherein [the] a maximum power consumption of the peripheral device is set at a

startup stage to said default value,
wherein at least said imiting value, which is higher than said default valuc, is

defined for the power consumption of the peripheral device,
wherein the peripheral device comprises means for setting [a] the maximum

power consumption of the peripheral device to a value which is in a range fromsaid
default value to said limiting value, said range including said default value and said
limiting value,

wherein the peripheral device is configured to receive information from the
electronic device for setting the maximum [of the] power consumptionof the peripheral
device, and

wherein the meansfor setting the maximum power consumption ineludes-a

processor of the peripheral deviceis configured to reac-an-indieation-ofobtainobtain the value,
consumptionoftof the per.ipheral device to the value based-ontheindication,

30. (Currently Amended) The peripheral device of claim 28 further comprising:
a clock generator,
wherein the processor-meansfor setting the maximum power consumptionofthe

peripheral device is configured to adjust a frequency of the clock generator in response to
the received information from the electronic device.

31. (Currently Amended) The peripheral device of claim 30, wherein the
processor means for setting the maximum power consumption ofthe peripheral device is
configured to adjust the frequencyof the clock generator to a first frequency
corresponding to the maximunt power consumption_ofthe peripheral device. 

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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33. (Currently Amended) The peripheral device of claim 28, wherein the limiting
value is a highest possible maximam power consumption of the peripheral device.

34, (Currently Amended) The peripheral device of claim 28 further comprising:

a plurality of memory bleeks banks;-wherein-each-of thepluralityofmemory
banks-bleeks4s configured to include at least an active mode and a power-saving mode.

35. (Currently Amended) The peripheral device of claim 34, wherein the
processer means for setting themaximum power consumption of the peripheral device is
configured to adjust the number of memory banks bleeks in the plurality of memory
banks bleeks that are in the active mode in response to the received information from the
electronic device.

 

36. (Currently Amended) The peripheral device of claim 35, wherein the
proeesser means forsettingthe maximum power consumption ofthe peripheral device is
further configured to increase the number of memory banks bleeks in the plurality of
memory banks bleeks that are in the active mode in response to the received information
from the electronic device indicating the value for the maximum power consumption of
the peripheral device being greater than the default value.

 

Rejection under 35 U.S.C. § 251

The Office Action rejected claims 1-37 under 35 U.S.C. § 251 based on an

allegedly defective reissue declaration. As noted above, the Office and Examiner have

agreed the declaration is in compliance with all applicable laws and rules. Accordingly,

Applicant respectfully requests that this rejection be reconsidered and withdrawn.

Rejections under 35 U.S.C. § 112, Second Paragraph

The Office Action rejected claims 1-37 under 35 U.S.C. § 112(b) or 35 U.S.C. §

112 (pre-ATA) second paragraph, as allegedly being indefinite. (Office Action, p. 3.)

Applicant respectfully traverses without acquiescing to this rejection.

“Power Consumption”

The Office Action states that “it is not always clear which power consumption is

in view given that the claims recite a power consumption ofa peripheral device and a

power consumption of an electronic device to which the peripheral device is connected.”

(Office Action, p. 3.) Although Applicant believes the claims are definite, as discussed

Atty. Dkt. No, 3371.002REIO
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and agreed to during the interview Applicant has amended claims 1-3, 7-9, 15, 18, 25

and 28 to specifically recite “power consumption” is of the peripheral device.

Accordingly, Applicant respectfully requests that this rejection be reconsidered and

withdrawn.

“Maximum”

The Office Action also states that that “the claims variously recite a ‘maximum’

power consumption,” and that this “language is indefinite because it uses the term

‘maximurn’ in such a mannerthat it conflicts with its ordinary meaning.” (Office Action,

p. 4.) The Office Action recommends “deleting all instances of ‘maximum.’” (/d.)

Applicant respectfully disagrees.

As discussed during the interview, the 033 Patent teaches, e.g.,:

The method according to the present invention is
primarily characterized in determining, for the power
consumption, at least a first maximum value and a second
maximum value which is higher than the first maximum
value, and setting, between the clectronic device and. the
peripheral device, the maximum for the power
consumption of the peripheral device to a value which is
substantially between said first and second maximum
values. (033 Patent, 3:2-16.)

At least this passage from the ’033 Patent supports the definitencss of maximum

as recited in the claims as patented without needing amendment. In one embodiment, the

“maximum power consumption” is indeed a maximum value for the power consumption

of the peripheral device between a default value and a limiting value controlled by the

electronic device. Thus, Applicant disagrees with the Office Action’s statement that the

claims use “the term ‘maximum’ in such a mannerthat it conflicts with its ordinary

meaning.” (Office Action, p. 4.)

Additionally, during the interview the Examineralleged “maximum”as claimed

might be interpreted either as a threshold or a steady state value and requested

clarification from Applicant. As discussed during the interview, the inventor explains in

his declaration that a POSA (“person having ordinary skill in the art at the time offiling

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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the application”) would understand that “maximum,” as recited, at least “relates to a

maximum limit on the fluctuating power consumption of a peripheral device.” (Mylly

Decl. %8.) “[A POSA] recognized that the power consumption of a peripheral device

fluctuated over the course of its operation. As a result, the ‘maximum power

consumption’ recited in the claims relates to a limit on the fluctuating power

consumption of the peripheral device.” (/d. at 412.) The declaration relies on multiple

examples from the *033 Patent to support the claim language. (/d. at 799-11 citing °033

Patent 6:12-17 and 25-31, 8:23-47, and 10:5-14.) The Examineris respectfully requested

to contact Applicant’s representative if further explanation is required orif the Examiner

intends to maintain the rejection.

Accordingly, Applicant respectfully requests that this rejection be reconsidered

and withdrawn.

Claim 28

The Office Action rejected claim 28 as allegedly being indefinite because “a

proper invocation of 35 U.S.C. 112, sixth paragraph requires that ‘means for’ be

modified by functional language and not be modified by sufficient structure for

achieving the function.” (Office Action, p. 4, emphasis in original.) Applicant

respectfully traverses without acquiescing to the rejection.

Applicant has amended claim 28 to remove the reference to “a processor.”

Accordingly, Applicant respectfully requests that the rejection be reconsidered and

withdrawn.

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REI0
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Conclusion

All of the stated grounds of rejection have been properly traversed,

accommodated, or rendered moot. Applicant therefore respectfully requests that the

Examiner reconsider all presently outstanding rejections and that they be withdrawn.

Applicant believes that a full and complete reply has been made to the outstanding

Office Action and, as such, the present application is in condition for allowance. If the

Examiner believes, for any reason, that personal communication will expedite

prosecution ofthis application, the Examiner is invited to telephone the undersigned at

the number provided.

Respectfully submitted,

STERNE, KESSLER, GOLDSTEIN & FOX P.L.L.C,

/Jason D, Eisenberg #43447/

Jason D, Eisenberg
Attorney for Applicant
Registration No. 43,447

Date:_June 30, 2014
 

1100 New York Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20005-3934
(202) 371-2600
18711852

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REI0
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of: | Confirmation No,: 8765

Kimmo MYLLY Art Unit: 2115

Appl. No.: 13/902,227 Examiner: BAE, Ji H

Filed: May 24, 2013 Atty. Docket: 3371.002REIO

For: Method and a System for
Determining the Power
Consumption in Connection with
an Electronic Device, and an
Electronic Device

 
Declaration Under 37 C.F.R. § 1.132 by Kimmo Mylly

Mail Stop Amendment

Commissioner for Patents

PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Commissioner:

I. I, Kimmo Mylly, declare and state as follows:

2. I am the inventor of the claims of the above-captioned application.

3, I am the Managing Director of Helsinki Memory Technologies Oy (located in

Finland), an affiliate company of Memory Technologies LLC, the assignee of United States

Patent No. 7,278,033, which is in reissue under application no. 13/902,227. | am the sole

inventorof the present application.

4. I hold a Bachelor of Science in computer engineering, and have over twelve years

experience in the development and standardization of mobile mass storage memory sub-

systems subject to standards including, e.g., MMC, eMMC, SD and UFS,both as a technical

contributor and as a workgroup chairman. Specifically, I have served as Chairman of several

industry standard groups, including the MMCA Technical Committee (2004-2005), JEDEC

JC64.1 (2005-2010), and the Joint Task Group of JEDEC and MMCA (2006-2009). I was

also the Vice Chairman ofthe JEDEC J64 Committee from 2010-2012. In addition, I have

also served as Nokia’s representative to the SDA board (2008-2010).
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5. I have reviewed U.S. Patent No. 7,278,033 (“the °033 Patent”), the Reissue

Application filed May 24, 2013 (“Reissue Application”), and the Non-Final Office Action

dated January 29, 2014 (“Non-Final Office Action”).

6. I have been asked to explain the term “maximum power consumption”recited in the

claims from the perspective of one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention of

the ’033 Patent.

7. I consider “one of ordinary skill in the art” in the technical field of poweranalysis in

electronic devices, particularly, memory devices, to have a Bachelor’s Degree in electrical

engineering or a related discipline, and at least three years experience working with

electronic circuits. I consider myself able to interpret and understand the claims of the °033

Patent from the perspective of “one ofordinary skill in the art.”

8. A person having ordinary skill in the art at the time offiling the application for the

°033 Patent (the “skilled artisan”) understood that the power consumption of a peripheral

device fluctuates due to factors such as the type of memory access operations (e.g., reads,

writes), whether multiple memory banksare accessed at the same time (e.g., see °033 Patent,

8:23-31), the volume of data transmitted on the internal/external buses of the peripheral

device, and activity inside the peripheral device controller (e.g., accessing controller

instructions and logical-to-physical mapping tables stored in SRAM embedded in the

controller). Accordingly, the “maximum power consumption”recited in the claimsrelates to

a maximum limit on the fluctuating power consumptionof a peripheral device.

Atty, Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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9. To further illustrate this point, the °033 Patent describes an example of setting the

maximum power consumption bysetting the clock frequency:

Next, the processor 13 of the peripheral device sets, for example the operating
frequency of the clock generator 16 to a value corresponding to this maximum
value for power consumption, for example to the highest possible frequency.

(033 Patent, 6:21-25, emphasis added.)

10. The skilled artisan knew that a memory device approached maximum power

consumption at a particular clock frequency when it performed the most power-demanding

operations (¢.g., writing multiple banks at the same time). Conversely, power consumption

at that frequency setting would fluctuate below the maximum power consumption when the

device performed less demanding operations (e.g., accessing only one memory bank at a

time). (See, e.g., "033 Patent at $:23-47.)

11. Support for “maximum power consumption” as a limit on the power consumption

fluctuations of a peripheral device may be found throughout the °033 Patent specification.

For example:

Moreover, the power consumption of memory cards of the MultiMediaCard™
type should thus not exceed the defined maximum limit.

(033 Patent, 2:30-32, emphasis added.)

Thus, a power control message is transmitted from the electronic device | to
the peripheral device 2 (as indicated by a signal on a line 305). This power
control message indicates the power consumption value which is to be set as
the maximum value for the peripheral device 2, for example said second
maximum limit.

(033 Patent, 6:12-17, emphasis added.)

In some embodiments, the bus widths within the processor can also be
changed according to the maximum limit _used_for power consumption.
Furthermore, the peripheral device 2 preferably informs the electronic device

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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1 that the power consumption has been limited to the requested value (as
indicated bya signal on a line 307).

(033 Patent, 6:25-31, emphasis added.)

Thus, the electronic device 1 may preferably set the power consumption of the
camera used as the peripheral device 2 on the basis of how high a power can
be supplied by the electronic device | to the peripheral device. In an
advantageous embodiment of the invention, also the user of the electronic
device 1 can set a maximum limit for the power consumption, wherein the
user can, if necessary, e.g. reduce the maximum limit to prolong the time of
operation of the electronic device.

(033 Patent, 10:5-14, emphasis added.)

12. In summary, a person having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

recognized that the power consumption of a peripheral device fluctuated over the course of

its operation. As a result, the “maximum power consumption”recited in the claimsrelates to

a limit on the fluctuating power consumption of the peripheral device.

13. J hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and

that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that

these statements are made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so

made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the

United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the

present patent application or any patent issued thereon.

Respectfully submitted,

Kimmo Mylly

Date:
 

1870834_1

Atty. Dkt. No, 3371.002REIO
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| that the powerconsumption has been limited to the requested value (as
indicated by a signal on a line 307).

(033 Patent, 6:25-31, emphasis added.)

Thus, the electronic device 1 may preferably set the power consumption of the
camera used as the peripheral device 2 on the basis of howhigh a power can
be supplied by the electronic device 1 to the peripheral device. In an
advantageous embodiment of the invention, also the user of the electronic
device } can set a maxinvumlimit for the power consumption, wherein the
user can, if necessary, e.g. reduce the maximumlimit to prolong the time of
operation ofthe electronic device.

(033 Patent, 10:5-14, emphasis added.)

12. In summary, a person having ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

recognized that the power consumption of a peripheral device fluctuated over the course of

its operation. As a result, the “maximum power consumption”recited in the claims relates to

a limit on the fluctuating power consumption of the peripheral device.

13. I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and

that al] staterments made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that

these statements are made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so

made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 ofthe

United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the

present patent application or any patent issued thereon.

Respectfully submitted,

~ f

Kimmo Myily

£870834_1

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
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AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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ROBERT W. MOLITORS
ASSOCIATE

(202) 772-8627
RMOLITOR@SKGF.COM

 
June 30, 2014

Commissioner for Patents Confirmation No. 8765

PO Box 1450 Art Unit 2115

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 Attn: Mail Stop Amendment

Re: U.S. Reissue Patent Application
Appl. No. 13/902,227; Filing Date: May 24, 2013
For: Method and a System for Determining the Power Consumption in

Connection with an Electronic Device, and an Electronic Device
Inventor: Kimmo MYLLY

Our Ref: 3371.002REIO

Commissioner:

Transmitted herewith for appropriate action are the following documents:

1. Online Credit Card Payment Authorization in the amount of $840.00 to cover:

$600.00 Extension of Time Fee (2 Months);

$240.00 Extra Claims Fee;

2. Petition for Extension of Time Under 37 C.F.R. § 1.136(a);

3. Amendment and Reply Under 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.111 and 1.173(b); and

4. Declaration Under 37 C.F.R. § 1.132 by Kimmo Mylly.

The above-listed documents arefiled electronically through EFS-Web.

Tn the event that extensions of time are necessary to prevent abandonmentofthis patent
application, then such extensions of time are herebypetitioned.

Fee payment is provided through online credit card payment. The U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office is hereby authorized to charge any fee deficiency, or credit any overpayment,
to our Deposit Account No. 19-0036.

Respectfully submitted,

STERNEs.KESSLER, GOLDSTEIN & FOX P.L.L.C,

 
Robert W. Molitors

Attorney for Applicant
Registration No. 66,726

JDE/RWM/ke

Enclosure(s)
1872116_1.doex
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Approved for use through 7/31/2016. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent.and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.
Docket Number (Optional)

3371.002REIO

 

 

 
  

 

 | Application Number
13/902,227

  | The requested extension and fee are. as follows (check time period desired and enter the appropriate fee below):

  Small Entity Fee

One month (37 CFR 1.17(a}(1)) $200 $100

Fee Micro Entity Fee

$50

 

   
  Two months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(2)) $600 $300 $150 3 600

 
 

Three months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(3)} $4,400 $700 $350 $   
Four months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(4)) $2,200 $1,100 $550 3 Five months (37 CFR 1.17(a}(5)) $3,000 $1,500 $750 3 

  
  
  
 
 

 

[| Applicant asserts small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27. 
Form PTO/SB/15A or B or equivalent musteither be enclosed or have been submitted previously.| Applicant certifies micro: entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29.

( A check in the amountof the fee is enclosed.

[| Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038is attached.

The Director has already been authorized to charge fees in this application to a Deposit Account. PIL4| The Director is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be required, or credit any overpayment, to
19-0036

Deposit Account Number

[x] Payment made via EFS-Web.

  
WARNING: Information on this form may becomepublic. Credit card information should not be included on this form. Provide

| credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038. 
tam: the

 
  

  
  
  
  

[| applicant.
oF] 66,726

attorney or agent of record. Registration number
   

iX|

[~ |..attarney or agent actirig under 37 CFR 1:34. Registration number
% ~~

Oe June 30, 2014
 
     Pees v

 

“Signature . Date

Robert W. Molitors (202) 371-2600
Typed or printed name Telephone Number

NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4 for signature requirements and certifications. Submit
|_muitipie formsifmore thanone signatureis required,see below!

  
 

[x] * Total of __t forms are submitted.
This collection of Information is required by 37 CFR 1.136(a). The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public, whichis to file (and by the
USPTOto process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 36 U.S.C. 122. and 37 CFR 1.41 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 6 minutes.to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to. the USPTO.Time will vary depending uponthe individual case. Any
comments on the amountof time you require te completethis form and/or suggestions for reducing this-burden should be sentto the Chief Information Officer,
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS
TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Mail Stop PCT, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22343-1450.
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PTO/SB/06 (09-11)
Approved for use through 1/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF GOMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD[|“epiication or Docket Number Filing Date
Substitute for Form PTO-875 13/902,227 05/24/2013|LL] To be Mailed

ENTITY: [X]LaRGeE [| smatt [] micro

APPLICATIONAS FILED — PART|

(Column 1) (Column2)

NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA

37 CFR 1.16(a), (b), or (¢)

37 CFR 1.16(k), (i), or (m

LI EXAMINATION FEE

TOTAL CLAIMS / .
37 CFR 1.16(i minus 20 =

INDEPENDENTCLAIMS | .
37 CFR 1.16(h minus 3 =

If the specification and drawings exceed 100 sheets
of paper, the application size fee due is $310 ($155
for small entity) for each additional 50 sheets or
fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C. 41(a)(1)(G) and 37

LJAPPLICATION SIZE FEE
(37 CFR 1.16(s))

[_] MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT(37 CFR 1,16(j)
* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter “O” in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED - PARTII

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3)

CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER

06/30/2014|arrer PREVIOUSLY PRESENT EXTRA ADDITIONAL FEE($)
AMENDMENT PAID FOR

Total (37 CFR * ; +e
=3

Ind dent .

[_] Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))
AMENDMENT

Cc FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3

CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER

AFTER PREVIOUSLY
AMENDMENT PAID FOR

1.16(i

Independent .
creme PpMinesPe
[_] Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

)

PRESENT EXTRA

AMENDMENT
CT FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

* |f the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write “O” in column 3. LIE
** If the “Highest NumberPreviously Paid For’ IN THIS SPACEis less than 20, enter “20”. /DORRETTA BROOKS/
*** If the “Highest NumberPreviously Paid For’ IN THIS SPACEis less than 3, enter “3”.
The “Highest NumberPreviously Paid For” (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.

 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichisto file (and by the USPTOto
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering,
preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amountoftime you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and TrademarkOffice, U.S.
Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and selectoption 2.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

 
 
  

  APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATIONNO.   

13/902,227 05/24/2013 Kimmo MYLLY 3371.002REIO 8765

26111 7590 07/02/2014

STERNE, KESSLER, GOLDSTEIN & FOX PLLC.
1100 NEW YORK AVENUE,N.W. BAE,JI H
WASHINGTON, DC 20005 ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

2115

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE

07/02/2014 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. Applicant(s)

 . va . 13/902,227 MYLLY, KIMMO
Applicant-initiated Interview Summary _ _

Examiner Art Unit

JIH. BAE 2115

All participants (applicant, applicant's representative, PTO personnel):

(1) dl. BAE. (3) Tom Chia.

(2) Jason Eisenberg (req. no. 43,447). (4)Kimmo Mylly, Rob Saltzberg.

Date of Interview: 25 June 2014.

Type: [X] Telephonic [] Video Conference
[-] Personal[copy given to: [J applicant ([] applicant’s representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: [] Yes [IX] No.
If Yes, brief description:

Issues Discussed [J101 112 [102 [103 [Others
(For each of the checked box(es) above, please describe below the issue and detailed description of the discussion)

Claim(s) discussed: 7 and 28.

Identification of prior art discussed: n/a.

Substanceof Interview
(For each issue discussed, provide a detailed description and indicate if agreement was reached. Some topics may include: identification or clarification of a
reference or a portion thereof, claim interpretation, proposed amendments, arguments of any applied referencesetc...)

Applicant proposed several amendment to overcome the rejection of claims 1-37 under 35 U.S.C. 112. The Examiner
agreed that the proposals would overcome the rejections. Additionally, the applicant indicated that the means-plus-
function lanquage used in the claims was not intended to invoke 35 U.S.C. 112, sixth paragraph, thereby overcoming
the rejection, and also entitling the Examiner to employ the broadest reasonabie interpretation of the claim lanquage
without respect to any corresponding structure in the specification.

Applicant recordation instructions: The formal written reply to the last Office action must include the substance of the interview. (See MPEP
section 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has already beenfiled, applicant is given a non-extendable period of the longer of one month or
thirty days from this interview date, or the mailing date of this interview summary form, whicheveris later, to file a statement of the substance of the
interview

Examinerrecordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substance of any interview of record. A complete and proper recordation of
the substanceof an interview should include the itemslisted in MPEP 713.04 for complete and proper recordation including the identification of the
general thrust of each argumentor issue discussed, a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the
general results or outcomeofthe interview, to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached on the issues raised.

[] Attachment
/J|H BAE/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2115

 
 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413 (Rev. 8/11/2010) Interview Summary Paper No. 20140629
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Summary of Record of Interview Requirements

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substanceof Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face-to-face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be madeof record in the
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reachedat the interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)

In every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as
warranting favorable action must befiled by the applicant. An interview does not removethe necessity for reply to Office action as specified in §§ 1.111, 1.135. (35 U.S.C. 132)

37 CFR §1.2 Businessto be transactedin writing.
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance of applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to
any alleged oral promise, stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt.

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that recordis itself
incomplete through the failure to record the substanceof interviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substanceof an interview of record in the application file, unless
the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner’s responsibility to see that such a record is made andto correct material inaccuracies
which bear directly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxes andfilling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substanceof an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placed in the right hand portionofthefile, and listed on the
“Contents” section ofthe file wrapper. In a personalinterview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the
conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephoneor video-conferenceinterview, the copy is mailed to the applicant’s correspondence address
either with or prior to the next official communication. If additional correspondencefrom the examineris not likely before an allowanceorif other
circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form provides for recordation of the following information:
— Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number)
—Nameofapplicant
—Nameof examiner
— Date ofinterview

— Type of interview (telephonic, video-conference,or personal)
—Nameof participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
—Anindication whetheror not an exhibit was shownor a demonstration conducted

—Anidentification of the specific prior art discussed
— Anindication whether an agreement was reachedandif so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by

attachmentof a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreementasto allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examinerto the contrary.

— The signature of the examiner who conductedtheinterview (if Form is not an attachmentto a signed Office action)

It is desirable that the examinerorally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substanceofthe interview of each case. It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview
unlessit includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examinerto include, all of the applicable items required below concerning the
substanceofthe interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
8) an identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendmentsof a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the argumentsis not
required. The identification of the argumentsis sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments madeto the
examiner can be understoodin the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize andfully
describe those arguments which heor she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcomeofthe interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by

the examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant's record of the substanceof an interview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examinerwill give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Checkfor Accuracy

If the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should sendaletter setting forth the examiner's version of the
statementattributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should placethe indication, “Interview Record OK” on the
paper recording the substanceof the interview along with the date and the examiner'sinitials.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

 
 
  

  APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATIONNO.   

13/902,227 05/24/2013 Kimmo MYLLY 3371.002REIO 8765

26111 7590 09/17/2014

STERNE, KESSLER, GOLDSTEIN & FOX PLLC.
1100 NEW YORK AVENUE,N.W. BAE,JI H
WASHINGTON, DC 20005 ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

2115

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE

09/17/2014 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. Applicant(s)

 13/902,227 MYLLY, KIMMO

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit AIA (First Inventor toFile)
JIH. BAE 2115 No
 

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTHS FROM THE MAILING DATE OF

THIS COMMUNICATION.Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1) Responsive to communication(s)filed on 6/30/2014.
L] A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filedon___

2a)L] This action is FINAL. 2b)X] This action is non-final.
3)L] An election was made bythe applicant in responseto a restriction requirementset forth during the interview on

; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

4)L] Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordancewith the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

 

Disposition of Claims*

5) Claim(s) 1-40 is/are pendingin the application.
5a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

6) Claim(s) 1-11 and 13-17 is/are allowed.
7)K] Claim(s) 12 and 18-40 is/are rejected.
8)L] Claim(s)___ is/are objectedto.
9)L] Claim(s) are subjectto restriction and/or election requirement.

* If any claims have been determined allowable, you may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at a

participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see

 

 

nite://www.usoto.dov/patenis/init events/oph/index.isp or send an inquiry to PPHieedback@uspte.dov.  

Application Papers

10) The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
11) The drawing(s) filed on is/are: a)[_] accepted or b)[_] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d).

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)L] Acknowledgment is made ofa claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).
Certified copies:

a)LJ All b)[] Some** c)L] None ofthe:
1.) Certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived.
2.L] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.
3.L] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

““ See the attached detailed Office action fora list of the certified copies not received.

 

Attachment(s)

1) C Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 3) TC Interview Summary (PTO-413)
; ; Paper No(s)/Mail Date.

2) CT] Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08a and/or PTO/SB/08b) Oo Other:

 
Paper No(s)/Mail Date 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
PTOL-326 (Rev. 11-13) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20140915
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Application/Control Number: 13/902,227 Page 2

Art Unit: 2115

DETAILED ACTION

Notice of Pre-AlA or AIA Status

The present application is being examined underthe pre-AlAfirst to invent provisions.

Response to Arguments

Applicant's argumentsfiled on June 30, 2014 have been fully considered and are

persuasive. The rejection of claims 1-27 has been withdrawn. However, subsequent

examination has revealed that additional rejections are necessary.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

Thefollowing is a quotationof the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112(a):

(a) IN GENERAL.—Thespecification shall contain a written description of the
invention, and of the mannerand process of making and usingit, in suchfull, clear, concise,
and exact terms as to enable any personskilled in the art to whichit pertains, or with whichit
is most nearly connected, to make and use the same, and shall set forth the best mode
contemplated by the inventor or joint inventor of carrying out the invention.

Thefollowing is a quotation of the first paragraph of pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the
mannerand process of making and usingit, in suchfull, clear, concise, and exact terms as to
enable any personskilled in the art to which it pertains, or with whichit is most nearly
connected, to make and use the same,and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the
inventor of carrying out his invention.

Claims 28-37, 39, and 40 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112(a) or 35 U.S.C. 112 (pre-

AIA), first paragraph, as failing to comply with the enablement requirement. The claim(s)

contains subject matter which was not described in the specification in such a way as to enable

oneskilled in the art to which it pertains, or with whichit is most nearly connected, to make

and/or use the invention.
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Application/Control Number: 13/902,227 Page 3

Art Unit: 2115

In the previous Office Action, the Examiner rejected claim 28 under 35 U.S.C. 112,

second paragraph,on the groundsthat it was unclear whether the Applicant intended to invoke

35 U.S.C. 112, sixth paragraph, due to the usage of means-plus-function language that included

recitation of structure. MPEP 2181 stipulates that proper invocation of 35 U.S.C 112, sixth

paragraph, precludes the recitation of structure in means-plus-function claiming. While claim 28

seemingly appears to invoke 35 U.S.C. 112, sixth paragraph, in reciting a "means for setting the

maximum power consumption”, the claim introduces structure by reciting that the means

comprises a processor. Although technically correct with respect to the embodiments taughtin

the specification (the specification does indeed teach that the meansfor carrying out the power

consumption setting function is a processor programmedwith the disclosed method steps), this

language nevertheless runs afoul of the requirements outlined in MPEP 2181 for mean-plus-

function claiming.

In the interview that took place on June 25, 2014, the groundsofrejection pertaining to

35 U.S.C. 112, second and sixth paragraphs, were discussed. Applicantclarified that the

means-plus-function language employed in claim 28 wasnot intended to invoke 35 U.S.C. 112,

sixth paragraph. In the Interview Summary mailed on July 2, 2014, the Examiner noted for the

record that this admission therefore entitled the Examiner to employ the broadest reasonable

interpretation of the claim languagethat is consistent with the specification, but without limitation

to any corresponding structure in the specification. Subsequently, the Applicantfiled an

amendmentto claim 28 that also removedtherecitation of the processor, and moved the

limitation to new dependentclaim 38.

In removing the processor limitation from claim 28 and also enabling the Examinerto

employ broadest reasonable interpretation for the means-plus-function limitations, claim 28 is no

longer properly enabled by the current specification. The scope of enablement provided by the
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Application/Control Number: 13/902,227 Page 4

Art Unit: 2115

specification is not commensurate with the newly broadened scope of the claims (MPEP

2164.08). Whereasinvocation of 35 U.S.C. 112, sixth paragraph, would haverestricted the

claim interpretation to the specific structure taught in the specification as correspondingto the

recited function, Applicant's clarification as detailed in the Interview Summary nowentitles the

claims to be interpreted according to the broadest reasonable interpretation. Had the processor

limitation been retained in claim 28, however, it would have served to control the broadest

reasonable interpretation by explicitly limiting the means to a processor. But by both removing

the processor limitation and not invoking 35 U.S.C. 112, sixth paragraph, the resulting claim is

nowpurely functional, since there is no structure tied to the recited functions. In effect, the

claims would read upon anyandall apparatuses that perform the recited function, including

embodiments not specifically enabled. For example, the broadest reasonable interpretation

would includea circuit that is hardwired in an application-specific fashion to perform the power

consumption setting functions, even though Applicant's specification only discloses a processor

programmed to execute the samefunctions.

The Examiner recommends movingthelimitations of claim 38 into claim 28 so asto limit

the claims to the scope of enablementprovided by the specification. Since Applicant has

explicitly stated that the means-plus-function language of claim 28 is not intended to invoke 35

U.S.C. 112, sixth paragraph, such an amendment would not run afoul of MPEP 2181.

Furthermore, the Examiner recommends amending claim 28 to recite that the processoris

programmedto execute the claimed functions. A processorrecited alone is merely a general

purpose computer, whereas programming transforms a general purpose computerinto a special

purpose computerthatis particularly configured for that function, thereby introducing

appropriate structural limitations for an apparatus claim (MPEP 2114: apparatus claims must be

distinguish from the prior art in terms of structure rather than function).
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Application/Control Number: 13/902,227 Page 5

Art Unit: 2115

The Examiner notes that this does not affect the interpretation of other claims that

employ means-plus-function language, as the Applicant's clarification in the interview was

understoodto pertain solely to the means-plus-function language of claim 28 and its dependent

claims.

Thefollowing is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 112(b):
(b) CONCLUSION.—Thespecification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly
pointing out and distinctly claiming the subject matter which the inventoror a joint inventor
regards as the invention.

Thefollowing is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 112 (pre-AlA), second paragraph:
The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly
claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

Claims 12 and 18-40 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112(b) or 35 U.S.C. 112 (pre-AlA),

second paragraph,as beingindefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the

subject matter which the inventoror a joint inventor, or for pre-AlA the applicant regards as the

invention.

Claim 12 recites the limitation “the means for controlling the power consumption of the

peripheral device”in lines 3-4. There is insufficient antecedentbasis for this limitation in the

claims. The Examinernotes that parent claim 9 recites a means for determining the power

consumption of the peripheral device.

Claim 18 recites:

means for connecting the peripheral device to an electronic device for supplying power

to the peripheral device,

wherein the power consumption of the peripheral device is set at a startup stage to said

default value,

wherein at least said limiting value, which is higher than said default value, is defined for

the power consumption of the peripheral device.
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Application/Control Number: 13/902,227 Page 6

Art Unit: 2115

Claim 18 is indefinite because the "wherein”limitations appear to further limit the

previously recited means for connecting in a mannernot consistent with the specification. The

Examiner notesthat claim 18 employs means-plus-function language wherefunctions are

recited in connection with various means which are associated with correspondingstructures as

disclosed in the specification. The highlighted functionallimitations following “wherein” have the

meansfor connecting as the most proximate means-plus-function limitation. However, the

specification fails to disclose the recited power consumption setting features as being performed

by the connecting means[Fig. 1: connectors 8 and 11 and I/O blocks 9 and 12; col. 4, lines

39-47]. The specification teaches that the power consumption setting features are carried out

by a processor[col. 5, lines 24-33, for example]. This is consistent with the other claims,e.g.,

claim 15 recites a "means for determining the power consumption of the peripheral device" as

proximate to the analogous "wherein"limitations. The “meansfor determining the power

consumption”is understood to correspond to the processoras disclosed. The Examiner

recommends amending claim 18 to include recitation of a means for determining power

consumption using languagesimilar to that of claim 15.

Claim 22 recites the limitation “the meansfor controlling the power consumption of the

peripheral device”in lines 3-4. There is insufficient antecedentbasis for this limitation in the

claims. The Examinernotes that parent claim 18 lacks any recitation of a meansfor controlling

power consumption of the peripheral device. Contingent upon amendingclaim 18 as

recommended by the Examiner, claim 22 should also be amendedto usesimilar language.

Claim 25 recites the limitation “the meansfor determining the power consumption of the

peripheral device”in lines 12-13. There is insufficient antecedent basis for this limitation in the

claim. There is no prior recitation of a means for determining power consumptionof a
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Application/Control Number: 13/902,227 Page 7

Art Unit: 2115

peripheral device. The Examinernotesthat the claim previously recites a power gauge

configured to determine the power consumption of the peripheral device.

Claim 28is indefinite for reasons similar to claim 18, and should be amended

accordingly.

Allowable Subject Matter

Claims 1-11 and 13-17 are allowed.

Conclusion

Anyinquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to JI H. BAE whosetelephone numberis (571)272-7181. The examiner can

normally be reached on Monday-Friday, 9 am to 5:30 pm.

If attempts to reach the examinerby telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Thomas Lee can be reached on 571-272-3667. The fax phone numberfor the

organization wherethis application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on accessto the Private

PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197(toll-free). If you

would like assistance from a USPTO CustomerService Representative or access to the

automated information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.
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Application/Control Number: 13/902,227

Art Unit: 2115

/J| H BAE/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2115
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

Phone: 571-272-7181

Fax: 571-273-7181

ji.bae@uspto.gov

Page 8
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
Reexamination

Index of Claims 13902227 MYLLY, KIMMO

Examiner

JI H BAE

Rejected | Cancelled
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

 
 
  

  APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATIONNO.   

13/902,227 05/24/2013 Kimmo MYLLY 3371.002REIO 8765

26111 7590 10/27/2014

STERNE, KESSLER, GOLDSTEIN & FOX PLLC.
1100 NEW YORK AVENUE,N.W. BAE,JI H
WASHINGTON, DC 20005 ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

2115

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE
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Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. Applicant(s)

 . - . 13/902,227 MYLLY, KIMMO
Applicant-initiated Interview Summary

Examiner Art Unit

JIH. BAE 2115

All participants (applicant, applicant’s representative, PTO personnel):

(1) JLH.BAE. (3) Todd Hopfinger (reg. no. 72,567).

(2) Jason Eisenberg (reg. no. 43,447). (4) .

Date of Interview: 22 October 2014.

Type: [X Telephonic [-] Video Conference
[-] Personal [copy given to: [] applicant [J applicant’s representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: [] Yes IX] No.
If Yes, brief description:

Issues Discussed [101 112 [102 (103 [Others
(For each of the checked box(es) above, please describe below the issue and detailed description of the discussion)

Claim(s) discussed: 9,12, 18,22,25,28 and 38. 

Identification of prior art discussed: n/a.

Substance of Interview
(For each issue discussed, provide a detailed description and indicate if agreement was reached. Some topics may include:identification or clarification of a
reference or a portion thereof, claim interpretation, proposed amendments, arguments of any applied referencesetc...)

Applicantclarified a miscommunication from the prior interview, and indicated that it was intended to invoke 112 6"in
claim 28. However, since claim 38 recites structure, it was not intended to invoke 112 6” in claim 38. Based onthis

Applicant arqued that rejections against claim 28 should be withdrawn. Additionally, Applicant proposed amendments
lo claims 9, 12, 22, and 25 in order to overcome rejections, as well as arguments to show why claims 18 and 28 were
definite. The Examiner agreed with the arguments and amendments of claims 9, 12,18, 22, and 25. The Examiner
further indicated that claims 28 and 38 would be deemed allowable as-is, pending consideration regarding the
appropriateness of invoking 1126" in an independent claim but notits dependent claims. The interview was
additionally attended by Robert Saltzberg (reg. no. 36,910) and Tom Chia (reg. no. 63,990), representing the patent
owners, as well as the inventor Kimmo Mylly.

 

Applicant recordation instructions: The formal written reply to the last Office action must include the substance of the interview. (See MPEP
section 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has already beenfiled, applicant is given a non-extendable period of the longer of one month or
thirty days from this interview date, or the mailing date of this interview summaryform, whicheveris later, to file a statement of the substance of the
interview

Examinerrecordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substance of any interview of record. A complete and proper recordation of
the substance of an interview should includethe items listed in MPEP 713.04 for complete and proper recordation including the identification of the
general thrust of each argumentor issue discussed, a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the
general results or outcomeof the interview, to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached on the issuesraised.

[] Attachment
/JIH BAE/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2115

 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413 (Rev. 8/11/2010) Interview Summary Paper No. 20141025
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Summary of Record of Interview Requirements

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substanceof Interview Must be Made of Record
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face-to-face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be madeof record in the
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reached at the interview.

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews
Paragraph (b)

In every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as
warranting favorable action must befiled by the applicant. An interview does not removethe necessity for reply to Office action as specified in §§ 1.111, 1.135. (35 U.S.C. 132)

37 CFR §1.2 Businessto be transacted in writing.
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendanceof applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to
any alleged oral promise, stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt.

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself
incomplete through the failure to record the substanceofinterviews.

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substanceof an interview of record in the applicationfile, unless
the examinerindicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner's responsibility to see that such a record is made andto correct material inaccuracies
whichbeardirectly on the question of patentability.

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the
interview by checking the appropriate boxesandfilling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise providedfor in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Recordis required.

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placed in the right hand portionofthefile, and listed on the
“Contents” section ofthe file wrapper. In a personalinterview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the
conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephoneor video-conferenceinterview, the copy is mailed to the applicant's correspondence address
either with or prior to the next official communication. If additional correspondence from the examineris not likely before an allowanceorif other
circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication.

The Form provides for recordation of the following information:
— Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number)
—Nameofapplicant
—Nameof examiner
— Date of interview

—Type ofinterview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal)
—Nameofparticipant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.)
—Anindication whetheror not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted

—Anidentification of the specific prior art discussed
— Anindication whether an agreement was reached andif so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by

attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreementas to allowability is tentative and does
not restrict further action by the examinerto the contrary.

—The signature of the examiner who conductedthe interview (if Form is not an attachmentto a signed Office action)

It is desirable that the examinerorally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance of the interview of each case.It
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview
unlessit includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examinerto include,all of the applicable items required below concerning the
substanceofthe interview.

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items:
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted,
2) an identification of the claims discussed,
3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed,
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendmentsof a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner,
5) a briefidentification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner,

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the argumentsis not
required. The identification of the argumentsis sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments madeto the
examiner can be understoodin the context of the applicationfile. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize andfully
describe those arguments which heor she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.)

6) a generalindication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcomeofthe interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by

the examiner.

Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant’s record of the substanceof an interview. If the record is not complete and
accurate, the examinerwill give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record.

Examiner to Checkfor Accuracy

If the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should send a letter setting forth the examiner’s version of the
statementattributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should placethe indication, “Interview Record OK” on the
paper recording the substanceof the interview along with the date and the examiner'sinitials.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re applicationof: Confirmation No.: 8765

Kimmo MYLLY Art Unit: 2115

Appl. No.: 13/902,227 Examiner: Bae, Ji H.

Filed: May 24, 2013 Atty. Docket: 3371.002REIO

For: Method and a System for
Determining the Power
Consumption in Connection with
an Electronic Device, and an
Electronic Device

 
Amendment and Reply Under 37 C.E.R. §§ 1.111 and 1.173

Mail Stop Amendment

Commissioner for Patents

PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Commissioner:

In reply to the Office Action dated September 17, 2014, Applicant submits the

following Amendment and Remarks.

It is not believed that extensions of time are required beyond those that may

otherwise be provided for in documents accompanying this paper. However,if additional

extensions of time are necessary to prevent abandonmentof this application, then such

extensions of time are hereby petitioned under 37 C.F.R. § 1.136(a), and any additional

fees required to continue prosecution or appeal ofthis application (includingissue fee,

fees for net addition of claims or forwarding to appeal) are hereby authorized to be

charged to our Deposit Account No. 19-0036.
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-2- Kimmo MYLLY

Reply to Office Action of September 17, 2014 Appl. No. 13/902,227

Amendments to the Claims

Please replace the originally patented claims with the claims as shownbelow.

The claim identifiers, or lack thereof, below conform identically to the rules
for reissue amendments set forth in 37 C.F.R. 1.173(b)(2), (c), (d), and (e). (See
also, M.P.E.P. 1453 (11), (1V), and (V)).

1. (Amended) A method comprising:

initiating determination of power consumptionin an electronic device, to which a

peripheral device is connected, and from which [the] poweris supplied to the peripheral

device, wherein the peripheral device comprises a memory, said memorystoring a

default value and a limiting value for [the] power consumption of the peripheral device;

setting the power consumptionofthe peripheral device at a startup state to said

default value;

reading from the memoryatleast said limiting value, which is higher than said

default value; and

setting [the] a maximum[of the] power consumption of the peripheral device to a

value whichis in a range fromsaid default value to said limiting value, wherein the

range includes said default value and said limiting value,

wherein information is transferred from the electronic device to the peripheral

device for setting the maximum [of the] power consumptionof the peripheral device.

2. (Amended) The method accordingto claim 1, wherein said limiting value is

used as a highest allowable value for the power consumptionof the peripheral device.

3. (Amended) The method according to claim 1, wherein at least one contentis

stored in the peripheral device, for use in connection with the electronic device, wherein

at a stage of storing the content, the power consumption[set for] of the peripheral device

is a value correspondingto said limiting value, and at a stage of using the content, the

power consumption[set for] of the peripheral device is a value correspondingto said
default value.
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Reply to Office Action of September 17, 2014 Appl. No. 13/902,227

4. (Original Patent Claim) The method according to the claim 1, whereinat least

one clock signal is generated in the peripheral device and wherein the power

consumption of the peripheral device is controlled by adjusting the frequencyofat least

one clocksignal.

5. (Original Patent Claim) The method accordingto the claim 1, wherein the

peripheral device comprisesat least one bus and that the power consumptionofthe

peripheral device is controlled by controlling a width of said bus.

6. (Original Patent Claim) The method according to the claim 1, wherein the

peripheral device is provided with two or more storage blocks controlled by controlling a

numberof storage blocks processed by the peripheral device substantially

simultaneously.

7. (Amended) A method comprising:

initiating determination of power consumptionin an electronic device, to which a

peripheral device is connected, and from which [the] poweris supplied to the peripheral

device, wherein the peripheral device comprises a memory, said memorystoring a

default value and a limiting value for [the] power consumption of the peripheral device;

setting the power consumptionof the peripheral device at a startup stage to said

default value;

reading from the memoryatleast said limiting value, which is higherthan said

default value; and

setting [the] a maximum [of the] power consumption of the peripheral device to a

value which is in a range from said default value to said limiting value, wherein the

range includessaid default value and said limiting value,

wherein messagesare transferred between the electronic device and the

peripheral device for setting the maximum[of the] power consumption ofthe peripheral

device to a value in a range fromsaid default value to said limiting value, wherein the

range includes said default value and said limiting value.
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Reply to Office Action of September 17, 2014 Appl. No. 13/902,227

8. (Amended) The method according to claim 7, whereinsaid limiting value is

used as a highest allowable value for the power consumptionof the peripheral device.

9. (Twice Amended) A system comprising

a peripheral device, wherein the peripheral device comprises:

a memory, said memory storing a default value and a limiting value for

[the] power consumptionoftheperipheral device, and
 

meansforsetting the power consumption of the peripheral device ata

startup stageto said default value andforsetting a maximumpower consumption of the

peripheral device to a value whichis in a range from said default value to said limiting

value,

wherein said range includes said default value and said limitingvalue,

whereinsaid limitingvalue is higher than said default value; and

an electronic device with means for connecting the peripheral device, [and]

means for supplying powerto the peripheral device, and means for determining power

consumption of the peripheral device,

[wherein the power consumptionof the peripheral device is set at a startup stage

to said default value,]

[wherein at least said limiting value whichis higher than said default value is

stored for the power consumption,|

[wherein the means for determining the power consumption comprise means for

setting a maximum powerconsumptionof the peripheral device to a value whichis in a

range from said default value to said limiting value, said range including said default
value and said limiting value, and]

wherein the electronic device is configured to transfer informationto the

peripheral device for setting the maximum [of the] power consumptionofthe peripheral
device.

10. (Original Patent Claim) The system according to claim 9, wherein the

peripheral device comprises meansfor generating at least one clock signal, and wherein
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Reply to Office Action of September 17, 2014 Appl. No. 13/902,227

the system comprises meansfor controlling the power consumptionofthe peripheral

device by adjusting the frequency ofsaid at least one clocksignal.

11. (Original Patent Claim) The system according to claim 9,

wherein the peripheral device comprises at least one bus, and

wherein the system comprises means for controlling the power consumption of

the peripheral device by adjusting a bus width of the peripheral device.

12. (Amended) The system accordingto the claim 9,

wherein the peripheral device is provided with two or more storage blocks, and

wherein the meansfor [controlling] setting the power consumption of the

peripheral device comprise means for adjusting a numberofstorage blocks processed by

the peripheral device substantially simultaneously.

13. (Original Patent Claim) The system according to the claim 9, wherein the

electronic device is a portable electronic device,

14. (Original Patent Claim) The system accordingto claim 13, further comprising

meansfor performing mobile station functions.

15. (Amended) Anelectronic device comprising:

meansfor connecting a peripheral device, wherein the peripheral device

comprises a memory, said memorystoring a default value and a limiting value for[the]

power consumptionof the peripheral device;

meansfor supplying powerto the peripheral device; and

meansfor determining the power consumption of the peripheral device,

wherein the power consumption of the peripheral deviceis set at a startup stage

to said default value,

wherein at least said limiting value, whichis higher than said default value,is

defined for the power consumptionof the peripheral device,
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Reply to Office Action of September 17, 2014 Appl. No. 13/902,227

wherein the means for determining the power consumption of the peripheral

device comprise meansfor setting amaximum power consumptionof the peripheral

device to a value whichis in a range from said default valueto said limiting value, said

range including said default value and said limiting value, and

wherein the means for supplying the poweris configured to transfer information

to the peripheral device for setting the maximum [of the] power consumption ofthe

peripheral device.

16. (Original Patent Claim) The electronic device according to claim 15, wherein

it is a portable electronic device.

17. (Original Patent Claim) The electronic device according to claim 16, further

comprising meansfor performing mobilestation functions.

18. (Amended) A peripheral device comprising:

a memory storing a default value and a limiting value for power consumption of

the peripheral device;

means for connecting the peripheral device to an electronic device for supplying

powerto the peripheral device,

wherein the power consumptionofthe peripheral deviceis set at a startup stage

to said default value,

wherein at least said limiting value, which is higher than said default value,is

defined for the power consumptionof the peripheral device,

wherein the peripheral device comprises meansfor setting a maximumpower

consumption of the peripheral device to a value which is in a range from said default

value to said limiting value, said range including said default value andsaid limiting

value, and

wherein the peripheral device is configured to receive information fromthe

electronic device for setting the maximum[of the] power consumption of the peripheral

device.
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19. (Original Patent Claim) The peripheral device according to claim 18, wherein

at least one content is stored in the peripheral device for use in connection with the

electronic device.

20. (Amended) Theperipheral device according to claim 18, further comprising:

meansfor generating at least one clock signal and

meansfor controlling the power consumption of the peripheral device by

frequency controlof said at least one clock signal.

21. (Amended) Theperipheral device according to claim 18, further comprising:

at least one bus and

means for controlling the power consumption of the peripheral device by

controlling a bus width ofsaid bus of the peripheral device.

22. (Amended) Theperipheral device accordingto the claim 18,

wherein the peripheral device is provided with two or more storage blocks, and

wherein the meansfor [controlling the] setting the maximum power consumption

of the peripheral device comprise meansfor controlling a numberof storage blocks

processed by the peripheral device substantially simultaneously.

23. (Original Patent Claim) Theperipheral device according to the claim 18,

wherein said default value and at least one limiting value are stored in the peripheral

device.

24. (Original Patent Claim) The peripheral device accordingto the claim 18,

wherein said peripheral device is a MultiMediaCard.TM.peripheral device.

25. (Twice Amended) Anelectronic device comprising:

a connectorconfigured to connect to a peripheral device, wherein the peripheral

device comprises a memory, said memorystoring a default value and a limiting value for

[the] power consumption of the peripheral device;
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Reply to Office Action of September 17, 2014 Appl. No. 13/902,227

a powersupply configured to supply powerto the peripheral device; and

a power gauge configured to determine the power consumption of the peripheral

device,

wherein the power consumptionof the peripheral device is set at a startup stage

to said default value,

whereinat least said limiting value, which is higher than said default value, is

defined for the power consumptionof the peripheral device,

wherein the [means for determining the power consumption comprise] power

gauge comprises meansfor setting a maximum power consumptionof the peripheral

device to a value, which is in a range from said default value to said limiting value,said

range including said default value and said limiting value, and

wherein the electronic device is configured to transfer information to the

peripheral device for setting the maximum power[ofthe] consumption of the peripheral

device.

26. (Original Patent Claim) The electronic device according to claim 25, wherein

it is a portable electronic device.

27. (Original Patent Claim) The electronic device according to claim 25, further

comprising a memory configured to store the default value and the limiting value.

28. (Twice Amended) A peripheral device comprising:

a memory storing a default value and a limiting value for power consumption of

the peripheral device;

a connector configured to connect the peripheral device to an electronic device

for supplying powerto the peripheral device,

wherein [the] a maximum power consumption ofthe peripheral device is set at a

startup stage to said default value,

wherein at least said limiting value, whichis higherthan said default value,is

defined for the power consumptionofthe peripheral device,
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Reply to Office Action of September 17, 2014 Appl. No. 13/902,227

wherein the peripheral device comprises meansfor setting [a] the maximum

power consumptionofthe peripheral device to a value whichis in a range from said

default value to said limiting value, said range including said default value and said

limiting value, [and]

wherein the peripheral device is configured to receive information from the

electronic device for setting the maximum [of the] power consumption ofthe peripheral

device,and

wherein the meansforsettingthe maximum power consumption of the peripheral

device is configured to obtain the value, as indicated bythe received information, and to

set the maximumpowerconsumptionof the peripheral device to the value.

29. (Original Patent Claim) The peripheral device according to the claim 28,

wherein said default value and at least one limiting value are stored in the peripheral

device.

30. (New) Theperipheral device of claim 28 further comprising:

a clock generator.

wherein the meansforsetting themaximum power consumptionoftheperipheral

device is configured to adjust a frequency of the clock generator in response to the

received information fromthe electronic device.

31. (New) The peripheral device of claim 30, wherein the meansfor setting the

maximumpower consumption of the peripheral device is configured to adjust the

frequency of the clock generatorto a first frequencycorrespondingto the maximum

power consumption of theperipheral device.

32. (New) The peripheral device of claim 28, wherein theperipheral deviceis a

memory card.

33. (New) Theperipheral device of claim 28, wherein the limiting valueis a

highestpossible power consumption of the peripheral device.
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34.(New)The peripheral device of claim 28 further comprising: 

aplurality of memory banks configured to include at least an active mode and a 

power-saving mode.

35, (New)The peripheral device of claim 34,wherein the meansfor setting the

maximum power consumptionoftheperipheral device is configured to adjust the 

number of memorybanksin the plurality of memorybanksthat are in the active mode in

responseto the received information from the electronic device.

36. (New) Theperipheral device of claim 35, wherein the meansforsetting the

maximum power consumption ofthe peripheral device is further configured to increase

the number of memory banksin the plurality ofmemorybanksthat are in the active

mode in response to the received information fromthe electronic device indicating the

value for the maximum power consumption ofthe peripheral device beinggreater than

the default value.

37. (New) The peripheral device of claim 28,wherein the default valueis a

lowest possible maximumpower consumptionfor theperipheral device.

38. (New)Theperipheral device of claim 28, wherein the meansforsettingthe

maximumpower consumption ofthe peripheral device comprises a processor operable to

set the maximum power consumption of theperipheral device to the value.

39. (New) The peripheral device of claim 32, wherein the memorycard is a

MultiMediaCard.

40. (New)Theperipheral device of claim 28, wherein the range includes values

other than the default value and the limiting value.
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Remarks

Notification of Concurrent Proceeding (37 C.F.R. § 1.178(b))

Applicant has no knowledge of related concurrent proceedings.

StatementofStatus of Currently Pending Claims (37 CFR. § 1.173(c))

Upon entry of the foregoing amendment, patent claims 1-29 and previously

added new claims 30-40 are pending in the application, with claims 1, 7, 9, 15, 18, 25,

and 28 being the independentclaims. Patent claims 9, 12, 20-22, and 25 and previously

presented new claim 31 are sought to be amended. Applicant reserves the right to

prosecute similar or broader claims, with respect to the amended claims, in the future.

This response is believed to introduce no new matter, and its entry is respectfully

requested.

Based on the following remarks, Applicant respectfully requests that the

Examiner reconsiderall outstanding rejections and that they be withdrawn. Throughout

the arguments, Applicant reminds the Examinerthat the claims are given their broadest

reasonable meaning in view of the specification, and any paraphrasing of the claim

features is not to be interpreted as reading any features into, or characterizing of, the

claims.

Statement ofSubstance ofInterview (37 CF.R. § 1.133(b))

The Examiner is thanked for extending the Applicant a telephone and

GoToMeeting Interview held on October 23, 2014. Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.133,

Applicant provides the following statement of substance of the Interview. Applicant has

reviewed and agrees with the Interview Summary mailed October 27, 2014, except as

may be noted herein.

As the Examiner confirms in the Interview Summary, the Applicant and

Examiner agreed that there was a miscommunication in the interview held on June 25,

2014. Applicant confirmed that the means-plus-function language recited in claim 28

was intended to invoke 35 U.S.C. § 112, sixth paragraph. The Examiner agreed that

claims 28 and 38 would be deemed allowable if Applicant can show “the appropriateness
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Reply to Office Action of September17, 2014 Appl. No. 13/902,227

of invoking 1126[sic] in an independent claim but not its dependent claims.”

(Interview Summary of October 27, 2014.)

The Federal Circuit has found this claiming scheme appropriate. For example,

when asked to construe independent means claims and dependent structure claims the

Court found no issues with this claiming scheme and held “[iJlt is settled law, however,

that independent claims containing meansplus functionlimitations do not have the same

literal scope as dependent claims reciting specifically the structure that performs the

stated function.” Medtronic, Inc. y. Advanced Cardiovascular Systems, Inc., 248 F.3d

1303, 1313 (Fed. Cir. 2001). In Medtronic, the court relied on Laitram Corp. v. Rexnord,

Inc., 939 F.2d 1533, 1538 (Fed. Cir. 1991), noting Laitram explained:

fiJIn any event, [the independent and dependent
claims] do not ... thereby have exactly the same scope and,
thus, claim differentiation is maintained. [The independent
claim] remains broader than [the dependent claim].
Literally, [the independent claim] covers the structure
described in the specification and equivalents thereof. [The
dependent claim] doesnotliterally cover equivalents....

Medtronic, 248 F.3d at 1313.

These holdings comport with Applicant’s arguments during the Interview. So, the

Examiner should replace the tentative agreement noted during the Interview and in the

Interview Summary with complete agreement, and withdraw the pending 35 U.S.C. §

112, first paragraph and second paragraph, rejections of claim 28 (and 38).

Additionally, the Examiner agreed that claim 18 met all requirements under 35

U.S.C. § 112, second paragraph. So the Examiner agreed to withdraw the rejection.

Finally, the Examiner agreed the proposed claim amendmentspresented via the

GoToMeeting session would overcome the pending rejections of claims 12, 22, and 25

under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second paragraph.

The substance of the October 23 interview is further incorporated in the remarks

below.
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Explanation ofSupportfor Amended Claims (37 CFR. § 1.173(c))

Example support in the issued patent for the substantively amended claims is

shownin the table below.
  

Claim Example Support (Column: Line or Figure/Element)

9 | e.g., [4:33-38][4:44-46][5:5 1-58] [5:56-62][6:17-25][7:57-65][8:23-47]12 e.g., [8:23-31]
22 e.g, [8:23-31]
25 e.g., [4:33-38][4:44-46][5:5 1-58] [5:56-62][6:17-25][7:57-65][8:23-47]
31 | e.g., [6:17-25][7:54-65]

    
Due to conformity with rules for reissue amendments, and for the convenience of

the Examiner, Applicant presents the amendmentsto patent claims 9, 12, 22, and 25 and

previously presented new claim 31 below with markings to indicate the changes that

have been maderelative to these claims as filed on June 30, 2014. These annotated

claims are shown with informal format as the required format is shown above. For

example, the text of any added subject matter is shown by underlining the added text.

The text of any deleted matter is shown by strike-through except that double brackets

placed before and after the deleted characters may be used to show deletion offive or

fewer consecutive characters.

Amendments to claims 9,12, 22, 25, and 31

9. (Currently Amended) A system comprising
a peripheral device, wherein the peripheral device comprises:

a memory, said memorystoring a default value and a limiting value for
powerconsumption ofthe peripheral device,and

meansfor settingthe power consumption of theperipheral device at a
startup stageto said default value and for settingamaximumpower consumption
of the peripheral device to a value whichis in a range from said default value to
said limiting value,

wherein said range includes said default value and said limiting value,
whereinsaid limitingvalue is higher than said default value; and

an electronic device with means for connecting the peripheral device, [[and]]
means for supplying powerto the peripheral device, and means for determining power

 
>

o a mativv og tt tJ

 

Dov
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device-to-a-vahie; twhich-is-tnra range fromsaid deluuit-value tesaidTaniting valuer said 
wherein the electronic device iis configuredto transfer information to the

peripheral device for setting the maximum powerconsumptionofthe peripheral device.

12. (Currently Amended) The system accordingto the claim 9,
wherein the peripheral device is provided with two or more storage blocks, and
wherein the means for controlling setting the power consumption of the

peripheral device comprise meansforadjusting a numberof storage blocks processed by
the peripheral device substantially simultaneously.

22. (Currently Amended) The peripheral device according to the claim 18,
wherein the peripheral device is provided with two or more storage blocks, and
wherein the means for eentroHingthesetting the maximum power consumption

of the peripheral device comprise meansforcontrolling a numberof storage blocks
processed by the peripheral device substantially simultaneously.

25. (Currently Amended) Anelectronic device comprising:
a connector configured to connect to a peripheral device, wherein the peripheral

device comprises a memory, said memory storing a default value and a limiting value for
powerconsumption of the peripheral device;

a powersupply configured to supply powerto the peripheral device; and
a power gauge configured to determine the power consumptionof the peripheral

device,
wherein the power consumption ofthe peripheral device is set at a startup stage

to said default value,
whereinat least said limiting value, which is higher than said default value, is

defined for the power consumption of theeeedevice,wherein the me

device-comprise-power gauge comprises means‘for setting a maximum power
consumptionofthe peripheral device to a value, whichis in a range fromsaid default
value to said limiting value, said range including said default value andsaid limiting
value, and

wherein the electronic device is configured to transfer information to the
peripheral device for setting the maximum powerconsumptionof the peripheral device.

 

31. (Currently Amended) The peripheral device of claim 30, wherein the means
for setting the maximum powerconsumptionof the peripheral deviceis configured to
adjust the frequency ofthe clock generatorto a first frequency corresponding to the
maximum power consumptionofthe peripheral device.
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Amendments to claims 20 and 21

Claims 20 and 21 have been amendedto add a colon(‘:’) afterthe transitional

phrase “comprising.”

Rejection under 35 U.S.C. § 112, First Paragraph

Claims 28-37, 39, and 40 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112(a) or 35 U.S.C. §

112 (pre-AIA), first paragraph, as allegedly failing to comply with the enablement

requirement. (Office Action, p. 2.) Applicant respectfully traverses without acquiescing

to this rejection.

As noted in the Interview Summary, the Examiner has agreed to withdraw this

rejection so long as Applicant demonstrates that a dependent structure claim properly

depends from an independent means claim. As Applicant has shownthis above, the

Examineris respectfully requested to reconsider and withdraw therejection.

Rejections under 35 U.S.C. § 112, Second Paragraph

Claims 12 and 18-40 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112(b) or 35 U.S.C. § 112

(pre-AIA), second paragraph, as allegedly being indefinite. (Office Action, pp. 5-7.)

Applicant respectfully traverses without acquiescing to this rejection.

Claims 12, 22, and 25

Claims 12, 22, and 25 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second paragraph, as

allegedly being indefinite for “antecedent basis” issues. (Office Action, pp. 5-7.) Again,

Applicant respectfully disagrees without acquiescing to the rejection. Nevertheless, these

claims, as well as independent claim 9, have been amended forclarity and to expedite

prosecution. The Examiner agreed during the Interview that the proposed amendments,
similar to the amendments above, would overcome these rejections. Accordingly,

Applicant respectfully requests that the rejections be reconsidered and withdrawn.
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Claims 18-40

Claims 18-40 stand rejected as allegedly being unclear as to what claim feature

the “wherein” clauses were associated with in claims 18 and 28. As noted in the

Interview Summary, the Examiner has agreed to withdraw this rejection based on

Applicant’s explanation that the “wherein” clauses are associated with the “peripheral

device” claim feature. Accordingly, Applicant respectfully requests that the rejection be

reconsidered and withdrawn.

Other

Applicant wishes to clarify the comments regarding the pre/post AIA status of

this reissue application made on pages 12 to 13 of the June 30, 2014 Office Action

Reply. Applicant’s statements were only directed to post-AIA rules regarding

declarations. Applicant agrees with the Office that all other aspects of the examination of

this reissue application should be based on pre-AIArules.
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Conclusion

All of the stated grounds of rejection have been properly traversed,

accommodated, or rendered moot. Applicant therefore respectfully requests that the

Examiner reconsider all presently outstanding rejections and that they be withdrawn.

Applicant believes that a full and complete reply has been made to the outstanding

Office Action and, as such, the present application is in condition for allowance. If the

Examiner believes, for any reason, that personal communication will expedite

prosecution of this application, the Examiner is invited to telephone the undersigned at

the numberprovided.

Prompt and favorable consideration of this Amendment and Reply is respectfully

requested.

Respectfully submitted,

STERNE, KESSLER, GOLDSTEIN & FOX P.L.L.C.

/Jason D, Eisenberg #43447/

Jason D. Eisenberg
Attorney for Applicant
Registration No. 43,447

Date:__November 6, 2014 

1100 New York Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20005-3934
(202) 371-2600
1920057_5.DOCX
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November 6, 2014

Commissionerfor Patents Confirmation No. 8765
PO Box 1450 Art Unit 2115

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 Attn: Mail Stop Amendment

Re: U.S. Reissue Patent Application
Appl. No. 13/902,227; Filing Date: May 24, 2013
For: Methed and a System for Determining the Power Consumption in

Connection with an Electronic Device, and an Electronic Device
Inventor: Kimmo MYLLY

Our Ref: 3371.002REIO

Commissioner:

Transmitted herewith for appropriate action is the following document:

1. Amendment and Reply Under 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.111 and 1.173.

The above-listed documentis filed electronically through EFS-Web.

In the event that extensions of time are necessary to prevent abandonmentofthis patent
application, then such extensions oftime are herebypetitioned.

The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is hereby authorized to charge any fee deficiency,
or credit any overpayment, to our Deposit Account No. 19-0036.

Respectfully submitted,

KESSLER, GOLDSTEIN & FOX P.L.L.C.

 
 
 

 

Jascy isenberg
Attomseéy: for Applicant
Regisiation No. 43,447
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Application No. Applicant(s)
 13/902,227 MYLLY, KIMMO

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit AIA (First Inventor toFile)
JIH. BAE 2115 No 

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTHS FROM THE MAILING DATE OF

THIS COMMUNICATION.Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1) Responsive to communication(s) filed on 11/6/2014.
L] A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filedon___

2a)X] This action is FINAL. 2b)L] This action is non-final.
3)L] An election was made bythe applicant in responseto a restriction requirementset forth during the interview on

; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

4)L] Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordancewith the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

 

Disposition of Claims*

5) Claim(s) 1-40 is/are pendingin the application.
 

 

 

5a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

6)L] Claim(s) is/are allowed.
7)K] Claim(s) 1-40 is/are rejected.
8)L] Claim(s)___ is/are objectedto.
9)L] Claim(s) are subjectto restriction and/or election requirement.

* If any claims have been determined allowable, you may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at a

participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see

or send an inquiry to PPHfeecback@uspte.dov. 

Application Papers

10) The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
11) The drawing(s) filed on is/are: a)[_] accepted or b)[_] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

 

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d).

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)L] Acknowledgment is made ofa claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).
Certified copies:

a)LJ All b)[] Some** c)L] None ofthe:
1.) Certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived.
2.L] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.
3.L] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

““ See the attached detailed Office action fora list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) C Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 3) TC Interview Summary (PTO-413)
; ; Paper No(s)/Mail Date.

2) CT] Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08a and/or PTO/SB/08b) Oo Other:

 
Paper No(s)/Mail Date 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
PTOL-326 (Rev. 11-13) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20150129
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Application/Control Number: 13/902,227 Page 2

Art Unit: 2115

DETAILED ACTION

Notice of Pre-AlA or AIA Status

The present application is being examined underthe pre-AlAfirst to invent provisions.

Reissue Applications

The reissue oath/declaration filed with this application is defective (see 37 CFR 1.175

and MPEP § 1414) becauseofthe following:

The error statementprovidedin the original declaration filed on May 24, 2013 is no

longer applicable to the claims in their present form. The error statement reads:

 Applicant seeks to clarify claim 28 by additionally reciting:

 “wherein means for setting the maximum power consumption includes a

    processor configured to read an indication of the value from the

 received information and to set the maximum power consumption to the

 a”
value based on the indication.

Claim 28 as currently amended doesnot incorporate the language specified in the error

statement.

Claims 1-40 are rejected as being based upon a defective reissue declaration under 35

U.S.C. 251 as set forth above. See 37 CFR 1.175.

The nature of the defect(s) in the declaration is set forth in the discussion abovein this

Office action.
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Application/Control Number: 13/902,227 Page 3

Art Unit: 2115

Conclusion

Anyinquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to JI H. BAE whosetelephone numberis (571)272-7181. The examiner can

normally be reached on Monday-Friday, 9 am to 5:30 pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Thomas Lee can be reached on 571-272-3667. The fax phone numberfor the

organization wherethis application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on accessto the Private

PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197(toll-free). If you

would like assistance from a USPTO CustomerService Representative or access to the

automated information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

/J| H BAE/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2115
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

Phone: 571-272-7181

Fax: 571-273-7181

ji.bae@uspto.gov
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
Reexamination

Index of Claims 13902227 MYLLY, KIMMO

Examiner

JI H BAE

Rejected | Cancelled
= Allowed | Restricted
(1 Claims renumberedin the same order as presented by applicant
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
Reexamination

Index of Claims 13902227 MYLLY, KIMMO

Examiner

JI H BAE
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of: Confirmation No.: 8765

Kimmo MYLLY Art Unit: 2115

Appl. No.: 13/902,227 Examiner: Bae, JI H

Filed: May 24, 2013 Atty. Docket: 3371.002REIO

For: Method and a System for Determining
the Power Consumption in Connection
with an Electronic Device, and an
Electronic Device

 
Reply Under 37 C.ER. § 1.116

Mail Stop AF

Commissioner for Patents

PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Commissioner:

In reply to the Office Action dated February 2, 2015, Applicant submits the following

Remarks. No amendments are made in this Reply. All changes shownin the claims were previously

submitted and entered by the Examiner, and are being shown herein pursuant to the Rules.

It is not believed that extensions of time are required beyond those that may otherwise be

provided for in documents accompanying this paper. However, if additional extensions of time are

necessary to prevent abandonment of this application, then such extensions of time are hereby

petitioned under 37 C.F.R. § 1.136(a), and any additional fees required to continue prosecution or

appeal of this application (including issue fee, fees for net addition of claims or forwarding to

appeal) are hereby authorized to be charged to our Deposit Account No. 19-0036.
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Reply to Office Action of February 2, 2015 Appl. No. 13/902,227

Listing ofthe Claims

Theclaim identifiers, or lack thereof, below conform identically to the rules for reissue
amendments set forth in 37 C.F.R. 1.173(b)(2), (c), (d), and (e). (See also, M.P.E.P. 1453

(I), (IV), and (V)). All amendments to the claims were made previously, and entered by the
Examiner. No new changesto the claims are sought in this Reply.

1. (Amended) A method comprising:

initiating determination of power consumption in an electronic device, to which a peripheral

device is connected, and from which [the] poweris supplied to the peripheral device, wherein the

peripheral device comprises a memory, said memory storing a default value and a limiting value for

[the] power consumption of the peripheral device;

setting the power consumption ofthe peripheral device at a startup state to said default

value;

reading from the memoryatleast said limiting value, which is higher than said default

value; and

setting [the] a maximum [of the] power consumption of the peripheral device to a value

which is in a range from said default value to said limiting value, wherein the range includes said

default value and said limiting value,

wherein information is transferred from the electronic device to the peripheral device for

setting the maximum [of the] power consumption of the peripheral device.

2. (Amended) The method according to claim 1, wherein said limiting value is used as a

highest allowable value for the power consumption of the peripheral device.

3. (Amended) The method according to claim 1, wherein at least one contentis stored in the

peripheral device, for use in connection with the electronic device, wherein at a stage of storing the

content, the power consumption [set for] of the peripheral device is a value correspondingto said

limiting value, and at a stage of using the content, the power consumption [set for] of the peripheral

device is a value correspondingto said default value.

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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Reply to Office Action of February 2, 2015 Appl. No. 13/902,227

4, (Original Patent Claim) The method according to the claim 1, wherein at least one clock

signal is generated in the peripheral device and wherein the power consumptionofthe peripheral

device is controlled by adjusting the frequency of at least one clock signal.

5. (Original Patent Claim) The method according to the claim 1, wherein the peripheral

device comprises at least one bus and that the power consumption of the peripheral deviceis

controlled by controlling a width of said bus.

6. (Original Patent Claim) The method according to the claim 1, wherein the peripheral

device is provided with two or more storage blocks controlled by controlling a numberof storage

blocks processed by the peripheral device substantially simultaneously.

7. (Amended) A method comprising:

initiating determination of power consumption in an electronic device, to which a peripheral

device is connected, and from which [the] poweris supplied to the peripheral device, wherein the

peripheral device comprises a memory, said memory storing a default value and a limiting value for

[the] power consumption of the peripheral device;

setting the power consumption ofthe peripheral device at a startup stage to said default

value;

reading from the memoryatleast said limiting value, which is higher than said default

value; and

setting [the] a maximum [of the] power consumption of the peripheral deviceto a value

whichis in a range from said default value to said limiting value, wherein the range includessaid

default value and said limiting value,

wherein messagesare transferred between the electronic device and the peripheral device for

setting the maximum [of the] power consumption of the peripheral device to a value in a range from

said default value to said limiting value, wherein the range includes said default value and said

limiting value.
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8. (Amended) The method according to claim 7, wherein said limiting value is used as a

highest allowable value for the power consumption of the peripheral device.

9. (Twice Amended) A system comprising

a peripheral device, wherein the peripheral device comprises:

amemory, said memory storing a default value and a limiting value for [the] power

consumption of the peripheral device, and

meansfor setting the power consumption of the peripheral device at a startup stage

to said default value and for setting a maximum power consumption of the peripheral device to a

value whichis in a range from said default value to said limiting value,

wherein said range includes said default value and said limiting value,

wherein said limiting value is higher than said default value; and

an electronic device with means for connecting the peripheral device, [and] meansfor

 

supplying powerto the peripheral device, and means for determining power consumptionofthe

peripheral device,

[wherein the power consumptionofthe peripheral deviceis set at a startup stage to said

default value,]

[wherein at least said limiting value which is higher than said default value is stored for the

power consumption,|

[wherein the means for determining the power consumption comprise meansforsetting a

maximum power consumption ofthe peripheral device to a value whichis in a range from said

default value to said limiting value, said range including said default value and said limiting value,

and]

wherein the electronic device is configured to transfer information to the peripheral device

for setting the maximum [of the] power consumption ofthe peripheral device.

10. (Original Patent Claim) The system according to claim 9, wherein the peripheral device

comprises meansfor generating at least one clock signal, and wherein the system comprises means

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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for controlling the power consumption of the peripheral device by adjusting the frequency ofsaid at

least one clock signal.

11. (Original Patent Claim) The system accordingto claim 9,

wherein the peripheral device comprisesat least one bus, and

wherein the system comprises means for controlling the power consumption ofthe

peripheral device by adjusting a bus width of the peripheral device.

12. (Amended) The system accordingto the claim 9,

wherein the peripheral device is provided with two or more storage blocks, and

wherein the meansfor [controlling] setting the power consumption of the peripheral device

comprise meansfor adjusting a numberof storage blocks processed by the peripheral device

substantially simultaneously.

13. (Original Patent Claim) The system according to the claim 9, wherein the electronic

device is a portable electronic device.

14. (Original Patent Claim) The system according to claim 13, further comprising means for

performing mobile station functions.

15. (Amended) An electronic device comprising:

means for connecting a peripheral device, wherein the peripheral device comprises a

memory, said memory storing a default value and a limiting value for [the] power consumption of

the peripheral device;

means for supplying powerto the peripheral device; and

means for determining the power consumption of the peripheral device,

wherein the power consumption ofthe peripheral device is set at a startup stage to said

default value,

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REIO
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wherein at least said limiting value, which is higher than said default value, is defined for

the power consumption of the peripheral device,

wherein the means for determining the power consumption of the peripheral device

comprise meansfor setting a maximum power consumption ofthe peripheral device to a value

which is in a range from said default value to said limiting value, said range including said default

value and said limiting value, and

wherein the meansfor supplying the poweris configured to transfer information to the

peripheral device for setting the maximum [of the] power consumptionof the peripheral device.

16. (Original Patent Claim) The electronic device according to claim 15, whereinit is a

portable electronic device.

17. (Original Patent Claim) The electronic device according to claim 16, further comprising

means for performing mobile station functions.

18. (Amended) A peripheral device comprising:

a memory storing a default value and a limiting value for power consumptionofthe

peripheral device;

means for connecting the peripheral device to an electronic device for supplying powerto

the peripheral device,

wherein the power consumption of the peripheral device is set at a startup stage to said

default value,

wherein at least said limiting value, which is higher than said default value, is defined for

the power consumption of the peripheral device,

wherein the peripheral device comprises meansfor setting a maximum power consumption

of the peripheral device to a value whichis in a range from said default value to said limiting value,

said range including said default value and said limiting value, and

Atty. Dkt. No. 3371.002REI0
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wherein the peripheral device is configured to receive information from the electronic

device for setting the maximum [of the] power consumption of the peripheral device.

19. (Original Patent Claim) The peripheral device according to claim 18, wherein atleast

one content is stored in the peripheral device for use in connection with the electronic device.

20. (Amended) The peripheral device according to claim 18, further comprising:

meansfor generating at least one clock signal and

meansfor controlling the power consumption of the peripheral device by frequency control

of said at least one clock signal.

21. (Amended) Theperipheral device according to claim 18, further comprising:

at least one bus and

meansfor controlling the power consumption of the peripheral device by controlling a bus

width of said bus of the peripheral device.

22. (Amended) The peripheral device according to the claim 18,

wherein the peripheral device is provided with two or more storage blocks, and

wherein the meansfor [controlling the] setting the maximum power consumption of the

peripheral device comprise means for controlling a numberof storage blocks processed by the

peripheral device substantially simultaneously.

23. (Original Patent Claim) The peripheral device according to the claim 18, wherein said

default value and at least one limiting value are stored in the peripheral device.

24. (Original Patent Claim) The peripheral device according to the claim 18, wherein said

peripheral device is a MultiMediaCard™ peripheral device.
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25. (Twice Amended) An electronic device comprising:

a connector configured to connect to a peripheral device, wherein the peripheral device

comprises a memory, said memory storing a default value anda limiting value for [the] power

consumption of the peripheral device;

a powersupply configured to supply powerto the peripheral device; and

a power gauge configured to determine the power consumption of the peripheral device,

wherein the power consumption of the peripheral device is set at a startup stage to said

default value,

wherein at least said limiting value, which is higher than said default value, is defined for

the power consumption ofthe peripheral device,

wherein the [means for determining the power consumption comprise] power gauge

comprises meansfor setting a maximum power consumption of the peripheral device to a value,

which is in a range from said default value to said limiting value, said range including said default

value and said limiting value, and

wherein the electronic device is configured to transfer information to the peripheral device

for setting the maximum power[of the] consumption of the peripheral device.

26. (Original Patent Claim) The electronic device according to claim 25, whereinit is a

portable electronic device.

27. (Original Patent Claim) The electronic device according to claim 25, further comprising

a memory configured to store the default value and the limiting value.

28. (Twice Amended) A peripheral device comprising:

a memorystoring a default value and a limiting value for power consumption of the

peripheral device;

a connector configured to connect the peripheral device to an electronic device for supplying

powerto the peripheral device,
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wherein [the] a maximum power consumption of the peripheral deviceis set at a startup

stage to said default value,

wherein at least said limiting value, which is higher than said default value, is defined for

the power consumption ofthe peripheral device,

wherein the peripheral device comprises meansfor setting [a] the maximum power

consumption of the peripheral device to a value whichis in a range from said default value to said

limiting value, said range including said default value and said limiting value, [and]

wherein the peripheral device is configured to receive information from the electronic

device for setting the maximum [of the] power consumption ofthe peripheral device,and

wherein the meansforsettingthe maximum power consumption ofthe peripheral deviceis

configured to obtain the value,as indicated by the received information, and to set the maximum

power consumption of the peripheral device to the value.

29. (Original Patent Claim) The peripheral device according to the claim 28, wherein said

default value and at least one limiting value are stored in the peripheral device.

30.(New)Theperipheral device of claim 28 further comprising:

a clock generator,

wherein the meansfor setting the maximum power consumption of the peripheral deviceis

configured to adjust a frequency of the clock generator in response to the received information from

the electronic device.

31. (New) Theperipheral device of claim 30, wherein the means forsetting the maximum

power consumptionofthe peripheral device is configured to adjust the frequency of the clock

generatorto a first frequency corresponding to the maximum power consumption ofthe peripheral

device.
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32. (New) Theperipheral device of claim 28, wherein the peripheral device is a memory

card,

33.(New) Theperipheral device of claim 28, wherein the limiting value is a highest possible

power consumption ofthe peripheral device.

34. (New) Theperipheral device of claim 28 further comprising:

a plurality of memory banks configured to includeat least an active mode and a power-

saving mode.

35. (New) The peripheral device of claim 34, wherein the means for setting the maximum

power consumptionof the peripheral device is configured to adjust the number of memory banksin

the plurality of memorybanksthat are in the active mode in response to the received information

from the electronic device.

36. (New) The peripheral device of claim 35, wherein the means for setting the maximum

power consumption of the peripheral device is further configured to increase the number of memory

banksin theplurality of memory banksthat are in the active mode in responseto the received

information from the electronic device indicating the value for the maximum power consumption of

the peripheral device being greater than the default value.

37. (New) Theperipheral device of claim 28, wherein the default value is a lowest possible

maximum power consumption for the peripheral device.

38. (New) Theperipheral device of claim 28, wherein the means forsetting the maximum

power consumption ofthe peripheral device comprises a processor operable to set the maximum

power consumption of the peripheral device to the value.
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39. (New) The peripheral device of claim 32, wherein the memorycard is a

MultiMediaCard.

40. (New) The peripheral device of claim 28, wherein the range includes values other than

the default value and the limiting value.
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Remarks

Reconsideration of this Application is respectfully requested. Based on the following

remarks, Applicant respectfully requests that the Examiner reconsiderall outstanding rejections and

that they be withdrawn.

Rejection under 35 U.S.C. § 251

Claims 1-40 stand rejected because the error statement provided in the original reissue

declaration filed on May 24, 2013 is no longer applicable to claim 28 as currently amended. (Office

Action, p. 2.) To comply with MPEP 1414.01, Applicant has filed a supplemental reissue

declaration concurrently with this reply. Accordingly, Applicant respectfully submits that the

rejection of claims 1-40 under 35 U.S.C. § 251 be reconsidered and withdrawn.

All of the stated grounds of rejection have been properly traversed, accommodated, or

rendered moot. Applicant therefore respectfully requests that the Examiner reconsiderall presently

outstanding rejections and that they be withdrawn. Applicant believesthat a full and complete reply

has been madeto the outstanding Office Action and, as such, the present application is in condition

for allowance. If the Examiner believes, for any reason, that personal communication will expedite

prosecution of this application, the Examineris invited to telephone the undersigned at the number

provided. Prompt and favorable consideration of this Amendment and Reply is respectfully

 
requested.

Respectfully submitted,

STER (é\} ESSLER, GOLDSTEIN & FOX P.L.L.C.

Jason\,| Eisenberg
Attorney\fior Applicant

Y Registration No. 43,447
Date: W\\4

1100 New York Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C, 20005-3934
(202) 371-2600
1965597_3.DOCX
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Commissioner for Patents Confirmation No. 8765
PO Box 1450 Art Unit 2115

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 Attn: Mail Stop AF

Re: U.S. Reissue Patent Application
Appl. No. 13/902,227; Filing Date: May 24, 2013
For: Method and a System for Determining the Power Consumption in

Connection with an Electronic Device, and an Electronic Device
Inventor: Kimmo MYLLY

Our Ref: 3371.002REIO

Commissioner:

Transmitted herewith for appropriate action are the following documents:

1. Reissue Application Declaration by the Assignee; and

2. Reply Under 37 C.F.R. § 1.116.

The above-listed documentsare filed electronically through EFS-Web.

In the event that extensions of time are necessary to prevent abandonmentofthis patent
application, then such extensionsof time are hereby petitioned.

The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is hereby authorized to charge any fee deficiency,
or credit any overpayment, to our Deposit Account No. 19-0036.

Respectfully submitted,
i

STERNH, IRESSLER, GOLDSTEIN & FOX P.L.L.C. 
 
 

 

\
JasonD\fisenberg

Attorne NG ApplicantRegistratidy No. 43,447
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Approved for use dirougn 08/31/2013 OMB 0651-0033
U.S, Patent and Trademars Offce, JS DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

ured 10 respondto a coilection of information unless ft displays 9 void OMB cantro! number,
Docke! Number (optional)

REISSUE APPLICATION DECLARATION BY THE ASSIGNEE 3371.002RLEI0

Under tha Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are req,

 

  

| hereby declare that:

The residence and mailing address of the inventororjoint inventors are siated below.

| am authorizedto act on behalf of the following assignee: Memory Technologies LLC

he entire litte to the patentidentified below is vested in said assignee.

| 7

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Invantoc ,,. " —_Kimmo MYLLY |
|Residence: City Stale County |

Jutkujirvi , Finland _ |
Mailing Address |

City ‘)State i Zip Country |
Julkujari _ FIN-39160 Finland
CU] Additional Inventors are named on separalely numbered sheets altached hereto . ee |  

Dale of Patent Issued October 2, 2007  “Patent Number 7.978.033 B2
| believe said inventor(s} to be the original invenlor or original joint inventors of ihe subject matter which is described and
claimed in sald patent, for which a relssue patent is sought on the invention titled: ee+ 7 1

Method and a System for Deterntining the Power Consumption in Connection with an Electronic Device, and an Electronic Device
 

the specification of which

(_] is allached hereto.

May24, 2013 ag reissue application number 13/902,227was filed on

The above-identified application was madeor authorized ta be made by me.

t hereby acknowledge that any willful false slatement made tn this declaration is punishable under 35 U.S.C. 1001 byfine
or imprisonment of not more thanfive (5) years, or both.

| believe the original patent to be wholly or party inoperative or invalid, for the reasons described below.
(Check atl boxes that apply.)

LJ by reason of a defective specification or drawing.
Lx] by reason of [he patentee claiming more or less than he had the right to claim in the patent.
tj by reasonof olher errors.
 {Page 1 of 2]

Ths ceflection of information Is required by 37 CFR 1,475. The information is required to, obtain or retain a benafil by the pubhe which1s to fe (and by the USPTO
to prosess) an appileation. Confidentiality is guvarned by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CER 141 and 1.14. This collection Js estimated to take 30 minutes to complete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed applicuten form to the USPTO, Time will vary depending upon the -ndkaidual case. Any comments onthe amount of ime you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reduciny this burden, should be sent ta the Chief information Officer, US Patent and
Tradetpark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Aloxyandna, VA 22343-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO TiS
ADORESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

H you noedassistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9799 and select option 2.
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PTOMALAJ0S (06-12)
Agproved for use through 98/31/2013. OMB 6851-0033

U.S. Patent and Trademark Gifice: US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Underthe Papenyark Reduction Act of 1995, ne persons are required 19 res! pond 1o 2 collection of information unless it displays a vatid OMB contro! number.
REISSUE APPLICATION DECLARATION BY THE ASSIGNEE Docket Number(Optional)oo ‘ ZINES

Atleast ane error upon which reissue is based is described below. If the reissue is a broadening
reissue, a claim that the application seeks to broaden mustbeidentified and the box belaw must be checked:
Applicant seeks to clarify claim 28 by additionally reciting "wherein the means lor setting the maximum power
consumption ofthe peripheral device is configured to obtain the value, as indicated by the received
information, and lo set the maximum power consumptionofthe peripheral device to the value."

[Attach additional sheets, if needed]

[4 The application forthe original patent was filed under 37 GFR 1.46 by the assignee of the entire interest.  
tamenarencePenIeET

| hereby appoint:

Practitioners associated with Customer Number: | 96111
OR

[|] Practitioner(s) named below:

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

  
 
 

as myfour atlorney(s) or agent(s) ta prosecute the application Identified above, and to transact all business in the United
States Patent and TracemarkOffice connected therewith, oe_

Corraspondence Address: Direct all communications about the application to: |
[x] The address associated weh Customer Number: | 26111 |. 20| OR — |

[reFeoo } ° |i individual
| Name . _ “punta wennnara it annea

  
 

 
 
 
 
 

  
  

  

Te T
 

 Country ;
Telephone .

WARNING:

Petitioner/applicant is cautioned to aycid submitting personal information in documents filed in a patent application that may
contribute to identity thell. Personal information such as social security numbers, bank account numbers, or credit card
numbers (other than a check or credit card authorization form PTO-2038 submitted for payment purposes) is never required by
the USPTO to support a petition or an application. If ihis type of personal information is included in documents submitted to
the USPTO,pelitioners/applicants should consider redacting such personal information framthe documenis before submitting
them to ihe USPTO. Petitionerfapplicant is advised that the record of a patent appiication ts available to the public after
publication of the application (uness a non-publication request in compliance with 37 CFR 1.213{a) is madein the application)
or issuance of a patent. Furthermore, the record from an abandoned application may also be available to the public if the
application is referenced in a published application or an issued patent {see 27 CFR 1.14), Checks and credit card
authorization forms PTO-2038 submilled for payment purposes ara not retained in the application file and therefore are not|
publicly available. i

Signature“Kobesaecrnnpemmmimrtinanreninist

Ful narne of person signing (give

Date (Optional) 7[| 

 
 

 
 

“AddressofAssigneeSSS

6787 W. Tropicana Ave., Suite 238 , Las Vegas, Nevada 89103, US 

(Page2 of 2]
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PTO/SB/06 (09-11)
Approvedfor use through 1/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF GOMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORDJ“plication or Docket Number Filing Date
Substitute for Form PTO-875 13/902 ,227 05/24/2013|LC] Tobe Mailed

ENTITY: [X)carRGce [] smatt [] micro

APPLICATION AS FILED — PART|

(Column 1) (Column 2)

NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA

37 CFR 1.16(a), (b), or (¢

37 CFR 1.16(k), (i), or (m

CL EXAMINATION FEE

TOTAL CLAIMS j .
37 CFR 1.16(i minus 20 =

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS J .
37 CFR 1.16(h minus 3 =

If the specification and drawings exceed 100 sheets
of paper, the application size fee due is $310 ($155
for small entity) for each additional 50 sheets or
fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C. 41(a)(1)(G) and 37
CFR 1.16(s).

[_] MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT(37 CFR 1,16(j)

LAPPLICATION SIZE FEE
(37 CFR 1.16(s))

* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter “O” in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED- PARTII

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3)

CLAIMS HIGHEST

hereNG p SREYOUSLY PRESENT EXTRA ADDITIONALFEE($)AMENDMENT PAID FOR

C Application Size Fee (837 CFR 1.16(s))

Cc FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

AMENDMENT
(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3)

CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER

AFTER PREVIOUSLY PRESENT EXTRA
AMENDMENT PAID FOR

Total (37 CFR + ; aosCiae
Ind dent * i tik

esCdee
[_] Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

Cc FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))
AMENDMENT
* If the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column2, write “O” in column 3. LIE
** If the “Highest NumberPreviously Paid For” IN THIS SPACEis less than 20, enter “20”. /ELMIBA HALL/
*** If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For’ IN THIS SPACEis less than 3, enter “3”.
The “Highest Number Previously Paid For’ (Total or Independent) is the highest numberfound in the appropriate box in column 1.

 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichis tofile (and by the USPTOto
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering,
preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO.Time will vary depending uponthe individual case. Any comments on the amountof time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and TrademarkOffice, U.S.
Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

 
NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE

 
   

26111 7590 04/02/2015

STERNE, KESSLER, GOLDSTEIN & FOX P.L.L.C. BAE, JIH
1100 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W.
WASHINGTON, DC 20005

2115

DATE MAILED:04/02/2015

13/902,227 05/24/2013 Kimmo MYLLY 3371.002REIO 8765

TITLE OF INVENTION: Method and a System for Determining the Power Consumption in Connection with an Electronic Device, and an Electronic Device

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE|PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

$0 $0nonprovisional UNDISCOUNTED $960 $960 07/02/2015

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCEIS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.

THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS

PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW
DUE.

HOW TO REPLYTO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the ENTITY STATUSshownabove.If the ENTITY STATUSis shown as SMALL or MICRO,verify whether entitlement to that
entity status still applies.

If the ENTITY STATUSis the same as shown above, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above.

If the ENTITY STATUSis changed from that shown above, on PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL,complete section number5 titled
"Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)".

For purposes of this notice, small entity fees are 1/2 the amount of undiscounted fees, and micro entity fees are 1/2 the amountof small entity
fees.

II. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL,orits equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE(if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b"
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B isfiled, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur due to the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalentof Part B.

IH. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to
Mail Stop ISSUE FEE unless advisedto the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of
maintenancefees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.

Page | of 3
PTOL-85 (Rev. 02/11)
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
or Fax (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE(if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where
appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as
indicated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS"formaintenance fee notifications.

 

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS(Note: Use Block 1 for any changeof address) apers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must
have its own certificate of mailing or transmission.

Certificate of Mailing or Transmission
I hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the United
States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope
addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimile
transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273-2885, on the date indicated below.

26111 7590 04/02/2015

STERNE, KESSLER, GOLDSTEIN & FOX P.L.L.C.
1100 NEW YORK AVENUE,N.W.
WASHINGTON, DC 20005 (Depositor's name)

(Signature)

(ate) 
 
  APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKETNO. CONFIRMATION NO.

13/902,227 05/24/2013 Kimmo MYLLY 3371.002REIO 8765

 

TITLE OF INVENTION: Method and a System for Determining the Power Consumption in Connection with an Electronic Device, and an Electronic Device

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE|PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

$0 $0nonprovisional UNDISCOUNTED $960 $960 07/02/2015

EXAMINER ART UNIT CLASS-SUBCLASS

BAE,JI H 2115 713-300000

1. Change of correspondence addressor indication of "Fee Address" (37
CFR 1.363).

LI Change of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence
Address form PTO/SB/122) attached.

LI "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address” Indication form
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Numberis required.

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT(printor type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for
recordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.

(A) NAMEOF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE:(CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

2. For printing on the patent front page,list  
(1) The namesofup to 3 registered patent attorneys
or agents OR,alternatively,  
(2) The nameofa single firm (having as a member a 2
registered attorney or agent) and the namesof up to
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If nonameis 43
listed, no namewill be printed.

   
Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : LV individual LJ Corporation or other private group entity (J Government

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Paymentof Fee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)
L] Issue Fee LIA checkis enclosed.

Lj Paymentby credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.
[I The directoris hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credits any

overpayment, to Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copy ofthis form).

_] Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted)
LL] Advance Order - # of Copies

  
5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

NOTE: Absenta valid certification of Micro Entity Status (see forms PTO/SB/15A and 15B), issueLj Applicantcertifying micro entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29
fee paymentin the micro entity amountwill not be accepted at the risk of application abandonment.

 

Lj Applicant asserting small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27 NOTE:If the application was previously under micro entity status, checking this box will be taken
to be a notification ofloss of entitlement to micro entity status.

  
Lj Applicant changing to regular undiscounted fee status. NOTE: Checking this box will be taken to be a notification ofloss of entitlement to small or micro

entity status, as applicable.

NOTE:This form mustbe signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.31 and 1.33. See 37 CFR 14 for signature requirements and certifications.

Authorized Signature
 

Typed or printed name
 

PTOL-85 Part B (10-13) Approved for use through 10/31/2013. OMB 0651-0033

Date 

Registration No.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKETNO. CONFIRMATION NO.

 
 
   

13/902,227 05/24/2013 Kimmo MYLLY 3371.002REIO 8765

26111 7590 04/02/2015

STERNE, KESSLER, GOLDSTEIN & FOX P.L.L.C. BAE, JIH
1100 NEW YORK AVENUE,N.W.
WASHINGTON,DC 20005

2115

DATE MAILED: 04/02/2015

Determination of Patent Term Extension or Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

A reissue patent is for "the unexpired part of the term of the original patent." See 35 U.S.C. 251. Accordingly, the
above-identified reissue application is not eligible for Patent Term Extension or Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154(b).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of
Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1-(888)-786-0101 or (571)-272-4200.

Page 3 of 3
PTOL-85 (Rev. 02/11)
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OMB Clearance and PRA Burden Statement for PTOL-85 Part B

The Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) of 1995 requires Federal agencies to obtain Office of Management and
Budget approval before requesting most types of information from the public. When OMB approves an agency
request to collect information from the public, OMB (i) provides a valid OMB Control Number and expiration
date for the agency to display on the instrument that will be used to collect the information and (ii) requires the
agency to inform the public about the OMB Control Number’s legal significance in accordance with 5 CFR
1320.5(b).

The information collected by PTOL-85 Part B is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is required to obtain
or retain a benefit by the public whichis to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is
governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary
depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form
and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT
SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box

1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to
respondto a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the
requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this informationis
35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the informationsolicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which
the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission
related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which mayresult in termination of
proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by youin this form will be subject to the following routine uses:
1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of

Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of records
may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these records is required
by the Freedom of Information Act.

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence
to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of
settlement negotiations.

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance
from the Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having
need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to
comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of
records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property
Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes
of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C.
218(c)).

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General
Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's
responsibility to recommend improvements in records managementpractices and programs, under authority
of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations
governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive.
Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about individuals.

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication
of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a
record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the
record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated
and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public
inspection or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomesawareof a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Application No. Applicant(s)
13/902,227 MYLLY, KIMMO

. aye i i AIA (First Inventor to
Notice of Allowability ame ”‘ 5nit File) Status

No

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSEDin this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANTOF PATENT RIGHTS.This application is subject to withdrawal from issue atthe initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1. KJ This communication is responsive to amendmentfiled on 2/24/2015.

LIA declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/werefiled on

2. J An election was madeby the applicant in response to a restriction requirementset forth during the interview on ; the restriction
requirement and election have been incorporatedinto this action.

3. K] The allowed claim(s)is/are 1-40. As a result of the allowed claim(s), you maybeeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution
Highwayprogram at a participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see

nito:/www.uspio.gov/patenis/init events/ooh/index.jso or send an inquiry to PPHicedback@uspto.qov .
 

4. ] Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d)or(f).

Certified copies:

a)X All b)[LJSome *c) (J Noneofthe:

1. [] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. [X] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. 10/401338.

3. [J Copiesof the certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

“ Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE?”of this communicationto file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENTofthis application.
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIODIS NOT EXTENDABLE.

5. L] CORRECTED DRAWINGS( as “replacement sheets”) must be submitted.

(1 including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment / Commentorin the Office action of
Paper No./Mail Date .

Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawingsin the front (not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as suchin the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

6. [] DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATIONaboutthe deposit of BOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner’s comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)
1. [J Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 5. (J Examiner's Amendment/Comment

2. [] Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 6. (J Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance
Paper No./Mail Date

3. [] Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 7. J Other .
of Biological Material

4. (1 Interview Summary (PTO-413),
Paper No./Mail Date .

/JIH BAE/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2115

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-13) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20150228
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
Reexamination

Index of Claims 13902227 MYLLY, KIMMO

Examiner

JI H BAE

Rejected | Cancelled
= Allowed | Restricted

KJ Claims renumberedin the same order as presented by applicant OU CPA

CLAIM DATE
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U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No. : 20150228
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
Reexamination

Index of Claims 13902227 MYLLY, KIMMO

Examiner

JI H BAE

Rejected Cancelled

= Allowed Restricted
KJ Claims renumberedin the same order as presented by applicant

CLAIM

01/25/2014] 09/16/2014]01/29/2015 02/28/2015

Po
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pov|~|=
pov|wefT=

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No. : 20150228
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